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English Abstract 

 

Key words:  Sino-Xenic Languages, Optimality Theory, Historical Phonology,  

        Opacity, Syllable Structure 

 

This thesis investigates the phonological change of entering tone in Sino-Xenic 

languages based on Optimality Theory. The research issues include (1) How is 

Optimality Theory applied to historical linguistics on the basis of Sino-Xenic languages? 

(2) How is Opacity in historical linguistics represented in Optimality Theory by means of 

Sino-Xenic languages? (3) How does internal syllable structure affect phonological 

change in Sino-Xenic languages? In this study, the data of entering tone are collected 

according to F�ngyán Diàochá Zìbi�o (A wordlist for dialectal research). Specifically, 

the layers, which are pertinent to each other, from three Sino-Xenic languages, Literal 

Reading (Wéndú) in Southern Min and Kan-on in Sino-Japanese and Modern Sino-

Korean, are compared. In addition, instead of the traditional method, Shè, this study 

concentrates on vowel changes by dividing vowels into [a]-vowel group, non-[a]-vowel 

group and Hék�u.   

First, to investigate the compatibility of historical phonology and modern 

phonological theories, this study adopts Faithfulness, Markedness, Dispersion-Optimality 

Theory (FMD-OT) (Sanders 2003), paying specific attention to vowel changes. The 

results show that Optimality Theory can account for the historical change of entering tone 

in Sino-Xenic languages and FMD-OT succinctly explains vowel changes in terms of 

dispersion constraints. Furthermore, this study amends Sanders’ FMD-OT by proposing a 

new set of constraints for central vowel. 

Second, this study also discusses opacity in historical phonology. To solve this 

problem, this study modifies and extends Candidate Chains (McCarthy 2007). It is 

proposed historical sound change is continual, each stage is evaluated parallelly, and new 

constraints are activated and reranked with previous constraints. This proposal is 

supported by G�ngshè (��) in Southern Min, Division III of Sh�ngshè (��) and 

Xiánshè (��) in Sino-Japanese and G�ngshè (��) in Sino-Korean.   
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This study finally explores the influence of syllable structure on sound changes in 

Sino-Xenic languages. Two factors are suggested, Phonotactic Constraints and Licensing 

Constraints. When the moras belong to the same branch in syllable node, there is no 

interaction of the segments, such as Southern Min. On the contrary, when the moras 

locate in different branches, the segments interact, such as Sino-Japanese and Sino-

Korean. What distinguishes Sino-Japanese from Sino-Korean is whether mora is 

prominent or not. On one hand, if the mora is prominent, the mora is maintained, for 

example, Sino-Japanese. On the other hand, if the mora is not prominent, the mora is 

likely to be deleted, i.e. Sino-Korean, when the interaction takes place.   
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Chapter 1  Introduction 

 

1.0 Overview 

This thesis investigates the phonological changes of entering tone (��� Rù 

Sh�ng Y�n) in Sino-Xenic languages, focusing on vowel changes and the influence 

syllable structure on sound changes. The framework is based on Optimality Theory, 

especially Faithfulness, Markedness, and Dispersion in OT (Sanders 2003) and 

Candidate Chains (McCarthy 2007). Abridging the gap between historical Chinese 

phonology and modern phonological theories is essential because previous works that 

deal with these two fields are seldom seen. One one hand, from Qi�y�n (�� 601 A.D.), 

Chinese phonology has long history and many researchers have devoted themselves to 

different dialects to shape what Middle Chinese is. Historical Chinese phonology, 

however, are seldom explored by modern phonological theories. On the other hand, 

although modern phonological theories are not developed as early as Chinese phonology 

is, from SPE (Chomsky and Halle 1968) to Autosegmental phonology (Goldsmith 1990) 

and then to Optimality Theory (Prince and Smolensky 1993, 2004), phonological theories 

are bountiful and have transformed from leaner to non-leaner and now to tableau. With 

the rapid development of modern phonological theories, many issues have been re-visited 

and re-examined to propose new understandings. Yet, historical phonology hardly 

catches researchers’ attention. Therefore it is theoretically inspiring and arouse a great of 

interests when historical phonology converses with modern phonological theories. Also, 

this study proposes a new set of constraints for central vowel to amend Sanders’ FMD-

OT, in which central vowel is not taken into account. In addition to vowel changes, this 

study modifies and extends Candidate Chains in order to solve opacity in historical 

phonology. Finally, how internal syllable structure affects sound changes is discussed. 

   

1.1 Background Information of Sino-Xenic Languages 

The following sections firstly define Sino-Xenic Languages and then describe the 

phonology and different layers of Chinese character readings in the three Sino-Xenic 

languages. Finally, previous comparative studies on Sino-Xenic languages are discussed.     
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1.1.1 Definition of Sino-Xenic Languages  

Sino-Xenic languages indicate Chinese dialects in Taiwan and China and Sino-

Xenic dialects in Japanese, Korean and Vietnamese. Generally speaking, Sino-Xenic 

languages refer to the pronunciation of Chinese characters in East Asian languages, 

existing not only in Chinese dialects but also in Japanese, Korean, and Vietnamese, 

which have been influenced by Chinese in history. 1 The introduction of Chinese 

characters to Japanese, Korean and Vietnamese has formed another system, termed as 

Sino-Japanese, Sino-Korean and Sino-Vietnamese, all of which are grouped as Sino-

Xenic dialects. As proposed by Lee (1994), Middle Chinese are preserved in southern 

Chinese dialects, northern Chinese dialects and Sino-Xenic dialects. Lee further states 

that among the three systems, it is southern Chinese dialects, such as Southern Min, and 

Sino-Xenic dialects rather than northern Chinese dialects that keep characteristics of stop 

endings in Middle Chinese. As a result, this study will compare one southern Chinese 

dialect, Southern Min2 and two Sino-Xenic dialects, Sino-Japanese and Sino-Korean, to 

unveil the phonological change of stop endings. 

 

1.1.2 Phonology of Southern Min, Japanese and Korean  

This section depicts the phonology of three target languages, Southern Min, Sino-

Japanese and Sino-Korean, concentrating on vowel system, consonant system and 

syllable structure. For further investigation, it is crucial to realize the phonology of these 

three languages. First, according to Yang (1991) and Chang (2001), Southern Min has six 

basic vowels3 and twenty consonants, shown in Table 1.1 and 1.2. In Table 1.1, the 

vowels in parentheses are nasalized vowels.  

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
1 The impacts of Chinese on Japanese and Korean are detailed in Section 1.2.3.  
2 Southern Min is chiefly spoken in Taiwan and Fujian Province of China. In this study, Southern Min 
specifically refers to Taiwan Southern Min rather than that in China.  
3 In some dialects, vowel [o] is transcribed as [�]. 
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Table 1.1: Vowel System of Southern Min   
 Front Central Back 

High i (i�)  u 

Mid-high e (e�)  o  
Mid    

Mid-Low   � (��) 
Low  a (a�)  

         In Table 1.2 the alveolar voiced stop [d] has one variation, which can also be 

pronounced as [l].   

 

Table 1.2: Consonant System of Southern Min   
   Bilabial Alveolar Palatal Velar Glottal 

Stop  [+V] b d (l)  �  
 Unaspirated [-V] p t  k � 
 Aspirated [-V] ph th  kh  

Fricative  [+V]  z    
  [-V]  s   h 

Affricates Unaspirated [-V]  ts    
 Aspirated [-V]  tsh    

Nasal   m n  �  
Glide   w  j   

 

According to Tsujimura (1996) and Kubozono (2005), Japanese has five vowels 

and twenty-six consonants. Listed in Table 1.3 Japanese vowel system has one unmarked 

vowel, namely, the back unrounded high vowel, [�].   

Table 1.3: Vowel System of Japanese 
 Front Central Back 

High i  � 
Mid-high e  o 

Mid     
Mid-low    

Low  a  
 

Although in Table 1.4 there are twenty-six consonant, the three vowels in 

parentheses remain controversial because the three consonants appear in rapid speech ([�]) 

or coarticulation ([�] and [	]) (Tsujimura 1996).  
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Table 1.4: Consonant system of Japanese 

 

Following Sohn (1990) and Lee (1998), there are eight basic vowels in Korean4, 

shown in Table 1.5 and nineteen consonants, exhibited in Table 1.6. 

  

Table 1.5: Vowel System of Korean 
 Front Central Back 

High i 
 u 
Mid-high e    o 

Mid  �  
Mid-Low �   

Low  a  
 

Table 1.6: Consonant System of Korean  
 Bilabial Alveolar-dental Palatal Velar Glottal 

Stop Lax [+V] 
[-V] 

p T c k  

 Aspirated [-V] ph th ch kh  
 Tensed [-V] p’ t’ c’ k’  
Fricative Aspirated [-V]  s   h 
 Tensed [-V]  s’    
Nasal  [+V] m n  �  
Liquid Lateral 

or Flap 
[+V]  l    

 

                                                 
4 Sohn (1990) also proposes [y] and []; however these two vowels are mainly found in minor dialects. [y] 
results from [wi] and [] from [we]. In this study, the two vowels are not included in the discussion.   

 Bilabial Alveolar Alveo- 
palatal 

Palatal Velar Uvular Glottal 

Stop [+V] b d   �   
 [-V] p t   k   

Fricative [+V]  z (�) �   h 
 [-V] � s �     

Affricates [+V]  dz d�     

 [-V]  ts t�     
Liquid [+V]  r      
Glide [+V]    j w   
Nasals [+V] m n (�) (	) � �  
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In consonant system of Korean, stop and fricative can be distinguished by [lax] and 

[tensed]. In addition, the lax stops are not distinguished by [voiced]. For example, 

bilabial stop can be transcribed as [p] or [b].  

Apart from the vowel and consonant system, the rest part of this section briefly 

introduces syllable structure of Southern Min, Japanese and Korean. Although the 

canonical sequence of the three languages is CGVC for Southern Min, CV(N) for 

Japanese and CGVC for Korean, the internal structure plays a more significant role in 

phonological change. More detailed investigation and review of the syllable structure in 

Southern Min, Sino-Japanese and Sino-Korean is offered in Chapter 2. 

 

1.1.3 Layers in Southern Min, Sino-Japanese and Sino-Korean  

This section focuses on internal layers of Southern Min, Sino-Japanese and Sino-

Korean. Since immigration from northern China to southern China in different dynasties, 

several phonological systems have been introduced to Southern Min (Yang 1991). 

Southern Min has two main layers5, Literal Reading (�� Wéndú), Colloquial Reading 

(�� Báidú). Literal Reading (�� Wéndú), as its name suggests, is the layer for 

reading classics, while Colloquial Reading (�� Báidú) is the layer spoken in daily life 

(Chang 1993; Lin 2001; Lu 2003; Xu 1998, 2000; Yang 1982, 1991). Table 1.7 (tone is 

omitted) offers some examples of Literal Reading (�� Wéndú) and Colloquial Reading 

(�� Báidú).  

 

Table 1.7: Literal Reading (��) and Colloquial Reading (��) of Southern Min  
Chinese Characters � � � � � � 	 
 

Literal Reading 
(�� Wendu) 

thap lip pat hut 
hut 

pok tak pok bok 

Colloquial Reading 
(�� Báidú) 

tha� liap pue� 
pe� 

put po� to� 
tok 

pak bak 

 

                                                 
5 In Southern Min some characters have other pronunciations, which is relatively rare. It refers to the 
reading that is semantically related to the Chinese character but etymologically irrelevant. Take � (no) as 
an example, it is commonly recognized as [m], whereas its Literal Reading (�� Wéndú) and Colloquial 
Reading (�� Báidú) are [put] and [pue], respectively.  
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        The most obvious discrepancy of Literal Reading (�� Wéndú) and Colloquial 

Reading (�� Báidú) is the stop ending. Literal Reading (�� Wéndú) does not include 

glottal stop, whereas Colloquial Reading (�� Báidú) has glottal stop.  

         In Southern Min, Colloquial Reading (�� Báidú) and Literal Reading (�� 

Wéndú) can be traced back to different periods of Middle Chinese and Colloquial 

Reading (�� Báidú) appears earlier than Literal Reading (�� Wéndú) (Chang 1996; 

Yang 1991).6 

Unlike Southern Min, a dialect that descends from Middle Chinese and preserves its 

characteristics, Japanese and Korean borrow Chinese characters into their languages. In 

the early period, Chinese characters primarily function as phonetic symbols to record 

history, as���� (Manyougana) in Japanese and �� (Hyanchal) in Korean. Later, 

as China becomes more dominant and powerful, Japanese and Korea send scholars to 

China to learn Chinese. The frequent communication of China, Japan and Korea leads to 

systematic borrowing of Middle Chinese. Two primary layers, �� (Kan-on) and �� 

(Go-on) (Lee 2004; Numoto 1989; Takamatsu 1986; Todo 1980), are found in Japanese, 

illustrated in Table 1.8. Previous studies also indicate that Go-on (��) has been taken 

as the layer that precedes Kan-on (��) in history (Numoto1989; Takamatsu1986; 

Tsukishima 1992).  

 

Table 1.8: Kan-on (��) and Go-on (��) of Sino-Japanese  
Chinese 

Characters 
� � � � 	 
 � 

Kan-on (��) ��	

[ko:] 

��	

[zj�:] 
�	

[hets�] 
�	

[sots�] 
��	

[tok�] 
��

[hak�]	
��

[h�k�]	

Go-on (��) ��

[go]	
���	

[nj�:]	
��	

[beti] 
��	

[soti] 
��

[dok�]	
���

[hjak�]	
��

[b�k�]	
 

                                                 
6 Yang (1991) and Chang (1996) suggest that Literal Reading (�� Wendu) and Colloquial Reading (�� 
Báidú) are formed through generations and it is not easy to precisely point out their origins.  However, it is 
certain that Literal Reading (�� Wendu) and Colloquial Reading (��  Báidú) represent different 
systems. 
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After �� (Kan-on) and �� (Go-on), the communication of China and Japan 

becomes less frequent. Borrowings continue, such as ��� (Shin-kan-on), �� (Sou-

on) and �� (Tou-on); however they do not establish layers as systematic as�� (Kan-

on) and �� (Go-on).    

Mentioning the layers of Sino-Korean, Korean has communicated with China as 

early as the first century BC (Sohn 1999). Although Sino-Korean has been affected by 

Chinese for a long time, unlike Southern Min and Sino-Japanese, there are no distinct 

layers in Modern Sino-Korean (Lee 2004; Oh 2005). Lack of regulated multiple layers in 

Sino-Korean does not imply that each Sino-Korean contains only one reading. In fact, 

some Chinese characters include two pronunciations, shown in Table1.9, Sino-Korean 

and Korean Reading of Chinese Characters. Short of adequate instance and systematic 

correspondence, examples in Table 1.9, however, do not form a specific layer.  

 

Table 1.9: Characters with two Sino-Korean pronunciations  
Chinese Characters � � � � � � � � 

Sino-Korean  ��

[k
m] 
��

[th�k] 
��

[h
p]�
��

[sap]�
� 

[hap] 
��

[kok] 
� 

[s�k] 
��

[ch�p] 
Korean Reading of 
Chinese Characters 

	�

[kim]�

�

[t�k]�
��

[k
p]�
��

[k
p]�
� 

[hop] 
�

[kwek] 
� 
[sa] 

��

[che] 

 

In literature, studies on the layers in Sino-Xenic Languages are abundant in the past 

(Chang 1996; Hsu 1991; Liang 2000; Norman 1979; Wu 2001; Yang 1982 for Southern 

Min, Nutomo 1989; Takamatsu 1986 for Sino-Japanese, Kono 1979 for Sino-Korean). 

However, whether the layers are correlated cross-linguistically is not perspicuous. The 

next section will focus on the comparison of different languages.  

 

1.1.4 Comparative Studies on Sino-Xenic Languages 

This section offers the relationship of the layers across Southern Min, Sino-Japanese 

and Sino-Korean. Layers in Sino-Xenic languages are explored not only internally but 

also cross-linguistically. Although layers of the three Sino-Xenic languages cannot be 

leveled perfectly, based on the previous studies (Chang 1996; Eom 1991; Kim 1992; Lee 

1994; Wu 1998), it can be implied that Literal Reading (�	 Wéndú) of Southern Min, 
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Kan-on (��) of Sino-Japanese and Sino-Korean are pertinent to one another.7 Lee 

(1999), Shinohara (1993, 1999) and Wang (1998), especially shedding light on Southern 

Min and Sino-Japanese, point out that Colloquial Reading (�� Báidú) of Southern Min 

is highly related to Wu Dialect (��), which is also connected with Japanese and known 

as Go-on (��). This indirect relationship leads to the similarity of Colloquial Reading 

(�� Báidú) of Southern Min and Go-on (��) of Sino-Japanese. On the other hand, 

Chang (1996) and Wu (1998) suggest that Literal Reading (�� Wéndú) and Kan-on (�

�) stem from the same origin, Chang-An (��) in Tang Dynasty. The other cross-

linguistic study consists in the correspondence of Southern Min and Sino-Korean. Kim 

(1992) concluded that Literal Reading (�� Wéndú) of Southern Min and Sino-Korean 

are partly related, resting in the correspondence of Initials (onsets) and Finals (codas) 

rather than main vowel (cf. Eom 2005; Li et al. 2006). 

Apart from two-layer comparison, Eom (1991) and Lee (1994) explores the date and 

sources of Sino-Korean by multiple languages. Eom (1991) claims that the source of 

Sino-Paekche, a dialect earlier than Sino-Korean, is related to Go-on (��) of Sino-

Japanese as well as Southern Min dialect. Lee (1994) proposes that Sino-Korean is dated 

back to Late Middle Chinese (LMC)8.   

Now that how the layers of Southern Min, Sino-Japanese and Sino-Korean connect 

with one another is perspicuous, we will compare Literal Reading (�� Wéndú) of 

Southern Min, Kan-on (��) of Sino-Japanese and Sino-Korean together.    

 

1.2 Issues of the Study  

Based on the three layers of Sino-Xeniclanguage and Optimality Theory, the present 

thesis addresses three research questions.  

 

                                                 
7 The other implication from previous studies lies in that Colloquial Reading (�� Báidú) of Southern Min, 
Go-on (��) of Sino-Japanese and Sino-Paekche are related to one another.   
8 The borrowing of Chinese Characters is much earlier than the invention of Korean writing system, ��
�� (����, Hunmin jeongeum).  
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(1) How is Optimality Theory applied to historical linguistics on the basis of Sino-

Xenic languages?  

 

First, as insatiable with the literature that earlier works of Optimality Theory seldom 

shed light on historical linguistics until Anttila and Cho (1998), Bermudez (2003, 2005, 

2007) and Sanders (2003), the first objective of this study is to see the application of 

Optimality Theory to sound changes from phonological perspective. Besides, studies of 

historical phonology pertinent to East Asian languages are hardly investigated by means 

of modern phonological theories, such as Autosegmental Phonology (Goldsmith 1990) 

and Government Phonology (Charette 1991), not to mention Optimality Theory (Prince 

and Smolensky 1993; 2004). Hence, the analyses of historical phonology in East Asian 

languages, Sino-Xenic languages in particular, based on Optimality Theoretical approach 

will be a pioneering work.  

The theoretical framework heavily depends on Faithfulness, Markedness and 

Dispersion Optimality Theory (FMD-OT, Sanders 2003), for more details see 2.1.1), 

rather than traditional Chinese Phonological method, which compares �� (onset) and 

�� (rhyme). 

 

(2) How is Opacity in historical linguistics represented in Optimality Theory by 

means of Sino-Xenic languages? 

 

The second question concerns Opacity (for more details see 2.1.2) in historical 

linguistics. As McMahon (2000) and McCarthy (2007) admitted, opacity is a thorny issue 

that might overthrow Optimality Theory. This is to say, opacity, a phonological process 

where derivation is irreplaceable, occurs in synchronic phonology as well as diachronic 

phonology, whereas Optimality Theory forsakes derivation, focusing on the direct 

mapping of input and output. Although a variety of revision of Optimality Theory has 

been proposed to solve opacity, few earlier works have attempted to deal with opacity in 

diachronic phonology. Therefore, through the analyses of data in Chapter 3 and 4, the 

opacity in historical linguistics is examined by the insight from McCarthy’s Candidate 

Chains (2007).  
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(3) How does internal syllable structure affect phonological change in Sino-Xenic 

languages? 

 

Finally, the third research question probes into the role of syllable structure in 

historical linguistics, focusing on Sino-Xenic languages. Although syllable structure is 

one factor in vowel change (Trask 1996), how the internal structure of a syllable affects 

vowel change is not explicitly unveiled yet. Now that this study incorporates with 

Southern Min, Sino-Japanese and Sino-Korean, the comparison of these three languages 

is of great help to uncover the role of syllable structure in historical phonology. 

Specifically, it will be argued that how a syllable branches also attributes to vowel 

change. 

 

1.3 Methodology  

This section explicitly discusses the criteria of how the data in this study are 

collected and then how the data are presented and investigated. 

 

1.3.1 Data Collection 

To solve the three research questions, three Sino-Xenic languages are investigated in 

this study, inclusive of Southern Min, Sino-Japanese and Sino-Korean. To be more 

succinct, this current study focuses on Literal Reading (�� Wéndú) in Southern Min 

and Kan-On (��) in Sino-Japanese because the three layers are pertinent to one another. 

In this study, data are collected based on wordlists and dictionaries. The first 

reference is ������ (F�ngyán Diàochá Zìbi�o, A wordlist for dialectal research). 

This wordlist is published by Institute of Linguistics, Chinese Academy of Social 

Sciences (�	
��������), covering approximate 3700 characters. The 

primary purpose to design this wordlist is for fieldwork of Chinese dialects. This work is 

compiled according to Gu�ngy�n (��), a rime book that analyzes a Chinese character 

by parameters, �� (Sh�ngm�, namely onset), �� (Y�nm�, namely rhyme) and �� 
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(Sh�ngdiào, namely tone). Based on this wordlist, entering tone9 includes approximate 

600 Chinese characters. Incorporating with the 600 Chinese characters, the 

pronunciations of Literal Reading (�� Wéndú) of Southern Min, Kan-on (��) of 

Sino-Japanese and Sino-Korean are transcribed according to the following dictionaries, 

which include as many Chinese characters as possible. The main dictionaries are ���

���-������ (Guótái Shu�ngy� Cídi�n-Táihuá Shu�ngy� Cídi�n, Chinese-

Taiwanese Bilingual Dictionary) for Southern Min, ���� (Shin Kangorin, New 

Collection of Sino-Japanese) for Sino-Japanese and �������� (Essenseu Hanja 

Sajeon, Essential Sino-Korean Dictionary) for Sino-Korean. Although most of the data 

can be found in the three dictionaries, some characters are not. In this case, the secondary 

dictionaries come into effect. For Southern Min, it is �	
����: ������

����� (Guótái Duìzhào Huóyòng Zídi�n: Zíxìngf�ngx	, Xiángzhù XiàZhàngChuán 

Y	n, Chinese-Taiwanese Dictionary: Analysis of Part of Speech, Detailed Xia, Zhang, 

Chuan Dialects) and it is ����	
��  (Kadokawa Shinjigen Kaiteiban, 

Kadokawa New Etymology: New Edition) for Sino-Japanese and ��� �����

(Pheuraim Chunghan Sajeon, Prime Chinese-Korean Dictionary) for Sino-Korean.   

 
1.3.2 Data Representation 
 
        Table 1.10 exemplifies the collected data. For more information, see Appendix.  



Table 1.10: Examples of collected data (���������
�� 

(word) 
��

(y�nbù) 
�� 

(onset) 
�� 
(tone) 

��� 
(Southern 

Min) 

� !�� 
(Sino-

Japanese) 

"#!�� 
(Sino-

Korean) 
    $% !� 

& � ' ( tap4 ���(to:)� ��(tap)�
) � ' ( tap4 ���(to:)� 	�(thap)�
* � + ( tap8 ���(to:)� ��(tap)�

                                                 
9 In Gu�ny�n (��), there are four tones (Sh�ngdiào��), ����. According to Zhu (2001), �� 
(Píng sh�ng) refers to level tone. �� (Sh�ng sh�ng) indicates rising tone and �� (Q� sh�ng) is falling 
tone. Different form the other three, �� (Rù sh�ng) stands for a group that the coda is stop. Speaking of 
the translation of ��, it can be “Ru Sheng” in Hanyu Pinyin, “Entering tone” from meaning that �
means enter in Chinese. In this study, entering tone is adopted here and henceforth.   
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This table is an extraction of ��������. The long title of this table is 

inclusive of four concepts. First, � (Shè) is one way of grouping characters. In Middle 

Chinese, Chinese characters that share the same coda will be grouped together. For 

example, �� (Xiánshè) refers to bilabial coda, [p] or [m]. Then the second concept is 

�� (K�ik�u, open mouth), a situation without prevocalic bilabial glide. If there is 

prevocalic bilabial glide, it is termed as �� (Hék�u, round mouth). The third and forth 

concepts are related. In one� (Shè), there are four � (D�ng, divisions), which connect 

with vowels or openness of mouth. According to Zhu (2001), �� (Division I) is the 

most open and�� (Division II) is less open. 	� (Division III) is less open than�� 

(Division II) and 
� (Division IV) is the least open. In addition, 	� (Division III) is 

characterized of prevocalic palatal glide [j] and 
� (Division IV) of high front vowel [i], 

while�� (Division I) and�� (Division II) are not. How each division in every� 

(Shè) is presented is based on � (Y�n, rhyme) where the main vowel is identical. In �

�, for instance, every character should have low vowel [a] and bilabial stop coda [p].   

 Aside from the title, Table 1.10 also contains the onset and tone. As for the modern 

pronunciations of Southern Min, Sino-Japanese and Sino-Korean, they are transcribed in 

two ways. Southern Min exhibits sounds10 only. Since Japanese is mainly represented in 

Kana and Korean in Hangul, to be more precise, Table 1.10 includes not only the sounds 

but also Kana and Hangul.    

Now that this study probes into the phonological change from Middle Chinese to 

modern time and previous sections have paid attention to the modern forms, it is 

necessary to offer a picture of what Middle Chinese is. Although a variety of 

reconstructions related to Middle Chinese have been proposed previously, this current 

study will not stick to any single scholar. Instead, the reconstruction of Middle Chinese 

comes from the collection from Pan and Feng (2000), Zhu (2001) and Zhengchang 

(2003). In accordance with the collection, there are some tendencies and they are listed in 

Table 1.11 as the data for Middle Chinese in this study.   

                                                 
10 The number 4 or 8 represents tone. As seen in Yang (1991) and Chang (2001), number 4 is low falling 
tone and 8 is high level tone.  
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Table 1.11: Vowel System of entering tone in Middle Chinese 

 Front Central Back 
High i  u 
Mid e   � o 

Mid-Low � / �  � 
Low a � �  /  � 

 
By the correspondence of Middle Chinese and Modern Sino-Xenic languages, the 

data evaluated in FMD-OT account will be presented in two ways. First of all, the 

analyses are divided into three parts and analyzed in two chapters, Chapter 3 dealing with 

[a]-vowel group and Chapter 4 concentrating on non-[a]-vowel group and Hék�u (��). 

Secondly, the three analyses evaluate the main change of vowels as well as the 

exceptions.  

 
1.4 Essential Contributions  

In this study, the inspection of Sino-Xenic languages in Optimality-Theoretical 

approach has three essential contributions for the studies of phonology. First, application 

of Optimality Theory to Sino-Xenic languages undoubtedly can be considered as a 

pioneering work owing to the fact that historical Chinese phonology hardly incorporates 

with modern phonological theories, let alone Optimality Theory. Previous studies on 

historical Chinese phonology either depict phonological system and its rules of one 

language or reconstruct the proto-language of one sub-family.    

Second, in methodology, this study is chiefly based on vowel rather than ending. 

Historical Chinese phonology is formulated depending on � (Shè) to represent 

phonological changes. In other words, characters with similar ending are grouped as one. 

Long existed and widely accepted as it is, this method is not economical. In fact, vowel 

changes according to endings do not vary from each other, provided that the ending is not 

taken into account. For example, the vowel changes of Xiánshè (��), Sh�nshè (��) 

and Dàngshè (��), in traditional method, are elaborated separately since their endings 

differ. However, disregarding the endings, these three categories are somehow identical 

in vowel changes. It is more succinct if they are investigated from the aspect of main 

vowel (cf. Lin 2004). 
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Finally, this study amends previous phonological theories. On one hand, this study 

offers a new dimension, mid vowel, to investigate vowel change, which is not explored in 

FMD-OT. This improves FMD-OT more intact on the ground that [	] does not appear in 

Sanders’ data, but it plays a crucial role in Middle Chinese. On the other hand, the 

extension of Candidate Chains (McCarthy 2007) for Historical Phonology brings this 

theory to next level because the extension not only preserves the merits in dealing with 

synchronic phenomena, but also solves opacity in historical sound changes.        

   

1.5 Organization of the thesis 

The remainder of this thesis is organized as the following. Chapter 2 firstly reviews 

the theoretical approach, Optimality Theory in historical phonology, focusing on input 

selection and opacity. The second part of Chapter 2 is dedicated to internal syllable 

structure of Southern Min, Sino-Japanese and Sino-Korean. How phonological change of 

entering tone from Middle Chinese to Modern time in the three Sino-Xenic languages is 

represented in Chapter 3 and 4, discussing not merely main changes but also exceptions. 

Chapter 3 investigates [a]-vowel group and Chapter 4 explores non-[a]-vowel group and 

Hék�u (��). How internal syllable structure influences phonological change is also 

demonstrated in Chapter 4. Finally, Chapter 5 provides the summary of this thesis and 

some issues for further studies.     
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Chapter 2  Literature Review 

 

2.0 Overview  

This chapter is mainly comprised of reviews of Optimality Theory in historical 

linguistics (2.1) and syllable structure of Sino-Xenic languages (2.2). Section 2.1 starts 

with an introduction to Optimality Theory in historical phonology. Offered in 2.1.1, the 

discussion then concentrates on Faithfulness, Markedness, and Dispersion in OT, an 

approach for vowel changes. Its inadequacy is also investigated. Then the focus turns to 

opacity where not only previous works are reviewed, but also a new revision is proposed. 

Section 2.2 emphasizes on syllable structures. A general review of syllable structure of 

Sino-Xenic languages is offered in 2.2.1. Then the review turns to language-specific 

syllable structure, paying attention to mora-bearing and internal branching, Southern Min 

in 2.2.2, Sino-Japanese in 2.2.3, Sino-Korean in 2.2.4. Finally, an overall summary 

(section 2.3) concludes this chapter.     

 

2.1 Optimality Theory in Historical Phonology  

This part reviews how OT is operated in historical phonology. The discussion on the 

application of OT to historical phonology is not often observed until Anttila & Cho 

(1998), Crist (2001), Holt (2003), Sanders (2003), McMahan (2004), Bermudez-Otero 

(2005, 2007, to appear). Previous works have sheded light on two perspectives. The first 

subcategory consists in the proposal of new types of constraints, such as Dispersion 

constraints (Sanders 2003), which is discussed in section 2.1.1. The second subcategory 

copes with theory itself, especially input selection11 and opacity. Since input selection is 

of no concern in this study, it is not discussed here. With regard to opacity, it is discussed 

in section 2.1.2. 

 

 

                                                 
11 According to the premise in standard OT, the inputs are unlimited due to Richness of the Base. However, 
selecting a single input, which maps to the optimal output, is restricted to Lexicon Optimization. How an 
input is selected plays a crucial role in historical phonology on the ground that this mechanism ensures that 
the output will be stored in lexicon and not be eliminated by Richness of the Base. See reviews of Strong 
Lexicon Optimization from Sanders (2003) and Input Optimization from Bermudez-Oreto (2005, 2007, to 
appear).  
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2.1.1 Faithfulness, Markedness, and Dispersion in OT 

The theoretical approach in this study is Optimality Theory. 12  The analytical 

framework specifically modifies Faithfulness, Markedness, and Dispersion in OT (FMD-

OT) advocated by Sanders (2003) rather than standard OT proposed by Prince and 

Smolensky (1993; 2004) that operates as the primary phonological theory. FMD-OT is 

designed primarily for vowel changes. The context of FMD-OT does not deviate from the 

premise of standard OT, except for the following two aspects. First of all, faithfulness 

and markedness constraints are succinctly represented as F  and M  in FMD-OT. In 

standard OT, the faithfulness and markedness constraints are written as in (1) and (2).  

 
(1) Faithfulness Constraints (Kager 1999: 68-70) 
      a. Max-IO: The value of input segments must have output correspondents  

(No deletion). 
      b. Dep-IO: The value of input segments must have output correspondents  

(No epenthesis). 
      c. Ident-IO: Correspondent segments in input and output have identical values  

(No changes). 
 

(2) Markedness Constraints 
      a. Onset: Syllable must have onsets 
      b. *Coda: Syllable must have no codas 
      c. *V nasal: Vowels must not be nasal. 
 
        The two groups of constraints are conflict in essence. Faithfulness constraints 

preserve contrast in lexicon, while markedness constraints maintain structural well-

formedness.  

However, Sanders (2003) suggests that the problems of (1) and (2) are that it is not 

necessary to divide faithfulness constraints into MAX-IO, DEP-IO and IDENT-IO and 

they can be grouped as one, simply termed as F . With regard to markedness constraints, 

if -a occurs early than -o, it is originally translated as two constraints ranked as *-o > *-a. 

Nonetheless, in lieu of FMD-OT, -a > -o is paraphrased as M -a » M -o, which is more 

comprehensible from cognitive process.  

                                                 
12 Optimality Theory is firstly proposed by Prince and Smolensky (1993; 2004). Different from generative 
phonology that permits derivations in phonological process, OT, however, forsakes derivations and 
advocates interaction of constraints. For more information, see Kager (1999), McCarthy (2002, 2008).  
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Secondly, Sanders (2003) introduces Dispersion Theory (Flemming 1995) to OT, 

which is translated as dispersion constraints. Dispersion constraints bases on perception 

of acoustic differences. Put it differently, the longer the perceptual distance for the 

property is, the more distinguished a pair is. Dispersion constraints result from 

calculating the distance of each vowel. Take (3), the five high vowels, as an example, [i] 

and [u] are the extremes and the distance of vowel is regarded as 1. [
] locates in the 

middle. [y] and [�] are distributed evenly, occupying 1/3 and 2/3.  

 

(3)    i                              y             
         �                              u 
 
        0                           1/3          1/2         2/3                              1  
                                                                                                        (From Sanders 2003: 23) 
 

From (3), the vowels are paired. The distance of [y 
] and [
 �] is taken as the 

smallest and that of [i u] as the largest. As (4) shows, the least distinguished pair is titled 

as D 0. When the distance of paired vowels increases, the number is added.  

 
(4) [y 
], [
�] < [i y], [y �], [� u] < [i
],[
u] < [i �],[y u] < [i u] 
 
         D 0                   D 1                D 2            D 3         D 4 
 

The ranking of Dispersion constraints is that the least distinguished pairs are ranked the 

highest and the most distinguished ones are lowest. Namely, D 0 is undominated. D 1 

outranks D 2, which dominates D 3. D 4 is ranked lowest.  

Sanders points out that vowels in Dispersion constraints are analyzed as two 

dimentions, color and height. Color refers to sequence of vowels arranged horizontally, 

such as the vowels from (4), [i, y, 
, �, u], all of which are high vowel. On the contrary, 

height means the squence of vowels arranged vertically, as the vowels [i, e, �, �, a], 

which are taken as front vowels. Now that Sanders’ analyses only parse features of vowel  

as high and low, or as front and back, it is insufficient for this study because vowel [	] is 

irreplacable in Middle Chinese and it is not seen Sanders’ study. Also, the distance of [	] 

and other vowels involves in not only color but also height. As a result, in this study, 
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extra dispersion constraints that conjoint color and height are proposed. The dispersion 

constraints pertinent to [	] will be labeled by letters  rather than numbers. For example, 

the squence of vowels [a, 	, 
] is paraphrased as the dispersion constraints with their titles 

in (5). To distinguish our new constraints from those previously shown in Sanders’ study, 

here the least favorable constraint is suggested as D A. As the vowel space increases, the 

constraints are proposed alphabetically. Besides, the least favorable constraint is 

undominated and the most favorable constraint is ranked lowest.  

 
(5)        [	
]       <          [a	]       <     [	i], [	u]     <         [a
] 
     D A height   »    D B height  »    D C height    »    D D height 

                                D B color    »    D C color      »    D D color 
 

Since the position of vowel [a] here is front rather than middle low, the sequence of  

[a	] and [a
] are proposed as D B color and D D color.  

 

2.1.2 Opacity in Historical Phonology 

Opacity13 is a phonological phenomenon where the output forms are shaped by 

generalizations that are not surface-true (Kager 1999: 372). To paraphrase it, in the rule P 

that B derives from A in the environment C_D (A�B / C_D), it is opaque when the 

output remains A, the output B derives from other environment, such as C_E, or the 

output B that appears in the environment C_D does not derive from rule P. Now that 

language changes are not discrete but continuous, the direct mapping of input and output 

hardly contributes to phonological change without encountering opacity because the 

output of previous stage descends to be the input of next stage and forms sequential 

correlation connection. In this section the review goes to serialism (Kiparsky 2000; Ito & 

Mester 2001) and parallelism (Sanders 2003; McCarthy 2007). Besides, opacity in 

historical linguistics attaches to each theory.  

 

 

 

                                                 
13 For more details of opacity, see Iggy (1997), Kager (1999), Kiparsky (2000) and McCarthy (2007). 
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2.1.2.1 Serialism  

Serialism refers to the idea that is identical with derivation in generative phonology 

where derivations are permitted to appear. Kiparsky firstly develops Lexical Phonology 

(1982) and then extends it to Lexical Phonology and Morphology OT (LPM-OT: 2000). 

Two levels, lexical and postlexical, constitute this theory. As shown in (6) from Ito & 

Mester (2001: 265), the premise of LPM-OT consists in two perspectives, I/O 

faithfulness for cyclicity and intermediate levels for opacity. 

(6) Full Serialism 
 

[I�O]     [I�O] …………………………..[I�O] ……………..[I�O] 
Level 1    Level 2             Level n 
  
                                     lexical                                                      postlexical 
 

LPM-OT, or termed as Stratal OT, has received much attention and been criticized. 

Kager (1999) points out that there is no independent motivation for strata, rerankings do 

not explicitly express multi-stratal evaluation and strata are not learnable. In addition, 

McCarthy (2007) contends that LPM-OT is too powerful because it overpredicts some 

phenomena that are scarcely seen.  

In historical phonology based on serialism, Bermudez-Oreto (2005, 2007, to appear) 

introduces Stratal OT 14  to historical phonology, which emphasizes on the input 

optimization 15  and synchronic paradigm effects, depicted in (7). With synchronic 

paradigm effects, Stratal OT accounts for the life cycle of phonological pattern. The three 

stages represent the change from 18th century to contemporary Received Pronunciation. 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
14 The Stratal OT for historical Phonology varies from that for synchronic phonology, which aims to solve 
opacity (Kiparsky 2000). 
15 Bermudez-Oreto (2005) contends that input optimization is that  

(a) Input representations must be Pareto-optimal;  
(b)  An input representation is Pareto-optimal if, and only if, it has no competitor that (i) generates all 

output alternants no less efficiently and (ii) generates some output alternant more efficiently.    
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(7) Paradigms of Stratal OT  

    Stage I   Stage II  Stage III 
Underlying       l���       l���      l��� 
 
 
Stem level        l��� l����tju:d     l���   l����tju:d         l��        l����tju:d 
 
 
Word level       l���      l�����       l��        l�����           l��          l���� 
 
 
Phrase level     l��         l����f�kt          l��        l���f�kt         l��        l���f�kt 

(From Bermudez-Oreto 2005) 
 

How sounds change lies in how the input is restructured and it relates to 

lexicalization. From Stage I to Stage II, the domain diminishes from phrase level to word 

level. This procedure repeats when Stage II moves on to Stage III, a smaller domain that 

shrinks from word level to stem level.  

Despite the fact that Stratal OT can explain sound changes under the domain of 

different levels, this study does not include this model because Chinese phonology is 

highly related to Chinese characters, a representation with single level, and it is not 

necessary to evaluate changes in phrase, word and stem levels.  

 

2.1.2.2 Parallelism 

Parallelism takes opposite stance on opacity against serialism, proposing that 

opacity should be dealt with without derivations. One of the methods dealing with 

opacity from parallelism consists in Benua (1995, 1997) for OO-Correspondence, 

McCarthy (1998, 1999) for Sympathy Theory, Kawahara (2002) for Output-Variant OT.  

The previous studies had one central concept in common, namely, there is no 

intermediate levels. To solve opacity in lieu of OT, McCarthy (2007) suggested 

Candidate Chains in OT (henceforth OT-CC), represented in (8).  
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(8) Basic Architecture of OT-CC (McCarthy 2007: 63) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

OT-CC is characterized of three well-formedness conditions (2007: 61):  

(a) Faithful first member. The first candidate should be fully faithful to the input.  

(b) Gradualness. This condition has two relevant requirements. For one thing, the 

localized unfaithful mappings appearing in the previous representations in a 

candidate chains have to be stored up. For the other thing, an extra localized 

unfaithful mapping from the following will be added when a new representation 

comes into being.  

(c) Local Optimality. This condition ensures that each candidate is improved 

harmonically, being better than its predecessors. Besides, Local Optimality 

selects the best violation in order to prevent more than one possibility, which 

might violate the similar faithfulness constraint.  

As for the historical phonology that only allows monostratum, Sanders (2003) 

proposes a model, displayed in (9) named as “Opacity as strong lexicon optimization 

followed by diachronic sound change.”  

 

(9) Opacity as strong lexicon optimization followed by diachronic sound change16  
 
                                   early                                       late 
                              child grammar                        child grammar 
      LA                          
             SLO                         L             (optimized lexicon = A) 
A                     Eval                                           Eval’        
Adult input                   A                                              A’            (new output � A, 
                                                    DSC                                           potentially opaque) 

 

(Sanders 2003: 36)    

 
                                                 
16 LA here refers to Language Acquisition.  

EVAL 

GEN 

Local 
Optimization 

Full Candidate 
set Input 

Output  
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This model has two characteristics. For one thing, opacity in sound change is 

repaired by Strong Lexicon Optimization (SLO), an intermediate representation. For the 

other thing, the phonological change referring to Diachronic Sound Change (DSC) is 

initiated by reranking, Eval to Eval’.  

In this study, we propose that the concept of constraint reranking plays a significant 

role, for the reason that once a sound undergoes change, there will be a new constraint 

and this new constraint works together with old constraints.   

 

2.1.2.3   Extension of Candidate Chains to Historical Linguistics 

The mapping of output in modern time and the first input in history is not possible 

without facing opacity if sound change takes place, because that there are intermediate 

levels between the first input and the ultimate output. As aforementioned, Sanders (2003) 

assumes that sound change in historical phonology is a result of constraints reranking in 

OT and Bermudez-Oreto (2005, 2007, to appear) suggests that sound changes are 

restricted to lexicon. Although McMohan (2000) points out that reranking is one method 

that explains sound changes, this method raises one problem. A single hierarchy that 

simply reranks constraints for adjacent stages disregards gradual change where each input 

in different stage might be evaluated by new constraints set for a specific stage. Therefore, 

in this study, a new method is proposed to explore derivation and constraint evaluation. 

The premises lie in the following aspects. First of all, derivation is indispensable. The 

term, derivation, here does not refer to cyclicity but sound change, focusing on the fact of 

language change, say, continuity. Following Bermudez-Oreto (2005, 2007, to appear), 

since language change is characteristic of continuity, sound change should be comprised 

of a variety of successive stages, similar to strata in Bermudez-Oreto’s terminology or 

chains in McCarthy’s terminology.  

Also, in the course of sound change, there is no ultimate output. Outputs in the 

intermediate stages can be somehow regarded as the candidates in McCarthy’s model, in 

that they are subject to further evaluation. In order to prevent ambiguity and confusion 

where in standard OT candidate refers to the items generated from input before 

evaluation, in this study the candidates are termed as output-candidate, specifically 

indicating the output that appears in the intermediate stages. When a candidate goes on to 
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next stage, it will be evaluated either by activating new constraints or by reranking. If 

sound changes do occur, the output-candidate from the previous stage must activate new 

constraints17, which are not seen previously and then ranked the new constraints with the 

constraints from previous stages. These two mechanisms cooperate in the process of 

evaluation until the final stage. The whole picture is depicted in (10), in which stage 2 

offers more details.  

 

(10)  Extension of Candidate Chains to Historical Linguistics 

 Stage 1                                    Stage 2                                                       Stage n   

                                   

                   

                                        

                         �                                                                    � · · ·�                 

 

                                                                           - 

 

(10) has three advantages. First of all, it takes continuity into consideration. Sound 

changes are comprised of successive stages. Without admitting the existence of 

intermediate stages, standard OT is never an applicable theory to historical phonology. In 

this study, four cases, such as G�ngshè (��) in Southern Min, Division III of Sh�ngshè 

(��) and Xiánshè (��) in Sino-Japanese and G�ngshè (��) in Sino-Korean, have 

led to the involvement in opacity (Further discussion is demonstrated in Chapter 3 and 4, 

respectively). Secondly, this proposal maintain OT’s premise, direct mapping of input 

and output within one stage. As (10) suggests, the evaluation within each stage bases on 

parallelism, Candidate Chains in particular, rather than serialism, resulting from the 

essential difference between synchronic opacity and diachronic opacity. That is to say 

one change induces one reranking. The third advantage lies in evaluation process. 

Whenever sounds change, modification occurs. The longer time it is, the more possible it 

will be opaque. In this light, when sound changes in historical phonology take place, a 

                                                 
17 Although the premise in McCarthy’s Gradualness is that “…each step in the chain must introduce a new 
unfaithful mapping.” (McCarthy 2007: 72), in this study it is assumed that the constraints are activated.   

I1� OC1 In  � OCn 

                Evaluation 
 
I2                                              OC2  
 
                     
 
 

 

New      
Constraints 
Activated 

Reranking  
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new constraint must be activated and then a new set of constraints, which also 

accumulates previous constraints, is utilized to evaluate new input.     

 

2.1.3 Summary  

To sum up, this section has reviewed the basic premises of FMD-OT and a new set 

of dispersion constraints are proposed in this study. The problem of applying OT to 

historical phonology is raised, i.e. opacity. Then previous works dealing with opacity, 

serialism and parallelism, are reviewed. Finally, a new method is proposed to explore the 

opacity in historical phonology.  

 

2.2 Syllable Structure of Sino-Xenic Languages    

The purpose of this section is to review the syllable structures in Sino-Xenic 

languages, concentrating syllable structure of Sino-Xenic languages and then shedding 

light on the syllable structure of Southern Min, Sino-Japanese and Sino-Korean, 

respectively. The specific attention is paid to the number of mora and internal branching. 

The syllable structures on Southern Min, Sino-Japanese and Sino-Korean that appears in 

this study are summarized in (11). It is concluded that the three Sino-Xenic languages 

contains two moras and Southern Min is right branching, and Sino-Japanese and Sino-

Korean are left branching.  

 

(11) Syllable structure of Sino-Xenic languages  
a.  Southern Min               b. Sino-Japanese            c. Sino-Korean 
              �                                            �                                 �                     Syllable tier 
                                      
                        R                                                               B          T          
 
                 1             µ2                       µ1                   2                µ1          µ2             Mora tier  
                                            
     O   N          G2      F         O    N       O    N      O        N           F             Skeletal tier 
     
        G1 V                          C   G                                  G   V                         Root tier   
                         
2.2.1 Syllable Structure of Sino-Xenic Languages  

The traditioanl view of Chinese characters appears as canonical (C)(G)V(X), 

translated into two versions. The first version, wildly acknowledged in Chinese 
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phonology, is seen in Chung (1996), Duanmu (2000) and Lin (1989). A syllable structure 

is a combination of Initial (Sh�ngm
 ��) and Final (Y�nm
��), as illustrated in (12).  

 

(12) Traditional Chinese Syllable 
    S                 S: Syllable 
  /    \                                                                                 
 I     F              I: Initial  F: Final 
 |   /    \  
 |  M    R         M: Medial  R: Rhyme 
 |   |   /   \  
 |   |  N   E       N: Nucleus  E: Ending 
 |   |   |     |    
C G V   X       C: Consonant G: Glide V: Vowel X: Glide, Consonant 
 

In (12), initial stands for onset and medial for prevocalic glide. In addition, 

postvocalic glide or consonant, such as nasal and stop, is allowed to be in coda position.  

Since the previous syllable structure is limited to Chinese dialects, Lee (1994: 55) 

proposes a more detailed version, displayed in (13), which distinguishes syllable structure 

for Chinese dialects from that for Sino-Xenic languages. Lee’s claim for Chinese dialects 

does not diverge far away from previous works, except for tone, which is dominated by 

node, syllable. However, it is worthwhile to notice the syllabic constituents of Sino-

Japanese and Sino-Korean where tone is not presented.  

 

(13) Syllable Structure of Sino-Xenic languages 
 
Syllabic Constituents of                Syllabic Constituents of Sino-Japanese and  
Chinese                              Sino-Korean 
         Syllable                                 Syllable 
            /   \                                            | 
Segment  Suprasegment (Tone)                Segment 
       /   \                                         /     \ 
Initial Final                            Initial   Final 
            /   \                                          /   \ 
  Medial  Rhyme                              Medial  Rhyme 
            /     \                                                       /   \ 
        Vowel Ending                                       Vowel  Ending 
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2.2.2 Syllable Structure of Southern Min 

Now that this study compares Southern Min with Sino-Japanese and Sino-Korea, 

both of which are regarded as moraic languages, the syllable structure of Southern Min 

that is also presented in mora is taken into account. Cheng (2002) proposes Segmental-

Moraic syllable structure that Southern Min syllable structure combines segmental and 

moraic theory where a syllable contains two moras. In (14) we revise Cheng’s 

Segmental-Moraic syllable structure. To avoid ambiguity, the skeletons in skeletal tier is 

specified.  

 
(14) Southern Min in Segmental-Moraic syllable structure  
                          �                                           Syllable tier 
                                     
                                    R 
 
                             1             2                      Mora tier 
                                               
                O    N         G2       F                      Skeletal tier 
 
                   G1   V                                          Root tier   

(Revise from Cheng 2002) 
 

In (14) the marks are specified as Onset (O), Nuclear (N), Prevocalic Glide (G1) in 

root tier, Post-vocalic Glide (G2) and Final (F), which includes stop and nasal endings. 

The differences of Cheng’s proposal and previous works consist in three aspects, 

mora, coda and prevocalic glide. The most significant aspect of Cheng’s proposal is that 

Cheng introduces mora to Southern Min. The mora in Southern Min functions as 

phonological domains, [(O 1)( 2)], in which onset (O) and the first mora form one 

domain and the second mora stands alone as the other domain. Many phenomena are 

restricted to the phonological domains, such as the formation of secret language, the 

demarcation of nasalization and labial dissimilation.     

Besides, as mentioned previously, the traditional view of syllable structure in 

Chinese is depicted as (12) or as CGVC. In modern phonological theory, syllables 

structure of Chinese dialects can either be presented in segmental theory (Chung 1996) or 

in Moraic theory (Duanmu 1990, 1993, 1994, 2000). These three aspects are summarized 

as follows. 
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(15) Traditional View                      Segmental Theory      Moraic Theory  
              �                                                 �                                           �                                   
 
        I           F                                    O           R  
                                                                                                                   
             M         R                                       N       C 
                                                                                                         
                   N            E                      X   X    X   X                    C       V    X 

                 (From Cheng 2002: 32) 
 

Of the three representations of Southern Min syllable structure, they reveal two 

inadequacies, coda features and prevocalic glide. For one thing, the features that can 

appear in coda position are not detailed. Contrast to Bao (2000), shown in (16) which 

distinguishes postvocalic glide (G0) and consonant (Cf) in coda, Cheng (2002) specifies 

glide and consonant in coda poison.  

 
(16)          � 
 
         O           R 
  
                        

          N   Co 
                           
        C   G     V G0  Cf 
 

For the other thing, the demarcation of prevocalic glide in (15) is unclear. In 

traditional view, the prevocalic glide is taken as part of final, while in moraic theory the 

prevocalic glide is not specified. According to two secret languages, the relationship of 

Literal Reading (�� Wéndú) and Colloquial Reading (�� Báidú) and literary skills, 

Shuang-sheng (��) and Die-yun (��), Cheng proposes that the prevocalic glide of 

Southern Min should be grouped together with rhyme18.  

                                                 
18 The prevocalic glide in Chinese dialects remains controversial. That is to say when dialects vary, the 
consideration of prevocalic glide in syllable differs. Sun (2006) and Yang (2006) summarize three 
viewpoints of the prevocalic glide. First, the prevocalic glide is part of onset, shown in (1-a). Second, the 
prevocalic glide belongs to rhyme, seen in (1-b). Third, the prevocalic glide is independent, presented in (1-
c). 
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2.2.3 Syllable Structure of Sino-Japanese 

Japanese is commonly recognized as representative mora-timed language and 

Tsujimura (1996: 65) suggests three realizations of mora. (a) The basic syllable structure 

is (C)V where the onset is optional. In other words, � e (picture) and � ka (mosquito) 

bear the same number of mora. (b) The first part of a long consonant (or the first part of a 

geminate) contains mora. For example, kaQta19 ��� (bought) is comprised of three 

moras, exhibited in (17). 

 
(17)       W 
 
                 
 

     ka  Q    ta 
       [katta] 
� ���� 
     “bought” 

 

(c) The syllable final, or moraic nasal bears one mora, shown in (18). That is to say 

within a syllable boundary only moraic nasal appears in coda position (Blevins 1995).  

 
(18)     � 
     
             
 
        sa   � 
        [sa�]                            

       �  � (�)      
       “three”� � � � � �  
 

Furthermore, Japanese permits structure as CGV, grouped together with onset 

(Kondo 2000) or the prevocalic glide is considered as palatalized onset (Coleman 1998: 

                                                                                                                                                 
(1) a.   �                                 �                              � 
           /\                                 /\                              /|\ 
        O  R                           O   R                         O | R 
        |    /\                            |    / | \                       |   |   |\ 
      CG N C                       C  GN C                    C G NC 
Mandarin Chinese        Southern Min                      * 
  Duanmu (2000)          Chiang (1992)             Yip (2003) 
In addition, the prevocalic glides, [j] and [w] function differently (For more details see Hsu 2004).  
19 Following Shibatani (1990), the Q refers to Japanese geminate.  
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236). The illustrations in (19) vary slightly from Hayes’s proposal of moraic theory 

(1989).  In Japanese, the onset is not dominated directly by syllable note. On the contrary, 

it is dominated by the mora node (Kubozono 1999) because each mora in Japanese is 

theoretically proposed to be equal in duration (Fujita 2003, Kubozono 1999, 2005; 

Kubozono & Homma 2005; Shibatani 1990) and proven by phonetic studies (Amanema, 

Otsubo, Mizutani, 1981; Kawakami 1993; Sugito, 1989, 1997; Warner & Arai 2001). 

  

 (19)      �                             � 
 

                               
 

t        e                       sy     u 
[te]                            [syu] 

� �(�)                    ��(�) 
“hand”                    “species”� � � �  

 

Being part of Japanese, Sino-Japanese is no exception that it needs to observe the 

syllabic constraints of Japanese. The syllable structure of Sino-Japanese is (C)VC(V) 

(Ito& Mester 1996, Kurisu 2000, Kawahara et al. 2003) and consists of two moras 

(Coleman 1998). Since Japanese permits structure as CGV, Sino-Japanese allows glide to 

appear between first onset and vowel and the glide is clustered with onset. Based on the 

arguments above, we propose the hierarchy of Sino-Japanese syllable structure in (20).    

  
(20) Syllable of Sino-Japanese          
                      �                                     Syllable tier 
 
             µ1            µ2                             Mora tier 
      
              
   O       N       O    N                            Skeletal tier 
 

C G                                                    Root tier   
 

2.2.4 Syllable Structure of Sino-Korean 

It is commonly accepted that the canonical sequence of Korean is CGVC (Hong 

1997: 12; Kang 2005: 329) or CGV:C (Sohn 1999: 160). However, issues concerned with 

the internal syllable structure of Korean are not wildly discussed, branching and syllable 
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weight and prevocalic glide in particular. The following will explicitly review the 

syllable structure of Sino-Korean.  

The branching of Korean syllable structure is proposed as left-branching20 (Cho 

2000: 58, Yoon & Derwing 2001, Cheon 2002, Kang 2005: 332; Saito 2006: 101), shown 

in (21). Left branching indicates that it is body and tail that constitute Korean syllable 

structure.    

 

(21) Left branching of Korean Syllable Structure      
                   � 

 
                        
 
                 C         V      C 
 

In addition, the left-branching syllable structure is also proved from sound changes. 

Kim (1998) suggests that syllable structure of Middle Korean is CV, similar to Japanese. 

As time goes by, closed syllable structure, CVC, takes place. For example, in Middle 

Korean, chicken is *tor
-k
. The loss of vowel [
] gives rise to *tor-k, which further 

undergoes vowel change. Then the modern pronunciation is [tak]. As a result, there is one 

implication from this historical change. That is to say,  the nuclear has closer relationship 

with onset than with coda.  

The next part discusses the weight of Korean syllable. In one aspect, CVV and CVC 

are heavy syllables and CV is light syllable (Kim 1998, Lim 2000). Other arguments 

(Broselow and Park 1995; Curtis 2002; Kang 2005; Lee 2005), regard CVV as heavy 

                                                 
20 The internal structure has two branching, right and left (Venneman 1988; Blevins 1995; van der Hulst & 
Ritter 1999; Yoon & Derwing 2001; Haraguchi 2003). Venneman (1988) divides the canonical sequencing, 
Onset-nucleus-coda, into two parts. This is offered in below, illustrated by [tat]. The sequence, Onset-
Nucleus-Coda, is grouped as Onset and Nucleus-Coda, where nucleus and coda constitute a higher node, 
rhyme. On the other hand, the sequence, Onset-Nucleus-Coda, also appears as Onset-Nucleus and Coda, in 
which onset and nucleus form a higher node, body, and coda is termed as tail (Venneman 1988).  
(1) Branching of a Syllable  

   �                               � 
 
           R                               B 
 
 O      N     C                 O    N      C 
 t        a       t                 t       a       t                  
     [tat]                        [tat]     
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syllable, while CVC and CV are light syllables, the distinction of moraic coda and 

nonmoraic coda being demonstrated in (22).  

 
(22) The distinction of moraic coda and nonmoraic coda    
           �                              � 
 
           µ    µ                       µ 
    
 C       V   C               C     V      C 

 Although the number of mora of Korean has not come to a conclusion, Kim (1998) 

and Lim (2000) has specifically propose the number of mora in Sino-Korean. By 

investigating the position of stress, CVC and CVV are heavy syllable because they carry 

stress. This phenomenon is seen in the two examples in (23).   

 

(23) a.                                     b.  

       pi. h��. ki  kjó:. do.  so 

      �   �   �                        �     �   �                   Sino-Korean  

      �   �   �                        �     �   �                   Hangul   

        L    H     L                        H      L     L                    Pitch 

     “an airplane”                        “prison”                       Meaning 

 

In (23a), the heavy syllable, h�� (CVC), attracts stress. In (22b), the stress falls on 

the heavy syllable, kjó: (CVV). Based on (22), the number of mora in Sino-Korean is 

assumed as two in this study.   

Moreover, how the prevocalic glide is arranged is under question. Cheon (2002) 

and Kang (2005) assume that the prevocalic glide of Korean is part of onset. However, 

the claim that prevocalic glide is part of nucleus is supported by Lee (1998) and Cho 

(2000). In our study, the prevocalic glide is clustered with nucleus in CGVC sequence. 

First of all, Cheon (2002) contends that the prevocalic glide of Korean is part of onset 

according to phonetic evidence, glide formation and insertion, language games, 

phonotactic constraints, reduplication and vowel harmony. However, the glide [w] or [j] 

in Cheon’s data almost appears word initially, suggesting that the glide functions as onset. 

Since Cheon’s data hardly support her proposal that prevocalic glide is tied with onset, 
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prevocalic glide is not considered as part of onset. Secondly, Lee (1998) displays 

evidences in which the glide is not word-initial, namely, the glide is preceded by an onset. 

The prevocalic glide is taken as part of nucleus because in Korean the prevocalic glide 

forms light diphthong with a following vowel.      

 In accordance with the previous literature, we propose the syllable structure of 

Sino-Korean is (24). The branching is left, Body (B) and Tail (T). There are two moras 

and the prevocalic glide is clustered with main vowels. The F in skeletal tier represents 

final endings, inclusive of stop and nasal endings and postvocalic glide.     

 

(24) Syllable strucutre of Sino-Korean            
    �                                            Syllable tier 

 
                 B           T 
   
                µ1           µ2                                    Mora tier 
                          
       O       N           F                                    Skeletal tier       
    
            G      V                                              Root tier   
 

2.2.4 Summary  

This section has firstly reviewed the syllable structure of Sino-Xenic languages and 

then probes into the internal syllable structures of Southern Min, Sino-Japanese and Sino-

Korean. Specifically, the number of mora and the internal branching are reviewed. The 

final version of syllable structure in Sino-Xenic languages is inclusive of two moras.    

 

2.3 Summary of Chapter 2 

So far, I have reviewed Optimality Theory in historical phonology, coupled with 

FMD-OT and opacity. The review of opacity (2.1.2) emphasizes another argument, 

whether OT should be represented in serialism or parallelism. To solve opacity in 

historical phonology, a new method is proposed in 2.1.2.3. In the following two chapters, 

FMD-OT deals with the vowel changes. Regarding opacity in historical phonology, it is 

explored by the revision of Candidate chains in 2.1.2.3. 
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Aside from phonological theories, the internal structure of syllable structure has 

also been the other target of this chapter. The syllable structure of Southern Min is a 

revision of Cheng (2002). According to previous works, we propose our version of 

syllable structures for Sino-Japanese and Sino-Korean. In Chapter 4, how internal 

syllable structure influences sound changes is investigated based on (11). 
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Chapter 3  Entering Tone in Sino-Xenic Languages (I) 

 

3.0 Introduction  

This current chapter investigates the [a]-vowel group of entering tone in Southern 

Min, Sino-Japanese and Sino-Korean, focusing on vowel merger and individual changes.  

        This chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.1 presents the relevant data of 

Southern Min, Sino-Japanese and Sino-Korean, respectively, and offers reconstruction of 

Middle Chinese. Vowel merger is then explored in FMD-OT account in section 3.2. 

Finally section 3.3 discusses the individual changes in the three languages.       

 

3.1 Data  

The data that will be conducted in the following sections are represented below. The 

first part is the modern pronunciation of Southern Min, Sino-Japanese and Sino-Korean. 

The second part concentrates on the reconstruction of Middle Chinese.  

 

3.1.1 Overview 

        The Divisions in entering tone among the three languages where the main vowel is 

[a] are demonstrated in Table 3.1, 3.2, 3.3 and 3.4, the onset being omitted. Table 3.1 and 

3.2 respectively present Division I and Division II. Table 3.3 and 3.4 separately exhibit 

Division III and Division IV. 

        Table 3.1 shows the three subdivisions of Division I, including Xiánshè (��), 

Sh�nshè (��) and Dàngshè (��). The main vowel of Division I is low vowel [a], 

exclusive of Dàngshè (��) in Southern Min and Xiánshè (��) in Sino-Japanese.  

 

Table 3.1: Division I in Entering Tone among SM, SJ and SK  
Shè (�) Y�nbù (��) Southern Min Sino-Japanese Sino-Korean 

Xiánshè (��) hé (�) / hé (�) -ap -o: -ap 

Sh�nshè (��) hé (�) -at -ats� -al 

Dàngshè (��) duó (	) -ok -ak� -ak 
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        Table 3.2 consists of four subcategories. Apart from Xiánshè (��) and Sh�nshè 

(��), which are identical with those in Division I, Division II is comprised of two new 

parts, Ji�ngshè (�� ) and G�ngshè (�� ). Regarding the main vowel, [a], three 

exceptions are found in Division II, G�ngshè (��) in Southern Min, Xiánshè (��) in 

Sino-Japanese and G�ngshè (��) in Sino-Korean.  

 

Table 3.2: Division II in Entering Tone among SM, SJ and SK  
Shè (�) Y�nbù (��) Southern Min Sino-Japanese Sino-Korean 

Xiánshè (��) qià (�) / xiá (�) -ap -o: -ap 

Sh�nshè (��) xiá (	) / xiá (
) -at -ats� -al 

Ji�ngshè (��) jüé (�) -ak -ak� -ak 

G�ngshè (��) mò (�) / mài() -ik -ak� -�k 
 

        Pronunciations in Table 3.3 have similarity to the previous two tables in terms of 

main vowel. However, Division III is characteristic of prevocalic glide, which is 

transcribed as [i] in Southern Min, and [j] in Sino-Japanese and Sino-Korean. The main 

vowels of each language are various. Southern Min includes three vowels, [a], [o] and [i] 

and Sino-Japanese contains [a], [o] and [e]. Sino-Korean has [	] and [a].      

 

Table 3.3: Division III in Entering Tone among SM, SJ and SK  
Shè (�) Y�nbù (��) Southern Min Sino-Japanese Sino-Korean 

Xiánshè (��) yè (�) / yè (�) -iap -jo: -	p 
Sh�nshè (��) xü� (�)/ yuè (�) -iat -ets� -	l 
Dàngshè (��) yào (�) -iok -jak� -ak 

G�ngshè (��) xí (�) / mò (�) -ik -eki -	k 
 

        Table 3.4 demonstrates Division IV. In this category, main vowel of the three 

subcategories, Xiánshè (�� ), Sh�nshè (�� ) and G�ngshè (�� ), are identical. 

Although Division IV carries vowel [i], it functions as glide in Division III. In other 

words, vowel [i] is known as [i] in Southern Min and [j] in Sino-Japanese and Sino-

Korean. As fore the main vowels, Southern Min is [a] and [i], Sino-Japanese is [o] and 

[e], and Sino-Korean is [	].  
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Table 3.4: Division IV in Entering Tone among SM, SJ and SK  
Shè (�) Y�nbù (��) Southern Min Sino-Japanese Sino-Korean 

Xiánshè (��) ti� (�) -iap -jo: -	p 

Sh�nshè (��) xiè (�) -iat -ets� -	l 
G�ngshè (��) xí (�) -ik -eki -	k 
 

        It can be concluded from Table 3.1-3.4. Division I and II of Xiánshè (��) merge 

as one in the three languages, so does Sh�nshè (��). Merger of two divisions also 

occurs in Division III and IV of Xiánshè (��) and Sh�nshè (��). As for Dàngshè (	

�), Division I and III do not merge as one21 due to the glide in Division III. G�ngshè (�

�), however, develops differently in the three languages. In Southern Min, Division II, 

III and IV converge as one, whereas in Sino-Japanese and Sino-Korean, only Division III 

and IV merge as one and Division II stands alone separately.   

 

3.1.2 Southern Min 

        Division I of entering tone in Southern Min has two vowels, [a] and [o], exemplified 

by Table 3.5. The former appears in Xiánshè (��) and Sh�nshè (��); the latter shows 

up in Dàngshè (	�). The percentage of Division I is also provided in Table 3.522. All of 

Xiánshè (��) is -ap. Sh�nshè (��) has no exception. The examples of Dàngshè (	�) 

are homogeneous, showing 100%.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
21 From Table 3.1 and 3.3, it seems that Division I and III of Sino-Korean merge as one. In fact, it is a 
consequence of glide deletion in Division III when the onset is [s], [ts] or [ths]. Woo (2005) offers an 
example, � tjang > tsjang > tsang. Here some words do not under this process. Therefore I do not jump 
into conclusion that the Division I and III Dàngshè (��) merge as one.    
22 The tables that show examples and percentage for different division in each language (also for those in 
Chapter 3 and 4) include Chinese characters and its pronunciation in the parathenses. Then the tokens are 
shown, along with percentage. Xiánshè (��) has 21 tokens in Table 3.5.      
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Table 3.5: Examples and the percentage of Division I in Southern Min 

 

        As illustrated in Table 3.6 and 3.7, Division II of entering tone in Southern Min has 

two vowels, [a] and [i]. Vowel [a] lies in Xiánshè (��), Sh�nshè (��) and Ji�ngshè 

(��). Vowel [i] is merely seen in G�ngshè (��). Table 3.6 and 3.7 detail Division II 

in percentage. Xiánshè (��) and G�ngshè (��) have systematic change without 

variants, both of which are 100%. Sh�nshè (��) are comprised of -at (81.82%) and -uat 

(18.18). Ji�ngshè (��), on the contrary, shows variations. 80.77% of Ji�ngshè (��) is 

pronouced as [a] and 19.23% as [o]. In Ji�ngshè (��), there is one minor variant, -iok 

(3.85%) with a glide [j]. 

 

Table 3.6: Examples and the percentage of Division II in Southern Min (I) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Xiánshè (��) Sh�nshè (��) Dàngshè (��) 
hé (�) hé (�) hé (�) duó (	) 

  (tap8) ���(thap4)  (that4) � (pok8) 
�  (lap8) ���(lap8) � (lat8) ��(tok8) 
�  (hap8) ���(khap4) � (kat4) ��(kok4) 

�

-ap (21) 100% -at (12) 100% -ok (34) 100% 
Total: 21 (100%) Total: 12 (100%) Total: 34 (100%) 

Xiánshè (��) Sh�nshè (��) 
qià (�)  xiá (�) xiá (�)  xiá (�) 
�  (tsap4) ���(kap4) � (buat4) ��(tsat8) 
�  (kap4)  ��(ap4) !�(tsat4) "�(hat4) 

 #��(ap4) $ (at4) %�(hat8) 
�

-ap (17) 100% -at (9) 81.82%�
 -uat (2) 18.18% 

Total: 17 (100%) Total: 11 (100%)�
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Table 3.7: Examples and the percentage of Division II in Southern Min (II) 

 

        As Table 3.8 and 3.9 illustrate, there are three vowels with glide [i] in Division III of 

entering tone in Southern Min. First of all, vowel [a] lies in Xiánshè (��) and Sh�nshè 

(��), and [o] consists in Dàngshè (��). Since glide [i] and main vowel [i] conflict 

with each other, merely vowel [i] is seen in G�ngshè (��). Regarding the percentage of 

Division III, Xiánshè (��), Sh�nshè (��), Dàngshè (��) and G�ngshè (��) 

change regularly because all of them are 100%. 

 

Table 3.8: Examples and the percentage of Division III in Southern Min (I) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Ji�ngshè(��)� G�ngshè (��) 
jüé (�) mò (�) mài(	) 

�(pak4) ��(pik4) 	�(bik8) 
��(tak4) �(tik8) ��(tik4) 
��(kak4) ��(kik4) ��(kik4) 

�

-ak (21) 80.77% -ik (33) 100%�
-ok (4) 15.38% �

-iok (1) 3.85% �

Total: 26 (100%) Total: 33 (100%)�

Xiánshè (��) Sh�nshè (��) 
yè (�) yè (�) xü� (�)  yuè (�) 
�  (liap4) ���(kiap4) ��(piat4) ��(kiat4)� 
�  (tsiap4) ���(giap8) ��(liat8) ��(hiat4) 
�  (iap4) ���(hiap4) ��(thiat4)  �(hiat4) 

�

-iap (17) 100% -iat (23) 100%�
Total: 17 (100%) Total: 23 (100%)�
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Table 3.9: Examples and the percentage of Division III in Southern Min (II) 

 

        The three subcategories of Division IV demonstrated in Table 3.10 suggest that the 

main vowel of Xiánshè (��) and Sh�nshè (��) is [a] and G�ngshè (��) is [i]. 

Based on the details of percentage of Division IV in Southern Min, Xiánshè (��) is 

comprised of -iap (100%). 84.62 % of Sh�nshè (��) is -iat and there is one variation, -

iap (7.14%). G�ngshè (��) includes only -ik (100%).  

 

Table 3.10: Examples and the percentage of Division IV in Southern Min  

 

3.1.3 Sino-Japanese 

        In Sino-Japanese, Division I of entering tone has two vowels, [a] and [o], illustrated 

in Table 3.11. Vowel [a] is seen in alveolar and velar stop endings, whereas vowel [o] 

shows up in bilabial stop ending. Aside from main vowel distribution, in Sino-Japanese 

merely bilabial stop ending undergoes sound change. In Xiánshè (��) the majority is 

long vowel [o:] (100%). However, the main vowels of Sh�nshè (��) and Dàngshè (�

�) are homogeneous because both exhibit 100% in the outcomes. 

 

Dàngshè (��) G�ngshè (��) 
yào (�) xí (�)  mò (�) 
�  (liok8) �	(pik4) 
	(phik4) 
�  (siok8) �	(tsik8) 	(kik4) 
�  (iok4) �	(ik8) �	(gik8) 

	

-iok (24) 100% -ik (33) 100%	
Total: 24 (100%) Total: 33 (100%)	

Xiánshè (��) Sh�nshè (��) G�ngshè (��) 
ti� (�) xiè (�) xí (�) 
�  (tiap8) �	(piat4) �	(pik4) 
�  (hiap8) �	(thiat4) �	(tik4) 
�  (hiap8) �	(kiat4) �	(kik4) 

	

-iap (9) 100% -iat (13) 92.86% -ik (22) 100% 
 -iap (1) 7.14%  

Total: 11 (100%) Total: 14 (100%) Total: 22 (100%) 
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Table 3.11: Examples and the percentage of Division I in Sino-Japanese 

         

According to Table 3.12 and 3.13, [a] and [o] are the main vowels of Division II 

in Sino-Japanese. Vowel [a] shows up in Sh�nshè (��), Ji�ngshè (��) and G�ngshè 

(��). [o] is only seen in Xiánshè (��). The details of Division II in percentage reveal 

that Xiánshè (��), Sh�nshè (��) and G�ngshè (��) have systematic change without 

variants. All examples of Xiánshè (��) are vowel [o]; Sh�nshè (��) and G�ngshè (�

�) are vowel [a].  

 

Table 3.12: Examples and the percentage of Division II in Sino-Japanese (I) 

 
Table 3.13: Examples and the percentage of Division II in Sino-Japanese (II) 

Xiánshè (��) Sh�nshè (��) Dàngshè (��) 
hé (�) hé (�) hé (�) duó (	) 


 ���(to:) �����(to:) ���(tats�) � ���(hak�) 

� ���(ro:) �����(ro:) ����(rats�) �����(tak�) 

� ���(ko:) �����(ko:) ���(kats�) �����(kak�) 

�

-o: (21) 100% -at� (12) 100% -ak� (34) 100% 
Total: 21 (100%) Total: 12 (100%) Total: 34 (100%) 

Xiánshè (�	) Sh�nshè (
	) 
qià (�)  xiá (�) xiá ()  xiá (�) 

��	��(so:) �����(ko:) ��
���bats�) �����(sats�) 

� ���(ko:) ���� (o:) �����(sats�) ������kats�) 

���� (ko:) �����(o:) �����(ats�) �����(kats�) 

�

-o: (17) 100% -ats�(11)100%�
Total: 17 (100%)  Total: 11 (100%)�

Ji�ngshè(�	)� G�ngshè (�	) 
jüé (�) mò (�) mài(�) 

 ����(hak�) !����(hak�) ��
��(bak�) 

"����(tak�) #����(tak�) $�����(tak�) 

%����(kak�) &����(kak�) '����(kak�) 

�

-ak� (26) 100% -ak� (33) 100%�
Total: 26 (100%) Total: 33 (100%)�
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        Table 3.14 and 3.15 suggest that Division III of entering tone in Sino-Japanese has 

three vowels [o], [a] and [e]. Vowel [o] shows up in Xiánshè (��) and vowel [a] in 

Dàngshè (��). Ji�ngshè (��) and G�ngshè (��) are vowel [e], a coalescence of [i] 

and [a]. Division III of Sino-Japanese has no variation, this being reflected in the 

percentage. All of the four categories are 100%.  

 

Table 3.14: Examples and the percentage of Division III in Sino-Japanese (I) 

 
Table 3.15: Examples and the percentage of Division III in Sino-Japanese (II) 

 

        Division IV of Sino-Japanese is comprised of two vowels, [o] and [e]. [o] exists in 

Xiánshè (��) and [e] in Sh�nshè (��) and G�ngshè (��). In addition, Table 3.16 

details the percentage of Division IV in Sino-Japanese. Xiánshè (��) is chiefly [o]. The 

main vowel of G�ngshè (��) is vowel [e]. Sh�nshè (��) has no exception since it 

shows 100%.   

 

 

  

Xiánshè (��) Sh�nshè (��) 
yè (�) yè (�) xü� (�) yuè (	) 


������rjo:) �����(kjo:) �����(hets�) �����(kets�) 

������(sjo:) ��	����gjo:) ��
���(rets�) �����(kets�) 

�����(jo:) ������(kjo:) �����(tets�) �����(kets�) 

�

-jo: (17) 100% -ets� (23) 100%�
Total: 17 (100%) Total: 23 (100%)�

Dàngshè (��) G�ngshè (��) 
yào (�) xí (�)  mò (�) 

� ���(rjak�) �����(heki) �����(heki) 
� ����(sjak�)  ����(seki) !����(keki) 
" #��(jak�) $����(eki) %����(geki) 

�

-jak� (24) 100% -eki (33) 100%�

Total: 24 (100%) Total: 33 (100%)�
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Table 3.16: Examples and the percentage of Division IV in Sino-Japanese  

 

3.1.4 Sino-Korean 

        The main vowel for Division I of entering tone in Sino-Korean is [a], demonstrated 

by Table 3.17. Vowel [a] is the vowel for Xiánshè (��), Sh�nshè (��) and Dàngshè 

(��). From Table 3.17, there is no variant in this three groups.  

 

Table 3.17: Examples and the percentage of Division I in Sino-Korean 

 

        As exhibited by Table 3.18 and 3.19, vowels, [a] and [�], are the main vowels of 

Division II in Sino-Japanese. Vowel [a] lies in Xiánshè (��), Sh�nshè (��), and 

Ji�ngshè (�� ). Vowel [�] is merely seen in G�ngshè (�� ). According to the 

percentage, Sino-Korean has more variants23. In Xiánshè (��) the majority is -ap, 

                                                 
23 Yang (1989) and Lee (2004) pointed out that the complication of modern Sino-Korean results from 
misreading rather than different layers. The first type is similarity in Chinese characters. For instance, � 
should be � [wan]. However, � is highly similar to � � [man]. This leads to misreading that� is 
pronounced as � [man] and not � [wan]. The second type is the change of Mandarin Chinese that 
influences Sino-Korea later. Take � as an example, in Southren Min and Sino-Japanese, the alveolar stop 
ending is preserved, while in Mandarin Chinese the stop ending is deleted and proounced as [�wa]. This 
deletion affects Sino-Korean so that modern Sino-Korean is [sw�]. Finally, why some words are misread 

Xiánshè (��) Sh�nshè (��) G�ngshè (��) 
ti� (�) xiè (�) xí (�) 

	 ����(tjo:) 
����(hets�) �����(heki) 

 ����(kjo:) �����(tets�) �����(teki) 

� ����(kjo:) �����(kets�) �����(keki) 

�

-jo: (9) 100% -ets� (14) 100% -eki (22) 100% 
Total: 9 (100%) Total: 14 (100%) Total: 22 (100%) 

Xiánshè (��) Sh�nshè (��) Dàngshè (��) 
hé (�) hé (�) hé (�) duó (�) 
�  ��(tap) �����(thap) � ��(tal) � ��(pak) 
�  ��(nap) �����(nap) � ��(nal) ����(thak) 
�  ��(hap)  �	�(kap) ! 
�(kal) "���(kak) 

�

-ap (21) 100% -al (12) 100% -ak (34) 100% 
Total: 21 (100%) Total: 12 (100%) Total: 34 (100%) 
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which approximates half. The rest part is comprised of -j	p (29.41%) and -	p (11.76%). 

Sh�nshè (��) is the only one without variation. Regarding Ji�ngshè (��), the main 

vowel is [a] with one character that is preceded by glide [w] (-wak 3.85%). G�ngshè (�

�) is principally composed by -�k (63.64%), but some variations, such as -j	k (21.21%), 

-ak (12.12%) and -	k (3.03%), can also be found.  

 
Table 3.18: Examples and the percentage of Division II in Sino-Korean (I) 

 
 
Table 3.19: Examples and the percentage of Division II in Sino-Korean (II) 

 

        From Table 3.20 and 3.21, the main vowels of Division III in Sino-Korean are [	] 

and [a]. Vowel [	] lies in Xiánshè (��), Sh�nshè (��) and G�ngshè (��). The 

                                                                                                                                                 
remains unknown. � is a good illustration. It should be � [kap] instead of� [h
p] since its onset is [kh] 
and rime is [ap] in Middle Chinese.  
Owing to the three factors, it can be explained why the data of Sino-Korean in this study sometimes are 
quite confusing and complex.   

Xiánshè (��) Sh�nshè (��) 
qià (�)  xiá (�) xiá (�)  xiá (�) 

	 ��(cap) 
���(kap) � ��(mal) ���(chal) 
� � (kj	p) ����(ap) ����(tshal) ����(hal) 
� � (hj	p) �����(ap) � 	 (al) ����(hal) 

�

-ap (10) 58.82% -al (11) 100%�
-j	p (5) 29.41% �

-	p (2) 11.76% �

Total: 17 (100%) Total: 11 (100%)�

Ji�ngshè(��)� G�ngshè (��) 
jüé (�) mò (�) mài(�) 
��
�(pak) ����(p�k) ����(m�k) 

���(thak) ����(th�k) ����(c	k) 

����(kak) ����(kj	k)  ���(kj	k) 
�

-ak(25) 96.15 % -�k (21) 63.64%�
-wak (1) 3.85 % -j	k (7) 21.21%�

 -ak (4) 12.12%�
 -	k (1) 3.03%�

Total: 26 (100%) Total: 33 (100%)�
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vowel of Dàngshè (��) is [a]. Table 3.20 and 3.21 also provide the details of Division 

III in percentage, suggesting that Sino-Korean does not change systematically. The main 

vowel of Xiánshè (��) is -	p, approximately 76.47% being -	p and 23.53% being -j	p. 

Sh�nshè (��) has the majority, -	l (95.65%) where -	l occupies 60.87% and -j	l 

occupies 34.78%. Besides, -al occupies 4.34% in Sh�nshè (��). Regarding Dàngshè 

(��), the main vowel is [a] where 66.67% has no glide and 33.33% is accompanied by 

[j]. 81.82% of G�ngshè (��) is mainly composed by -	k (57.58% for -	k and 24.24% 

for -j	k). There are still some variations, such as -
k (9.09%), -�k (6.06%) and -ik 

(3.03%). 

 

Table 3.20: Examples and the percentage of Division III in Sino-Korean (I) 

 
Table 3.21: Examples and the percentage of Division III in Sino-Korean (II) 

 

Xiánshè (��) Sh�nshè (��) 
yè (�) yè (�) xü� (�) yuè (�) 
	
� (j	p) �
�
(k	p) �
�
(pj	l) 
�
(ke) 
�
� (c	p) �
�
(	p) �
�
(j	l) �
��(h	l) 
�
� (j	p) �
	
(hj	p) �


(ch	l) �
� (kal) 




-	p (13) 76.47% -	l (14) 60.87%

-j	p (4) 23.53% -j	l (8) 34.78%


 -al (1) 4.35%

Total: 17 (100%)  Total: 23 (100%)


Dàngshè (��) G�ngshè (��) 
yào (�) xí (�)  mò (�) 
�
�  (jak) �
�(pj	k) �
�(pj	k) 
�
�
(cak) �
�
(c	k) �
�
(k
k) 

� �
(jak) �
��(j	k) �
�
(j	k) 



-ak (16) 66.67% -	k (19) 57.58%

-jak (8) 33.33% -j	k (8) 24.24%


 -
k (3) 9.09%

 -�k (2) 6.06%

 -ik (1) 3.03%


Total: 24 (100%) Total: 33 (100%)
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        Table 3.22 shows that the main vowel of Division IV in Sino-Korean is [	], 

regardless of the prevocalic glide. The percentage of Division IV in Sino-Korean is 

detailed in Table 3.22. Xiánshè (��) includes -	p (77.78%) and -j	p (22.22%). Sh�nshè 

(��) is primarily formed by -	l (50%) and -j	l (35.71%). However Sh�nshè (��) also 

has one exception, -al, occupying 14.29%. In G�ngshè (��), -	k (63.64%) and -j	k 

(31.82%) amounts to 95.46%. The other variant rests in -ik, for which takes 4.54%.  

 

Table 3.22: Examples and the percentage of Division IV in Sino-Korean  

 

3.1.5 Reconstruction of Middle Chinese 

        In addition to the modern pronunciation in Southern Min, Sino-Japanese and Sino-

Korean, the reconstructed Middle Chinese is exhibited below. The following four tables 

(Table 3.23-3.26) outline the reconstructions of Division I, II, III and IV, respectively. 

According to Pan and Feng (2000), Zhu (2001) and Zhengchang (2003), the main vowels 

of Division I in [a]-vowel group are back low vowel, [�] or [�], and the main vowels of 

Division II are front low vowel, [a] or [�]24. Division III is characteristic of prevocalic 

glide [j] and front vowels, [�] and [�]. Higher than Division III, the main vowel of 

Division IV is [e], accompanied by vowel [i]. 

 

 

 

                                                 
24 The vowels of Division II are primarily reconstructed [a] or [�]. However there is other vowel, such as [æ] 
(Dong 2002).  

Xiánshè (��) Sh�nshè (��) G�ngshè (��) 
ti� (�) xiè (�) xí (�) 

�  ��(ch	p) 	�� (p	l) 
���(pj	k) 
�  ��(hj	p) ����(ch	l) ���(c	k) 
�  ��(hj	p) ����(kj	l) �����kj	k) 

�

-	p (7) 77.78% -	l (7) 50% -	k (14) 63.64% 
-j	p (2) 22.22% -j	l (5) 35.71% -j	k (7) 31.82% 

 -al (2) 14.29% -ik (1) 4.54% 
 Total: 9 (100%)  Total: 14 (100%) Total: 22 (100%) 
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Table 3.23: Reconstruction of Division I in Entering Tone  
Shè (�) Y�nbù (��) Reconstruction 

Xiánshè (��) hé (�) / hé (�) -�p / -�p 

Sh�nshè (��) hé (�) -�t 

Dàngshè (��) duó (	) -�k 
 
Table 3.24: Reconstruction of Division II in Entering Tone  

Shè (�) Y�nbù (��) Reconstruction 
Xiánshè (��) qià (
) / xiá (�) -ap /-�p  

Sh�nshè (��) xiá (�) / xiá () -at / -�t 

Ji�ngshè (��) jüé (�) -�k 

G�ngshè (��) mò (�) / mài(�) -ak /-�k 
 
Table 3.25: Reconstruction of Division III in Entering Tone  

Shè (�) Y�nbù (��) Reconstruction 

Xiánshè (��) yè (�) / yè (�)  j�p (j�p) / -j�p 

Sh�nshè (��) xü� (�) / yuè (�) j�t (j�t) / -j�t 

Dàngshè (��) yào (�) -j�k 

G�ngshè (��) xí (�) / mò (�) j�k / -j�k 
 
Table 3.26: Reconstruction of Division IV in Entering Tone  

Shè (�) Y�nbù (��) Reconstruction 

Xiánshè (��) ti� (�) -iep 
Sh�nshè (��) xiè (�) -iet 

G�ngshè (��) xí (�) -iek 
 

        Before we go to next section, two things need clarification. First, when one Shè (�) 

has two Y�nbù (��), such as the Division I and II of Xiánshè (��) and the Division II 

of G�ngshè (�� ), the more marked vowel is put before the less marked one, 

disregarding the reconstruction of each Y�nbù (��). Therefore [�] precedes [�] in 

Division I; [a] comes before [�] in Division II. Second, there are three representations in 

Division III. This is not redundancy but a result of Chóngniú (��), more than one 

representation in one Y�nbù (��). Nevertheless what Chóngniú (��) it is does not 
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come to a conclusion yet (Chen 2001, Zhu 2001)25. Therefore, in the previous tables, yè 

(�) rhyme and xü� (�) rhyme present two vowels, [�] and [�]. 

 

3.2 Main Change of [a]-vowel group  

        The comparison of modern pronunciations of Sino-Xenic languages (Table 3.1~3.4) 

and the reconstruction of Middle Chinese (Table 3.45~3.48) shows three tendencies, full 

merger, partial merger and separate development. Full merger indicates that in Xiánshè 

(��) and Sh�nshè (��), Division I and II merge as one and Division III and IV 

converge as another one. Partial merger refers to G�ngshè (��), in which the three 

languages exhibit different merger. In Southern Min, Division II, III and IV merge as one, 

all of them being pronounced as -ik. While in Sino-Japanese and Sino-Korean, only 

Division III and IV merge as one. Separate development means Dàngshè (��) and 

Ji�ngshè (��). Division I and Division III of Dàngshè (��) do not merge as one and 

Ji�ngshè (��), only with Division II, develops on its own. The three tendencies are 

discussed as follows. 

 

3.2.1 Xiánshè (��������), Sh�nshè (��������), Dàngshè (��������) and G�ngshè (��������) 

        As for full merger, it is shown in (1). (1a) and (1b) are the vowel shift of Division I, 

which depicts the convergence of two back vowels, and (1c) stands for Division II, being 

marked by the fronting vowel [�].  

 

(1) Merger of Division I and II of Xiánshè (��) and Sh�nshè (��) 
a.                                             b.                                             c.  
 
                                                                                                     �������                              

                                                                                                         
a                 �                           a                   �                       a      � 

 

        This change in history of Division I and II is succinctly represented as *-�, *-�, *-� 

> -a. In FMD-OT account, the context is paraphrased as six constraints in (2). 

                                                 
25 For more details, see Chinese Phonology 6, a collection focusing on Chóngniú (��).  
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(2) a. F  color: The output color should be faithful to the input  

      b. D  color: Pairs of [a�], [��] » [��], [a�], [��] » [a�] 

      c. M -�: No vowel [�] 

      d. M -�: No vowel [�] 

      e. M -�: No vowel [�]   

      f. M -a: No vowel [a] 
 
         (2a) is a faithfulness constraint that prevents vowel(s) from being deleted in 

phonological change and (2b) is a dispersion constraint that keeps features as 

distinguished as possible. Furthermore, other constraints (2c-f) are markedness 

constraints, which base on the phonological change, *-�, *-�, *-� > -a.  

In (2b), the distinction stems from the sequence, a-���-�, shown in (3).  

 

(3)   [a�], [��]            [��], [a�], [��]                [a�]       

      D 0 color     »          D 2 color        »      D 4 color 
 

        In (3) [a�] pair (D 4  color) is more distinguished than pairs [��], [a�] and [��] (D 2 

color), which are better than the least distinguished pairs [a�] and [��] (D 0 color). From 

articulatory effort, the least distinguished pairs are ranked lowest and the most 

distinguished pair is the highest. Put it differently, D 0 color outranks D 2 color, which 

also outranks D 4 color.  

        Since back vowels, [�] and [�], merge as [a], and front vowel [�] unites with [a], this 

process implies that D  color is ranked highest in that paired vowels are not preferred. In 

addition, merger, *-�, *-�, *-� > -a, suggests that M -�, M -�, M -�� outranks M -a, and 

faithfulness is not as significant as markedness, leading to the ranking that M  » F . The 

ranking of (2) is shown in (4). 

(4) D 0 color » D 2 color » D 4 color » M -�, M -�, M -��» M -a » F  color  
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(5)   
Input:   -a  -�  -�  -� D 0  

color 
D 2  

color 
D 4  

color 
M -�, M -�,  

M -� 
M -a F  

color 

a. -a  -�  -�  -� *!* *** *         *** *  

b. -a  -�  -�   *! **  ** * * 

c. -a  -�       -� *! * * ** * * 

d. -a       -�  -� *! * * ** * * 

e.      -�  -�  -� *! **  ***  * 

f. -a  -�  *!   * * ** 

g. -a       -�   *!  * * ** 

h. -a            -�   *! * * ** 

i.      -�  -�      *!  **  ** 

j.      -�       -�  *!  **  ** 

k.           -�  -� *!   **  ** 

���l.    -a       * *** 
m.      -�        *!  *** 

n.           -�        *!  *** 

o.               -�    *!  *** 

        According to the ranking (4), Tableau (5) shows the results. Violations of the set of 

D  color constraints eliminate (5a)-(5k). (5a) is the least preferable due to the amount of 

violation of the undominated constraint. Although (5a) is the most faithful to the input, 

two violations of highest constraint, D 0 color, give rise to elimination of (5a). Owing to 

failure to be as far as possible in vowel space, (5b), (5c), (5d), (5e), (5f) and (5k) are 

eliminated. Then violation of D 2 color leads to the elimination of (5g), (5i) and (5j). 

Harmonic with the higher constraints as it is, (5h) is disregarded as optimal owing to 

violation of the lowest D  color constraint. Despite the fact that the rest four options are 

not evaluated by D  color constraints, (5l)-(5o), on the contrary, are evaluated by other 

constraints. (5m), (5n) and (5o) violate M -�, M -�, M -�. Consequently they are 

excluded. (5l) merely violates the lower-ranked constraint, M -a, and faithfulness 

constraint. As the most harmonic, (5l) surfaces as the optimal.  
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        In addition to merger of Division I and II, Division III and IV of Xiánshè (��) and 

Sh�nshè (��) converge as one, as offered in (6). In (6), (6a) and (6b) show the merger 

of Division III26, and (6c) refers to Division IV.  

 

(6) Merger of Division III and IV of Xiánshè (��) and Sh�nshè (��) 
a.                                             b.                                             c.  

e 
                                                       � 

�                                                                                                                                                                   
a                                              a                                              a 

 

        The historical change of Division III and IV27 is summarized as *-�, *-�, *-� > -a. In 

FMD-OT account, the context is translated into six constraints in (7). (7a) is a faithfulness 

constraint, preserving the contrast of input and output in height, and (7b) indicates 

dispersion constraint to keep vowels as distinguished as possible. Other constraints (8c-f) 

are markedness constraints for the change of  *-�, *-�, *-e > -a.  

(7) a. F  height: The output height should be faithful to the input  

      b. D  height: Pairs of [a�], [��], [�e], [ei] » [a�], [�e], [�i] » [ae], [�e] » [ai]  

      c. M -e: No vowel [e] 

      d. M -�: No vowel [�] 

      e. M -�: No vowel [�]   

      f. M -a: No vowel [a] 
 
The distinction of (7b) derives from the sequence, a-�-�-e-i, shown in (8).  

(8)   [a�], [��], [�e], [ei]     »     [a�], [�e], [�i]     »    [ae], [�i]     »     [ai]       

             D 2 height                   D 4 height                D 6 height        D 8 height  
 

        In (8) [ai] (D 8 height) is the most distinguished pair, better than [ae] and [�e] (D 6 

height). The pairs less distinguished than D 6 height are [a�], [�e] and [�i] (D 4 height) 

and the least preferred pairs are [a�], [��], [�e] and [ei] (D 2 height). From articulatory 

                                                 
26 Vowel [�] is not reproduced in (6). For its change, see (1c), 
27 Recall that Division III is marked with glide [j] and Division IV with vowel [i]. However [j] and [i] are 
reckoned similarly when Division III merges with Division IV.  
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effort, the least distinguished pairs are ranked lowest and the most distinguished pair is 

the highest. Therefore D 8 height outranks D 6 height, which also dominates D 4 height. 

D 2 height is the lowest.  

        The three front vowels [e], [�] and [�] are lowered to [a]. This process suggests that 

the highest constraints are D 4 height because paired vowels are not preferred. Besides, *-

e, *-�, *-� > -a implies that M -e, M -�, M -��dominates�M -a and faithfulness constraint 

is lower than markedness. The ultimate ranking is shown in (9).  

(9) D 2 height » D 4 height » D 6 height » M -e, M -�, M -��» M -a » F  color  

(10)   
Input:   -a   -�  -�  -e D 2 

height 
D 4 

height 
D 6 

height 
M -e, M -�, 

M -� 
M -a F  

color 

a. -a   -�  -�  -e *!** ** *         *** *  

b. -a   -�  -�    *!* *  ** * * 

c. -a   -�       -e *! * * ** * * 

d. -a         -�  -e *! * * ** * * 

e.       -�  -�  -e *!* *  ***  * 

f. -a   -�   *!   * * ** 

g. -a         -�     *!  * * ** 

h. -a              -e   *! * * ** 
i.      -�  -�     *!   **  ** 

j.      -�       -e  *!  **  ** 

k.            -�  -e *!   **  ** 
���l.    -a       * *** 

m.       -�            *!  *** 

n.              -�        *!  *** 
o.                   -e    *!  *** 

        Ranking (9) results in (10l) of Tableau (10). Violating D  height constraints excludes 

(10a)-(10k). The most faithful to the input as it is, (10a) is disfavored owing to three 

violations of the undominated constraint, D 2 height. Failure to be as distinguished as 

possible and violation of D 2 height, (10b), (10c), (10d), (10e), (10f), (10i) and (10k) are 

eliminated.  Lower constraint, D 4 height, causes (10g), (10h), and (10j) to be eliminated. 

Besides, pair, such as [a, e] (10h), is not able to surface as the optimal owing to violation 
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of D 6 height. The rest four options (10l-10o) are then evaluated by markedness 

constraints. (10m), (10n) and (10o) violate the three constraints, M -e, M -�, M -�, so 

they are excluded. Finally, although there are certain violations, abiding by the higher 

markedness constraints gives rise to the optimality of (10l).  

        The previous evaluation focuses on vowel [a]. However Division III and IV of Sino-

Japanese and Sino-Korean, Xiánshè (��), Sh�nshè (��), and G�ngshè (��) in 

particular, undergo extra processes: vowel coalescence for Sino-Japanese and vowel 

raising for Sino-Korean. Vowel coalescence for Sino-Japanese, *-ia > -e is written as six 

constraints in (11).  

(11) a. F  segment: The output segment should be faithful to the input  
        b. F  uniformity: The output uniformity should be faithful to the input 

        c. F  place: The output place should be faithful to the input 

        d. M -a: No vowel [a] 

        e. M -i: No vowel [i] 

        f. M -e: No vowel [e] 
 
        (11a)-(11c) are faithfulness constraints that function differently. (11a) preserves that 

mapping of input and output. (11b) prevents vowel coalescence and (11c) prohibits vowel 

raising. (11d-f) are markedness constraints, maintaining well-formedness of each 

segment. *-ia > -e denotes that M -a and M -i outrank M -e, and markedness constraints 

outrank faithfulness constraints, which is shown in (12).  

(12) M -a, M -i » F  segment, F  place » M -e » F  uniformity    

(13) 
Input:       -ia      M -a, M -i F  segment, F  place M -e F  uniformity 

a. -ia *!*    
���b. -ie      *! * *  

c. -ea� *! * *  
d. -a *! *   

���e. -i *! *   
  �      f.  -e   * * 
        Ranking (12) leads to (13f). Being faithful to the input does not ensure (13a) to 

become the optimal. However, (13a) is eliminated. This elimination results from two 

violations of the highest constraints. As the most undominated constraints, violation of 
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M -a and M -i also fails (13b)-(13e), in which (13b) and (13c) violate F  place, and (13d) 

and (13e) violate F  segment. Without any violation of the higher constraints, (13f) 

surfaces as the optimal. 

        The second phonological process is vowel raising, *-ja > -j	, in Sino-Korean. This 

raising is exhibited in (14).  

 

(14) Raising of *-ja > -j	   
 
                         	 
 
                a 
 

        This context is paraphrased as constraints in (15). (15a) is a faithfulness constraint, 

sustaining the mapping of input and output and (15b) is a dispersion constraint to 

distinguish vowels as far as possible. (16c) and (16d) are markedness constraints.  

(15) a. F  height: The output color should be faithful to the input  

       b. D  height: Pairs of [	
] » [a	] » [	i], [	u] » [a
]       
       c. M -a: No vowel [a] 

       d. M -	: No vowel [	] 
 
The dispersion constraint from (15) results from the sequence, a-	-
 in (16).  

(16)      [	
]     »       [a	]    »   [	i], [	u]  »     [a
] 
     D A height    D B height   D C height    D D height 

                          D B color      D C color      D D color 
 
        In (16) the least distinguished pair is [	
] (D A height). The more distinguished pair 

is [a	] (D B height + D B color). The pair marked by D C height + D C color is [a
]. The 

most distinguished pair is [a
] (D D height + D D color). According to articulatory effort, 

the least distinguished pairs are ranked lowest and the most distinguished pair is the 

highest. That is to say, D A height outranks D B height + D B color, which outranks D C 

height + D C color. D D height + D D color is the lowest constraint.  
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        The ranking of (15) is offered in (17). The lowest constraint is the faithfulness 

constraint and the highest is dispersion constraint. Also, M -a outranks M -	.  

(17) D B height + D B color » M -a » M -	 » F  height 

(18) 
Input:       -a     -	 D B height + 

D B color 

M -a M -	  F  height 

a. -a     -	 *! * *  
���b. -a       *!  * 
���c.         -	   * * 
        In (18), because of vital violation, (18a) fails to be the optimal even though it is the 

most faithful one. (18b) and (18c) are evaluated by the ranking of markedness constraints. 

Since M -a outranks M -	, (18b) is eliminated and (18c) surfaces as the optimal.  

 

3.2.2 Ji�ngshè (��������) 

        The Y�nbù (��) that is not reconstructed as low vowel is Ji�ngshè (��). 

Ji�ngshè (�� ) is generally regarded as the back vowel [�] in history. The 

correspondence of modern pronunciation and Middle Chinese indicates that the vowel of 

Ji�ngshè (��) is lowered from [�] to [a], i.e. *-� > -a. This lowering is exhibited in (19).  

 

(19) Lowering of Ji�ngshè (��)   
 
                                    � 
 
                 a 
 

         (20) demonstrates the constraints for Ji�ngshè (��). (20a) is the faithfulness 

constraint and (20b) is the dispersion constraint concerning height for Ji�ngshè (��). 

(20c) and (20d) are markedness constraints, putting limit on the appearance of [a] and [�].   

(20) a. F  height: The output height should be faithful to the input 

       b. D  height: [�o], [ou] » [a�], [�u] » [ao] » [au]       

       c. M -a: No vowel [a] 

       d. M -�: No vowel [�] 
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 The dispersion constraints originate from the height of four vowels, a-�-o-u. 

 (21)  [�o], [ou]     »     [a�], [�u]     »     [ao]     »      [au]       

     D 1 height         D 3 height        D 5 height    D 7 height 
 
        In (21) the most distinguished pair lies in [au] pair (D 7 height), which is better than 

pair [ao] (D 5 height). The less distinguished pairs are [a�] and [�u] (D 3 height) and the 

least preferable pairs are [�o] and [ou], since the vowels in each pair are too close to each 

other. On the basis of articulatory effort, the least distinguished pairs are ranked lowest 

and the most distinguished pair is the highest. In other words, D 1 height ranks highest, 

outranking D 3 height. D 5 height follows D 3 height and D 7 height is the lowest. Besides, 

the markedness constraints are shown in (8c) and (8d).   

        The ranking of (20) follows the same pattern of (4) where the faithfulness constraint 

is ranked lowest and dispersion constraint is the highest. In (22) M -� outranks M -a.  

(22) D 3 height » M -� » M -a » F  height 

(23) 
Input:       -a     -� D 3 height M -� M -a F  height 

a. -a     -� *! * *  
���b. -a        * * 
���c.         -�  *!  * 

        (23b) is a result from ranking (22). The most faithful (23a) fails to be the optimal 

thanks to violation of the highest constraint. Although they delete one vowel to avoid 

violation of highest constraint, (23b) and (23c) violate faithfulness constraint. (23b) and 

(23c) are then evaluated by markedness constraints, M -� and M -a. (23b) surfaces as the 

optimal because it does not violate the higher markedness constraint.  

 

3.3 Exceptions  

        The primary change of vowel [a] group in entering tones has been presented 

previously. However, there are four exceptions: Dàngshè (��) and G�ngshè (��) in 

Southern Min, Xiánshè (��) in Sino-Japanese and G�ngshè (��) in Sino-Korean. Of 

the four exceptions, exclusive of Dàngshè (��) in Southern Min, the other three are the 
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best illustrations for opacity investigated by the extension of Candidate Chains to 

historical phonology. In addition, the change of coda is investigated in 3.3.5.  

 

3.3.1 Opacity in entering tone of Sino-Xenic languages 

Since the current topic is opacity and in Chapter 2 an extension of Candidate Chains to 

historical phonology has been proposed. Here the first premise is that in the process of 

phonological change, an input is evaluated and then becomes an output candidate and 

then this candidate moves on and becomes another input of next stage. Secondly, new 

constraints are introduced and reranked with old constraints.   

 

3.3.2 Southern Min: Dàngshè (��������) and G�ngshè (��������) 

        According to Wang (1980), the vowel of Dàngshè (��) should follow the same 

path in Xiánshè (��) and Sh�nshè (��). That is to say, *-�k precedes -ak, also being 

evaluated by the constraints from (2). Nevertheless, *-�k > -ok is another case. This is a 

consequence that Dàngshè (��) merges with other subdivisions. Ang (1999) indicates 

that Dàngshè (��) converges with T�ngshè (��), which is also -ok in Southern Min. 

This convergence is represented as the constraints in (24) and (25). (24a) is a faithfulness 

constraint that preserves contrast of input and output in height. Following (8), (24b) is a 

set of dispersion constraints. What’s more, (24c) and (24d) are markedness constraints in 

accordance with the change, *-a > -o, revised as ranking M -a » M -o.  

(24) a. F  height: The output height should be faithful to the input 

       b. D  height: [�o], [ou] » [a�], [�u] » [ao] » [au]       

       c. M -a: No vowel [a] 

       d. M -o: No vowel [o] 
 
        The ranking of (24) is shown in (25). Dispersion constraint is the highest and 

markedness constraints come after. Faithfulness constraint is the lowest.  

(25) D 5 height » M -a » M -o » F  height 
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(26) 
Input:       -a     -o D 5 height M -a M -o F  height 

a. -a     -o *! * *  
b. -a       *!  * 

���c.         -o   * * 
        Ranking in (25) results in (26c). The most faithful to the input as it is, (26a) has the 

fewest chance to be optimal simply because it violate the undominated constraint. (26b) 

and (26c) delete one vowel to avoid violation of highest constraint, but violate 

faithfulness constraint. Competition of (26b) and (26c) is judged by the ranking of 

markedness constraints, M -a and M -o, and (26c) wins, not violating the higher 

markedness constraint. As a result, (26c) becomes the optimal.    

        The second exception in Southern Min is G�ngshè (��). The correspondence of 

modern pronunciation and Middle Chinese strongly suggests that there must be a 

transition because it is not possible to change from low vowel to high vowel without the 

occurrence of middle vowel. This is confirmed by Ang (1999), who reconstructs G�ngshè 

(��) in Proto-Taiwanese as *-e. Therefore according to Ang (1999), the sound change 

of G�ngshè (��) should be (*-a /*-� > *-a) > *-e > -i. The first part of this sound 

change is the merger of vowels [a] and [�], which has been shown in (1) and translated as 

constraints in (2). Then the lower vowel [a] is raised to middle vowel [e]. This context is 

paraphrased as four constraints in (27).  

(27) a. F  height: The output height should be faithful to the input  

       b. D  height: Pairs of [a�], [��], [�e], [ei] » [a�], [�e], [�i] » [ae], [�e] » [ai]  

       c. M -a: No vowel [a] 

       d. M -e: No vowel [e] 
 

        (27a) is a faithfulness constraint that sustains contrast of input and output in height. 

(27b) is a set of dispersion constraints, which bases on (7). Furthermore, (27c) and (27d) 

are markedness constraints in accordance with the change, *-a > *-e, revised as ranking 

M -a » M -e.  

        The ranking of (27) is proposed as (28). The faithfulness constraint is ranked lowest 

and dispersion constraint is the highest. In (28) M -a outranks M -e.  
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(28) D 2 height » M -a » M -e » F  height 

(29) 
Input:       -a     -e D 6 height M -a M -e F  height 

a. -a     -e *! * *  
���b. -a       *!  * 
���c.         -e   * * 
        In (29), because of violation of the highest constraint, (29a), the most faithful one, 

fails to be the optimal. Deleting one vowel to prevent violation of highest constraint but 

violating the markedness constraints, (29b) and (29c) are evaluated by the ranking of 

markedness constraints. Since M -a outranks M -e, (29c) surfaces as the output candidate 

of the current stage and an input for the next evaluation.  

        The next evaluation turns to *-e > -i. This process evaluates the output candidate 

from (29) with new constraints in (30). (30a), a faithfulness constraint, maintains contrast 

of input and output in height. Middle vowel [e] is then raised to high vowel [i], *-e > -i. 

This change is translated as two markedness constraints, ranked as M -e » M -i.  

(30) a. F  height: The output height should be faithful to the input 

       b. D  height: Pairs of [a�], [��], [�e], [ei] » [a�], [�e], [�i] » [ae], [�e] » [ai]  

       c. M -i: No vowel [i] 

       d. M -e: No vowel [e] 
 

        Proposed as (31), the ranking of (30) is shown below. The lowest constraint is the 

faithfulness constraint and the highest is dispersion constraint. Also, M -e outranks M -i.  

(31) D 2 height » M -e » M -i » F  height 

(32) 
Input:       -e     -i D 2    height M -e M -i F  height 

a. -e     -i *! * *  
���b. -e       *!  * 
���c.         -i   * * 
        Failure to be as distinguished as possible, (32a), the most faithful one, is eliminated 

in the first place. The evaluation then focuses on (32b) and (32c) by the ranking of 

markedness constraints. As M -e outranks M -i, (32c) defeats (32b), and (32c) becomes 

the optimal.  
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3.3.3 Sino-Japanese: Xiánshè (��������) 

        The exception of Sino-Japanese consists in Xiánshè (��)28. Xiánshè (��) in 

Sino-Japanese varies after vowel adjustment. Xiánshè (��) is strongly affected by 

Japanese phonology. This change specifically refers to Japanese spirantization (����

�), a lenition when a bilabial stop is intervocalic, in (33).  

 

(33) *VpV > *V�V > VV  

 

        Since in (33) V�V is indispensable in history, there must be a sequential 

relationship. The change from *VpV > *V�V is firstly investigated and the context is 

paraphrased as four constraints in (34).  

(34)  a. F  segment: Segment in output should be faithful to input 

        b. F  continuity: Continuity in output should be faithful to input 

        c. M -VpV: No intervocalic -p-  

d. M -V�V: No intervocalic -�- 
 

        The constraints in (34) do not work simultaneously. In *VpV > *V�V, evaluation is 

chiefly based on the first three constraints. Owing to prohibition of intervocalic -p-, the 

markedness constraint, M -VpV should not be dominated by any constraint. Besides, two 

                                                 
28 The first evaluation is resyllabification of Chinese CVC syllable structure to accommodate Japanese CV 
syllable structure. This requirement is translated as the constraints in (1) 
(1) a. F  segment: The output segment should be faithful to the input 
       b. M -CVC: No CVC syllable structure 
       c. M -CV: No CV syllable structure 
       d. M -CVCV: No CVCV syllable structure 
Regarding the ranking, M -CVC is the highest since Japanese refuses coda. The lower ranking goes to M -
CV » M -CVCV, because Japanese prefers epenthesis to deletion. The lowest is faithfulness constraint, F  
segment. The ranking in (2) is used in Tableau (3). 
(2) M -CVC » M -CV » M -CVCV » F  segment 
(3)  
Input:       CVC  M -CVC M -CV M -CVCV F  segment 
���a. CV  *!  * 
            b. CVC *!    
���c. CVCV   * * 
On the basis of ranking (2), the result is represented in Tableau (3). Japanese syllable structure restricts the 
appearance of coda, a least preferable segment. (3b) never surfaces to be the optimal without adoption. (3a) 
and (3c), both of which violate faithfulness constraint, are the possible candidates. However, the ranking, 
M -CV » M -CVCV, rejects (3a) to win the competition. As a result, (3c) is the optimal. 
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faithfulness constraints guarantee the appearance of intervocalic V�V and prevent 

intervocalic -p- from being deleted. Hence F  segment outranks F  continuity. The ranking 

is shown in (35).  

(35) M -VpV » F  segment » F  continuity 

(36) 

        The evaluation judged by the ranking in (35) gives rise to (36c) as the most 

harmonious candidate because it violates the lowest constraint. Other candidates, such as 

(36a) and (36b) are eliminated since they fail to abide by the higher constraints.  

        The output candidate (36c) continues to be evaluated by a newly introduced 

constraint, M -V�V, (34d) for the change of *V�V > VV. In this stage, M -VpV and F  

continuity are turned off and M -V�V begins to operate. M -V�V is the highest because 

it is coupled with M -VpV. New ranking is proposed in (37).  

(37) M -V�V » F  segment » F  continuity 

 
(38) 

        The output candidate from previous stage is then evaluated by the new ranking in 

(37) and only (38b) becomes the optimal on the ground that it violates lower constraint.  

        The interaction of segments continues after the disappearance of intervocalic 

consonant. Based on Numoto (1989), the interactions of vowels in Xiánshè (��) are 

twofold.  Shown in (39) with Chinese Character �� (��; tower), Division I and II 

undergo vowel raising. The sound change of Division III and IV is glide formation, 

exemplified by (40) with one Chinese Character�� (��; leaves). The first two stages in 

(39) and (40) have been demonstrated in (33)-(38).  

 

Input:    -VpV  M -VpV F  segment F  continuity 

���a. -VpV *!   
b. -VV  *!  

���c. -V�V   * 

Input:       -V�V  M -VpV, M -V�V F  segment F  continuity 

���a. -V�V *!   
���b. -VV  *  
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(39)���(��; tower) � 
    �            �           �            �         �    Syllable 
   /  \          / \          /  \          / \        / \ 
  µ  µ       µ  µ       µ  µ       µ   µ     µ µ      Mora 
  /\  /\       /\  /\       /\   |        / \   |      /\/    
 t ap��t a���t a� �  t o �� t o      Segment 
     1           2           3           4          5              Stage 
 
(40)���(��; leaves) � 
    �            �           �            �               Syllable 
   /  \          / \          /  \          / \        
  µ  µ       µ  µ       µ  µ       µ   µ           Mora 
   |  /\        |  /\       /\    |         |   /    
  e p�� e���j o � �    jo     Segment 
     1           2           3           4                          Stage 
 

        As observed in (39), after Japanese spirantization (�����), the back high 

vowel [�] in Division I and II affects the low vowel regressively (stage 4), vowel [a] 

being raised to [o]. The raising is paraphrased as constraints in (41). (41a), (41b) and (41c) 

are faithfulness constraints where F  uniformity aims to put limit on coalescence. The rest 

two constraints are markedness constraints.  

(41) a. F  segment: The output segment should be faithful to the input  
        b. F  uniformity: The output uniformity should be faithful to the input 

        c. F  place: The output place should be faithful to the input 

        d. M -a: No vowel [a] 

        e. M -�: No vowel [�] 
 
        The criteria to rank (41) are twofold. For one thing, markedness constraint, M -a, is 

ranked highest because vowel [a] is affected by [�] and is raised to [o]. For the other 

thing, the constraints ranked below M -a are two faithfulness constraints, F  segment and 

F  uniformity. The former avoids deletion and the latter prevents vowel coalescence. 

Lower than the two faithfulness constraints is another faithfulness constraint, F  place. 

The lowest is the markedness constraint, M -�. Ranking is represented as in (42). 

(42) M -a » F  segment, F  uniformity » F  place » M -�   
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(43) 
Input:       -a�    M -a  F  segment, F  uniformity F  place M -� 

a. -a� *!   * 

���b. -o�       * * 

c. -a *! * *  
���d. -o  *!   
            e. -�  *! * * 

        Evaluated by the highest constraints, (43a) and (43c) are excluded in the very 

beginning. Although [a] and [�] unite as one, (43d) violates constraint, F  uniformity and 

is disregarded. (43e) deletes vowel [a] to be harmonic. However this deletion leads to 

elimination because (43e) violates F  segment. As a result, (43b) surfaces to be the 

optimal.    

        Regarding the interaction of vowels for Division III and IV (40), the first vowel [e] 

is decomposed as [i] and [a] (Takamatsu 1986). Vowel [i] is transferred as glide and 

vowel [a] interacts with vowel [�], as in (43). The process, *-e� > -jo� is paraphrased 

as five constraints in (44). (44a) and (44b) are faithfulness constraints to maintain the 

mapping of input and output. The other three are markedness constraints.  

(44) a. F  segment: The output segment should be faithful to the input  
        b. F  place: The output place should be faithful to the input 

        c. M -e: No vowel [e] 

        d. M -o: No vowel [o] 

        e. M -�: No vowel [�] 
 
         The ranking of (44) is as the following. Disfavoring -e� and changing to -jo� 

implies that M -e outranks M -o and M -�. Lower than M -e are the two faithfulness 

constraints where F  place dominates F  segment because maintaining the height features 

of [e] is better than deletion or epenthesis. The lowest constraints are M -o and M -�. 

Ranking is proposed in (45).    

(45) M -e » F  place » F  segment » M -o, M -� 
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(46) 
Input:       -e�    M -e  F  place F  segment M -o, M -� 

a. -e� *!   * 

���b. -o�      *!  ** 

c. -e *! * *  
���d. -�  *!* * * 

   �     e. -jo�   * ** 

        M -e is undominated, so violation in (46a) and (46c) leads to elimination. (46b), 

although it keeps two segments, violates F  place, resulting in elimination. (46d) 

undergoes deletion of [e] to avoid the highest constraint, M -e; however this process 

violates F  place twice and leads to exclusion. The maintenance of features of input 

prevents (46e) from violating the highest two constraints. With the violation of the lower 

constraints, (46e) hence is the optimal.  

        Compensatory lengthening comes after vowel adjustment. Compensatory 

lengthening is fed by Japanese spirantization and restricted by Japanese phonotactics, 

forbidding two adjacent vowels. In (39) and (40), [o�] later is prolonged as [o:] by 

compensatory lengthening. This process is translated as constraints in (47). The first two 

constraints (47a) and (47b) are faithfulness constraints, which preserve the mapping of 

input and output in lieu of height and mora. There are three markedness constraints. M -

diphthong (47c) aims to protect the delinked mora, and M -o (47d) and M -� (47e) select 

the vowel [o].  

(47) a. F  segment: The output segment should be faithful to the input 

        b. F  mora: The output mora should be faithful to the input 

        c. M -diphthong: Diphthong is prohibited 

        d. M -o: No vowel [o] 

        e. M -�: No vowel [�] 
 
        Forbidding diphthong leads to the understanding that M -diphthong undoubtedly is 

ranked highest. Preservation of mora suggests one faithfulness constraint that ensures the 

delinked mora is kept. The three constraints in (48) are ranked as M -diphthong » F  

segment, F  mora.  Now that diphthong is forbidden, M -diphthong outranks F  segment. 
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As for the prosodic constraint, F  mora, it works with F  segment, in order to save the 

second mora from deletion.  

(48) M -diphthong » M -� » F  mora » M -o »F  segment 

(49) 
Input:       -o�      
                  |  | 
                 µ µ 

M -
diphthong 

M -� F  mora 
 

M -o F  
segment 

a. -o� 
                    |  | 

       µ µ 

*! *  *  

���b.   -o 
                    | 
                   µ 

  *! * * 

���c.   -o 
                   /\ 

     µ µ 

   * * 

���d. -� 
                   | 
                  µ 

 *! *  * 

            e. -� 
                 /\ 
               µ µ 

 *!   * 

        Ranking (48) results in (49b). (49a) is firstly disregarded due to diphthong, violating 

the highest constraint. (49b)-(49e) delete one vowel to obey the undominated constraint, 

but violate the lowest constraint. Nevertheless M -� excludes (49d) and (49e) because 

Japanese keeps vowel [o] rather than [�]. Then the selection of (49b) and (49c) is 

determined by faithfulness constraint, F  mora. Two moras are preserved in modern Sino-

Japanese, implying that (49b) fails to surface as the optimal. Hence (49c) is the most 

harmonic outcome.    

 

3.3.4 Sino-Korean: G�ngshè (��������) and Xiánshè (��������)   

        The exception in Sino-Korean lies in the Division II of  G�ngshè (��) and Xiánshè 

(�� ). The main vowel of Division II of G�ngshè (�� ) in Sino-Korean is [�]. 

Following Kono (1979) and Lee (2004), the change derives from *-�k > *-�ik > *-aik > -

�k. The first change is the insertion of glide, a consequence of transition from low to high. 
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Although inserting a glide between two segments, which are far from each other, is quite 

common, this phenomenon is rather restrictive. The change, *-�k > *-�ik, is merely 

observed in G�ngshè (��), but not in Dàngshè (��) and Ji�ngshè (��). Therefore, 

the constraints for this change are proposed in (50).  

(50) a. F  segment: The output segment should be faithful to the input 

        b. M -�k: No syllable structure [�k] 

        c. M -�ik: No syllable structure [�ik]  
 

        The ranking of (50) is shown in (51). Markedness constraints outrank faithfulness 

constraint. Of the two markedness constraints, M -�k dominates M -�ik.  

(51) M -�k » M -�ik » F  segment 

(52) 
Input:           -�k M -�k M -�ik F  segment 

a.      -�k *!   

���b.      -�ik       * * 

        After evaluated by the ranking in (51), (52b) surfaces as the optimal. Although (52b) 

violates two lower constraints, it is (52a) that is eliminated due to vital violation of the 

highest constraint. Hence, (52b) wins the competition.   

An important sound change of Korean results in changing from -�ik to -aik. 

According to Ahn (2002), Kono (1979), Lee (1961, 1972), Lee (2004), Woo (2005), 

vowel [�] disappears29 in history. Furthermore, Woo (2005) points out that vowel [�] is 

replaced by [a]. This change is translated as four constraints in (53). (53a) aims to 

maintain the mapping of input and output. (53b) is a set of dispersion constraints for low 

vowels. (53c) and (53d) are markedness constraints for well-formedness.  

(53) a. F  color: The output color should be faithful to the input  

       b. D  color: Pairs of [a�], [��] » [��], [a�], [��] » [a�]  

       c. M -�: No vowel [�]   

       d. M -a: No vowel [a] 
 

                                                 
29 The cause of disppearance of vowel [�] is not concluded yet (see Ahn 2002). 
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        The ranking of (53) is proposed as (54) where the faithfulness constraint is ranked 

lowest and dispersion constraint is the highest. In (54) M -� outranks M -a.  

(54) D 0 color » M -� » M -a » F  color 

(55) 
Input:       -a     -� D 0 color M -� M -a F  color 

a. -a     -� *! * *  
���b. -a        * * 
���c.         -�  *!  * 

        Ranking (54) leads to (55b). (55a) violates the highest constraint, being excluded 

firstly. Deleting one vowel to be distinguished, (55b) and (55c) violate faithfulness 

constraint. (55b) and (55c) are then evaluated by markedness constraints, M -� and M -a. 

Not violating the higher markedness constraint, (55b) surfaces as the output candidate for 

next stage.  

        The final stage of G�ngshè (��) in Sino-Korean is *-aik > -�k, resulting from 

Korean phonotactics in which diphthong is forbidden. Despite the fact that diphthong is 

not allowed in Korean, the repair strategy consists in vowel coalescence rather than 

deletion. Theoretically speaking, the coalescence of vowels [a] and [i] can be either [e] or 

[�]. It is in fact [�] that occurs since coalescence of [	] and [i] takes the place of [e]. The 

constraints are shown in (56). (56) is generally divided into two parts. The first three 

constraints (56a)-(56c) are related to faithfulness, whereas the other five (56e)-(56h) are 

markedness constraints.  

(56)  a. F  segment: The output segment should be faithful to the input 

        b. F  place: The output place should be faithful to the input 

        c. F  uniformity: The output uniformity should be faithful to the input 

        d. M -diphthong: No diphthong  

        e. M -a: No vowel [a] 

        f. M -�: No vowel [�] 

        g. M -e: No vowel [e] 

        h. M -i: No vowel [i] 
 
        Ranking of (56) is demonstrated in (57). Strictly forbidden in Korean, M -diphthong, 

the representation of diphthong, is undoubtedly ranked highest. Below the highest 
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constraint are the four markedness constraints. Avoiding diphthong [ai] suggests that 

either [a] or [i] is not allowed. In other words, M -a and M -i outrank the other two 

constraints. In addition, the M -e ranks higher than M -� because the space of vowel [e] is 

taken by other vowel coalescence. The other three faithfulness constraints are ranked 

lower.  

(57) M -diphthong » M -a, M -i » M -e » M -� » F  uniformity, F  place, F  segment 

(58) 
Input:       -ai      M -

diphthong 
M -a,  

M -i 

M -e M -� F  uniformity, F  place,  

F  segment 

a. -ai *! *    
���b. -ae      *! * *  * 

c. -a� *! *   * 

d. -�i *! *  * * 
e. -ei *! * *  * 

���f. -i  *!   * 
            g. -e   *!  * 
     �   h. -�    * * 

            i. -a  *!   * 
        Tableau (58) exhibits the result on the basis of ranking (57). Vital violation of the 

highest constraint eliminates (58a)-(58e). (58a) is the most faithful to the input, and 

violation of the highest constraint causes it to be eliminated. Regardless of which vowel 

is raised, (58b), (58c), (58d) and (58e) are not viewed as possible outputs because they 

fail to abide by the undominated constraint. The evaluation then turns to (58f)-(58i), the 

ones with only one vowel. Since vowel [a] and [i] are not preferred, (58f) and (58i) are 

excluded from the possible outputs. The final two possible outputs are judged by the 

lower two constraints. Being ranked higher, M -e prevents (58g) from surfacing as the 

optimal. Hence, (58i), as the most harmonic, surfaces as the optimal.  

        The second exception in Sino-Korean is Xiánshè (��). Recall that in Table 3.20-

3.21, there is another vowel, -	k, for Xiánshè (��) and G�ngshè (��). Appearance of 

-	k is a consequence of glide formation30 to fill the gap from transition (Kono 1979). 

                                                 
30 The glide formation from *ka > *kja is also seen in Southern Min, especially in the colloquial reading 
(��) of Xiánshè (��) (Lin 2004). For example, � is hap8 in literal reading, but hiap8 in colloquial 
reading. 
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Then the inserted glide raises low vowel to central position [	]. The raising is shown as, 

*kak > *kjak > kj	k31. The glide insertion is a language-specific phenomenon because it 

happens merely when the onset carries the feature of [velar] (Qúnm
��), such as [k] 

and [g], or of [glottal] (Xiám
��), like [h], a prevocalic glide occurs, *ka > kja. This 

change is context-specific since the prevocalic palatal glide should not appear in Division 

I and II (Zhu 2001). This insertion is known as three constraints in (59).  

(59) a. F  segment: The output segment should be faithful to the input 

        b. M -ka: No syllable structure [ka] 

        c. M -kja: No syllable structure [kja]  
 
        The ranking of (59) is shown in (60). Markedness constraints outrank faithfulness 

constraint. Of the two markedness constraints, M -ka dominates M -kja.  

(60) M -kja » M -ka » F  segment 

(61) 
Input:           ka M -ka M -kja F  segment 

a.      ka *!   
���b.      kja       * * 
        After evaluated by the ranking in (60), (61b) surfaces as the optimal. Although (61b) 

violates two lower constraints, it is (61a) that is eliminated due to vital violation of the 

highest constraint. Hence, (61b) wins the competition.   

The output candidate from (61) then becomes the input of next stage, undergoing 

vowel raising *kjak > kj	k. This context is paraphrased as constraints in (62). (62a) is a 

faithfulness constraint, sustaining the mapping of input and output and (62b) is a 

dispersion constraint that keeps features as distinguished as possible. (62c) and (62d) are 

markedness constraints.  

(62) a. F  height: The output color should be faithful to the input  

       b. D  height: Pairs of  [	
] » [a	] » [a
]        
       c. M -a: No vowel [a] 

       d. M -	: No vowel [	] 
 

                                                 
31  The low vowel [a] can also refer to [�] before it disappears.  
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        The ranking of (62) is offered in (63). The lowest constraint is the faithfulness 

constraint and the highest is dispersion constraint. Also, M -a outranks M -	.  

(63) D B height » M -a » M -	 » F  height 

(64) 
Input:       -a     -	 D B height M -a M -	  F  height 

a. -a     -	 *! * *  
���b. -a       *!  * 
���c.         -	   * * 
        In (64), owing to vital violation, (64a) fails to be the optimal even though it is the 

most faithful one. (64b) and (64c) are evaluated by the ranking of markedness constraints. 

Since M -a outranks M -	, (64b) is eliminated and (64c) surfaces as the optimal.  

        

3.4 Summary of Chapter 3 

        This chapter has offered the details and explicitly discussed [a]-vowel group of the 

three Sino-Xenic languages in OT account. It has displayed that the five Shè (�) have 

been categorized into two major classes, merger and lowering. First, merger is located in 

Xiánshè (��), Sh�nshè (��), G�ngshè (��) and Dàngshè (��). The main vowels 

of Division I and II merge as one, and those in Division III and IV converge as one. 

Second, lowering specifically indicates Ji�ngshè (��) where the main vowel is lowered 

from [�] to [a]. Furthermore, some exceptions are discussed separately. The exceptions of 

Southern Min result from merger with other Shè (�) and vowel raises from [a] to [e] and 

then to [i]. Japanese spirantization (�����) brings about the exception of Sino-

Japanese in [a]-vowel group. The main vowel of Sino-Korean has been affected by the 

inserted pre- and post-vocalic glide.  

        With the basic understating of how historical phonology is evaluated in OT account, 

the forthcoming chapter continues to analyze non-[a]-vowel group and Hék�u (��). 

Also, the next chapter argues the factors of vowel changes.   
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Chapter 4  Entering Tone in Sino-Xenic Languages (II) 

 

4.0 Introduction  

        This current chapter not only explores the non-[a]-vowel group and Hék�u (��) of 

entering tone in Southern Min, Sino-Japanese and Sino-Korean, but also discusses how 

internal syllable structure affects phonological change in Sino-Xenic languages.  

        The organization of this chapter is as the following. The data of non-[a]-vowel group 

in Sino-Xenic languages and the reconstruction of Middle Chinese are exhibited in 

section 4.1, and section 4.2 discusses the phonological change in FMD-OT account. 

Section 4.3 displays the data pertinent to Hék�u (��), along with the reconstruction of 

Middle Chinese, and the vowel and consonant change of Hék�u (��) is investigated in 

section 4.4. The final section is dedicated to the influences of syllable structure in 

phonological change.  

 

4.1 Data of non-[a]-vowel group 

        The following section represents the data of non-[a]-vowel group. The modern 

pronunciation of Southern Min, Sino-Japanese and Sino-Korean is exhibited firstly. Then 

the reconstruction of Middle Chinese is shown in second part. Table 4.1 and 4.2, without 

onset, demonstrate Division I and III in entering tone of the three languages when the 

main vowel is not [a].    

        As Table 4.1 suggests, only Z�ngshè (��) is found in non-[a]-vowel group. The 

main vowels are various in the three languages. Southern Min is [i] and Sino-Japanese is 

[o]. [
] occurs in Sino-Korean.      

 

Table 4.1: Division I in Entering Tone among SM, SJ and SK  
Shè (�) Y�nbù (��) Southern Min Sino-Japanese Sino-Korean 

Z�ngshè (��) dé (�) -ik -ok� -
k 
     

        Table 4.2 includes three Y�nbù (��), Division III in particular. In addition to 

bilabial endings in Xiánshè (��), there are alveolar ending in Zh�nshè (��) and velar 
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ending in Z�ngshè (��)32. As in Division I, the main vowel in Southern Min is [i] for 

the three endings. The vowels for Sino-Korean show similarity where the main vowel is 

[i], only part of Sh�ngshè (��) being [�]. This consistency is not observed in Sino-

Japanese. Sh�ngshè (��) is presented as long vowel [�], Zh�nshè (��) as [i] and 

Z�ngshè (��) as [o].    

     

Table 4.2: Division III in Entering Tone among SM, SJ and SK  
Shè (�) Y�nbù (��) Southern Min Sino-Japanese Sino-Korean 

Sh�ngshè (��) qì (�) -ip -j�: -ip / -
p 

Zh�nshè (��) zhí(�) /qì(�) -it -its� -il 

Z�ngshè (��) zhí (	) -ik -jok� -ik 

 

        The comparison of Table 4.1 and 4.2 displays that the two divisions of Z�ngshè (�

�) in Southern Min have converged as one, which is not observed in Sino-Japanese and 

Sino-Korean, however.    

 

4.1.1 Southern Min 

        Exemplified by Table 4.3, Division I of entering tone in Southern Min is primarily 

pronounced as [i]. However, there is one exception according to the percentage in Table 

4.3. 93.33% of dé rhyme (
�) is -ik, whereas 6.67% is -ok. 

 
Table 4.3: Examples and the percentage of Division I in Southern Min 

                                                 
32 The non-[a]-vowel group also includes T�ngshè (��), which is not discussed here. T�ngshè (��) 
includes Hék�u (��) only, so the discussion is arranged in the section of Hék�u (��).    

Z�ngshè (��) 
dé (
) 

��(bik8) 
�(tik4) �(khik4) 
�

-ik (14) 93.33%�
-ok (1) 6.67%�

Total: 15 (100%) 
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        Table 4.4 offers Division III of entering tone in Southern Min. The three Y�nbù (�

�) are [i] and the percentage shown in Table 4.4 reveals that there is no variation 

because all of them are 100%.  

 

Table 4.4: Examples and the percentage of Division III in Southern Min 

 

4.1.2 Sino-Japanese 

        [o] is the only vowel for Division I of entering tone in Sino-Japanese since, 

according to Table 4.5, the percentage of Z�ngshè (��) is 100%.  

 

Table 4.5: Examples and the percentage of Division I in Sino-Japanese 

 

        Details in Table 4.6 exhibit Division III of entering tone in Sino-Japanese. Sh�ngshè 

(��) is pronounced as [�], Zh�nshè (��) as [i] and Z�ngshè (��) as [o]. Although 

the main vowel Z�ngshè (��) is [o] (92.86%), there is one exception in Z�ngshè (��), 

-ok� without glide (7.14%).  

 
 
 
 
 
 

Sh�ngshè (��) Zh�nshè (��) Z�ngshè (��) 
qì (�) zhí (�) qì (�) zhí (	) 

 (lip8) ��(pit4) � (hit4)  (lik8)  
� (sip8) ��(tshit4) � (khit4) � (sik4) 
� (kip4) � (kit4)  � (ik4) 

 
-ip (24) 100%� -it (28) 100% -ik (28)100% 

Total: 24 (100%)� Total: 28 (100%) Total: 28 (100%) 

Z�ngshè (��) 
dé (�) 

�����(bok�) �����(tok�) �����(kok�) 

�

-ok� (15) 100% 
Total: 15 (100%) 
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Table 4.6: Examples and the percentage of Division III in Sino-Japanese 

 

4.1.3 Sino-Korean 

        Based on Table 4.7, the vowels of Division I of entering tone in Sino-Korean are 

more complicated33. Although the main vowel is [
], it occupies more than half of the 

examples (53.33%). Vowel [u] occupies 20% and vowel [	] occupies 13.33% of Z�ngshè 

(��). Other representations, [a] and [�], also appear once in Z�ngshè (��), about 

6.67% for each. 

 

Table 4.7: Examples and the percentage of Division I in Sino-Korean 

 

        The vowels of Division III of entering tone in Sino-Korean are relatively various, 

shown in Table 4.8. Vowels [
] and [i] occupy most of each Y�nbù (��), 95.83% in 

Sh�ngshè (��), 92.86 % in Zh�nshè (��), 75% in Z�ngshè (��). The exception of 

                                                 
33 See footnote 23 in Chapter 3.  

Sh�ngshè (��) Zh�nshè (��) Z�ngshè (��) 
qì (�) zhí (�) qì (�) zhí (	) 


����(rj�:) �����(hits�) � ���(kits�)  ���(rjok�) 

��	��(sj�:) ��	��(sits�) � ���(kits�) ��	��(sjok�) 

����� (kj�:) � ���(kits�)  � 
�(ok�) 
 

-j�: (24) 100%� -its� (28) 100% -jok� (26) 92.86% 
�  -ok� (2) 7.14% 

Total: 24 (100%)� Total: 28 (100%) Total: 28 (100%) 

Z�ngshè (��) 
dé (�) 

����(muk) ����(t	k) ����(k
k) 

�

-
k (8) 53.33% 
-uk (3) 20% 

-	k (2) 13.33% 
-ak (1) 6.67% 
-�k(1) 6.67% 

Total: 15 (100%) 
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Sh�ngshè (��) is -a (4.17%). Zh�nshè (��) includes two variations, -	l (3.57%) and -

jul (3.57%). Other vowels, such as [	] and [�], also show up in Z�ngshè (��). 

 

Table 4.8: Examples and the percentage of Division III in Sino-Korean 

 

4.1.4 Reconstruction of Middle Chinese 

        The following section focuses on the reconstructed Middle Chinese. Based on Pan 

and Feng (2000), Zhu (2001) and Zhengchang (2003), the main vowel of Division I and 

III in non-[a]-vowel group is central vowel, [	]. Table 4.9 summarizes the reconstructions 

of Division I and Table 4.10 outlines Division III of non-[a]-vowel group. The 

representations in Division III of Zh�nshè (��), zhí rhyme (��) are twofold, j�t and 

jet, resulting from Chóngniú (��), more than one representation in one Y�nbù (��).  

 

Table 4.9: Reconstruction of Division I in Entering Tone  
Shè (�) Y�nbù (��) Reconstruction 

Z�ngshè (��) dé (�) -	k  
 
Table 4.10: Reconstruction of Division III in Entering Tone 

Shè (�) Y�nbù (��) Reconstruction 

Sh�ngshè (	�) qì (
) -j	p (-jep) 

Zh�nshè (��) zhí (�) / qì (�) j�t (jet) /-j	t 
Z�ngshè (��) zhí (�) -j	k 

 

 

Sh�ngshè (	�) Zh�nshè (��) Z�ngshè (��) 
qì (
) zhí (�) qì (�) zhí (�) 

 � (ip) ����(phil) � � (h
l) � ��(j	k)  

� ��(s
p) ����(chil) � ��(k	l) � ��(sik) 

��	�(k
p) � 
 (kil)  � ��(	k) 
 

-ip (12) 50% -il (21) 75% -ik(16) 57.14% 
-
p (11) 45.83% -
l (5) 17.86% -
k (5)17.86% 
-ap (1) 4.17% -	l (1) 3.57% -	k (3) 10.71% 

� -jul (1) 3.57% -�k (2) 7.14% 

�  -j	k (2) 7.14% 
Total: 24 (100%)� Total: 28 (100%) Total: 28 (100%) 
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4.2 Main changes of non-[a]-vowel group and exception 

        This section demonstrates the three changes of Sh�ngshè (��), Zh�nshè (��) 

and Z�ngshè (��) in non-[a]-vowel group. Besides, this section discusses the exception 

of non-[a]-vowel, Sino-Japanese: Division III of Sh�ngshè (��).     

 

4.2.1 Sh�ngshè (��������), Zh�nshè (��������) and Z�ngshè (��������) 

        From Table 4.9, the modern pronunciation of Sino-Xenic languages, and Table 4.10, 

the reconstruction of Middle Chinese, the phonological change of these three languages 

develop separately. There are two reconstructed vowels in non-[a]-vowel group, [	] and 

[e]. The changes illustrated in (1) are for [	] where (1a) stands for fronting from [	] to [i], 

(1b) for backing from [	] to [o] and (1c) for raising from [	] to [
]34.   

    

(1) Changes of non-[a]-vowel group 
a.                                              b.                                              c.  
      i                                                                                                            
 

       
                  	                                                 	          o                                 	                                                         

            

         

        Changes in these three languages are shortly described as *-	 > -i (1a), *-	 > -o (1b) 

and *-	 > -
 (1c). In FMD-OT account, the context is translated as constraints in (2). (2a) 

and (2b) are the faithfulness constraints that remain the contrast of input and output. (2c) 

and (2d) are set of dispersion constraints to distinguish vowel space as wide as possible. 

(2e-h) are the markedness constraints.  

(2) a. F  color: The output color should be faithful to the input  

     b. F  height: The output height should be faithful to the input 

     c. D  height: [	
] » [a	] » [	i], [	u] » [a
]       
     d. D  color: [	e], [	o] » [eo] 

     e. M -	: No vowel [	]  

                                                 
34 This vowel change specifically refers to Sh�ngshè (��) in Sino-Korean. Zhu (2001) suggests that the 
phenomenon of  Chóngniú (��) is retained in Sino-Korean. Although the main vowel of Sh�ngshè (��) 
in Sino-Korean is [i], which undergoes the similar change in (1a), the other vowel [
] takes approximately 
half of Sh�ngshè (��). As a result, the change of  [
] is also demonstrated.  
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     f. M -i: No vowel [i]   

     g. M -o: No vowel [o]  

     h. M -
: No vowel [
]   
 
        In (2), (2d) is a new set of dispersion constraints, stemming from mid vowels, e-	-o. 

The most distinguished pair is [eo] (D 3 color), which is better than [	e] and [	o] (D 1 

color). According to articulatory effort, the most distinguished constraint is ranked lowest, 

shown in (3).  

 

(3) [	e], [	o]    »    [eo] 
  D 1 color     D 3 color             
    

        The first ranking for vowel fronting from [	] to [i] is proposed in (4) where 

dispersion constraint is the highest and faithfulness constraint is the lowest. Regarding 

the two markedness constraints, M -	 outranks M -i. 

(4) D C height » M -	 » M -i » F  height 

(5) 
Input:       -	     -i D C height M -	 M -i F  height 

a. -	     -i *! * *  
���b. -	       *!  * 
���c.         -i   * * 
        According to ranking (4), the optimal is (5c). Without distinction, (5a) is not favored 

because it violates the undominated constraint. Selection of (5b) and (5c) depends on the 

markedness constraints. Now that M -	 outranks M -i, (5b) is excluded. Therefore (5c) 

surfaces as the most harmonic. 

        Ranking for vowel backing from [	] to [o] is offered in (6). Dispersion constraint 

dominates the other constraints. The markedness constraints follow dispersion constraint, 

M -	 outranking M -o. Faithfulness constraint is dominated by markedness constraints.   

(6) D 0 color » M -	 » M -o » F  color 
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(7) 
Input:      -	     -o D 0 color M -	 M -o F  color 

a. -	     -o *! * *  
���b. -	       *!  * 
���c.         -o   * * 
        The optimal in (7) is (7c), a result from ranking (6). Unable to distinguish vowel 

space, (7a) is firstly deleted. Then the choice turns to (7b) and (7c). The criterion, M -	 

outranking M -o, determines (7c) to be the most harmonic because it does not violate 

constraint, M -	, the higher constraint.    

        (8) provides the ranking of vowel raising from [	] to [
]. Dispersion constraint 

outranks the other constraints, followed by markedness constraints, in which M -	 

outranks M -
. Also markedness constraints dominate faithfulness constraint.   

(8) D A height » M -	 » M -
 » F  height 

(9) 
Input:      -	     -
 D A height   M -	 M -
 F  height 

a. -	     -
 *! * *  

���b. -	       *!  * 
���c.         -
   * * 

        Ranking (8) leads to (9c), the optimal outcome. Being the most faithful to the input, 

(9a), however, is disfavored for the reason that it does not comply with the undominated 

constraint. For (9b) and (9c), which is more harmonic relies on the markedness 

constraints. Higher ranking of M -	 prevents (9b) from surfacing as the optimal. Hence 

(9c) becomes the optimal even though it violates one markedness constraint.  

        Furthermore, *-e > -i is the second vowel change of non-[a]-vowel group. When it 

comes to the constraints, there are four in (10). Faithfulness constraint, (10a), maintains 

contrast of input and output in height. (10b) is the dispersion constraint, distinguishing 

vowel space. (10c) and (10d) are the markedness constraints.    

(10) a. F  height: The output height should be faithful to the input 

    b. D  height: Pairs of [a�], [��], [�e], [ei] » [a�], [�e], [�i] » [ae], [�e] » [ai]  

    c. M -i: No vowel [i] 

    d. M -e: No vowel [e] 
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        Below, displayed in (11), is the ranking of (10). The lowest constraint is the 

faithfulness constraint and the highest is dispersion constraint. Also, M -e outranks M -i.  

(11) D 2 height » M -e » M -i » F  height 

(12) 
Input:      -e     -i D 2    height M -e M -i F  height 

a. -e     -i *! * *  
���b. -e       *!  * 
���c.         -i   * * 
        (12a), the most faithful one, is eliminated in the first place due to its failure to be as 

distinguished as possible. The evaluation focuses on (12b) and (12c) by the ranking of 

markedness constraints. As M -e outranks M -i, (12c) defeats (12b) and (12c) becomes 

the optimal.  

 

4.2.2 Exception: Sino-Japanese: Division III of Sh�ngshè (��������) 

        Section 4.2.1 has primarily demonstrated the changes of non-[a]-vowel group. 

However there is one exception35, Division III of Sh�ngshè (��) in Sino-Japanese. (13) 

exemplifies the four stages of Sh�ngshè (��).    

 
(13)���(���; ten) � 
    �             �            �          �              Syllable 
   /  \           / \           /  \         / \        
  µ  µ        µ  µ        µ  µ      µ  µ           Mora 
  /\  /\        /\  /\        /\   |        |  /    
 si p�� si ��� si  � � sj�          Segment 
   1             2             3           4                        Stage 
 
        The first two stages are the ones for intervocalic changes, which have been seen in 

Chapter 3. Lenition triggers the interaction of the two vowels (stage 3) where [i] is 

weakened as glide [j]. The context is paraphrased as four constraints in (14). The 

faithfulness constraints are shown in (14a) and (14b) and markedness constraints are 

demonstrated in (14c) and (14d).    

                                                 
35 This exception also relates to opacity. For the two criteria, see section 3.3.1. 
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        (15) is the ranking of (14). First, since vowel [i] is not preserved in modern 

representation, M -i is not dominated by other constraints. Glide formation implies that F  

place outranks F  segment. The lowest constraint is M -�.       

(14) a. F  segment: The output segment should be faithful to the input  
       b. F  place: The output place should be faithful to the input 

       c. M -i: No vowel [i] 

       d. M -�: No vowel [�] 
 
(15) M -i » F  place » F  segment » M -�  

(16) 
Input:   -i�      M -i  F  place F  segment M -� 

a. -i� *!   * 

���b. -�        *! * 

c. -i *!  *  
���d. -j�    * 

        Ranking (15) results in (16d).) Violating the highest constraint, (16a) fails to be 

optimal. In order to distinguish the vowel space, (16b) and (16c) delete one vowel, which 

violates faithfulness constraint. Violation of faithfulness constraint leads to elimination of 

(16b) and (16c). Avoiding M -i and not violating F  place, (16d) surfaces as the output 

candidate for next stage.  

        The gap resulting from glide formation is filled by vowel [�] and the second mora 

is maintained (stage 4), that is, compensatory lengthening. This process has been 

presented in Chapter 3.    

     

4.3 Data of Hék�u (��������) 

        Hék�u (��) specifically refers to the prevocalic bilabial glide, as either -w- or -u-. 

The divisions in entering tone among the three languages with Hék�u (�� ) are 

exhibited in the following tables where Table 4.11- 4.14 show the four divisions of [a]-

vowel group and Table 4.15-4.16 demonstrate non-[a]-vowel group.  
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        Based on Table 4.11, Division I of [a]-vowel group has two prevocalic bilabial glide, 

one in Sh�nshè (��) of Southern Min, -uat, and the other in Dàngshè (��) of Sino-

Korean, -wak. Sino-Japanese has no bilabial glide in modern form.   

 

Table 4.11: Division I in Entering Tone among SM, SJ and SK with Hék�u (��) 
Shè (�) Y�nbù (��) Southern Min Sino-Japanese Sino-Korean 

Sh�nshè (��) mò (�) -uat -ats� -al 

Dàngshè (��) duó (�) -ok -ak� -wak 

 

        Mentioning Division II of [a]-vowel group with Hék�u (��), shown in Table 4.12, 

the bilabial stop exists in Sh�nshè (��) of Southern Min, -uat and in Sino-Korean, -wal 

from Sh�nshè (��) and -wek from G�ngshè (	�). No example is found in Sino-

Japanese.   

      

Table 4.12: Division II in Entering Tone among SM, SJ and SK with Hék�u (��) 
Shè (�) Y�nbù (��) Southern Min Sino-Japanese Sino-Korean 

Sh�nshè (��) xiá (
)/xiá(�) -uat -ats� -wal  

G�ngshè (	�) mò(�)/mài(�) -ik -ak� -wek36 

 

        Divisions III and IV of [a]-vowel group are shown in Table 4.13 and 4.14. Again, 

Division III and IV of Sh�nshè (��) are -uat. In addition, Xiánshè (��) is -uat, where 

originally the coda should be -p instead of -t. Only the bilabial glide of Dàngshè (��) 

in Sino-Korean is maintained in Division III. Sino-Japanese does not preserve any 

bilabial glide.    

     

Table 4.13: Division III in Entering Tone among SM, SJ and SK with Hék�u (��) 
Shè (�) Y�nbù (�	) Southern Min Sino-Japanese Sino-Korean 

Xiánshè (��) fá (
) -uat -o: -	p / -ip 

Sh�nshè (��) xü�(�)/yuè(�) -uat -ets� -	l 
Dàngshè (��) yào (�) -ok -ak� -wak 

G�ngshè (�) xí (�) / mò (�) -ik -eki -j	k 
 

                                                 
36� can be pronounced as [wek] or [k] (Sohn 1999). 
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Table 4.14: Division IV in Entering Tone among SM, SJ and SK with Hék�u (��) 
Shè (�) Y�nbù (��) Southern Min Sino-Japanese Sino-Korean 

Sh�nshè (��) xiè (�) -uat -ets� -j	l 
 

        Table 4.15 and 4.16 concentrate on the non-[a]-vowel group. T�ngshè (��) is the 

subcategory that only keeps the bilabial feature of Hék�u (��). Neither Division I nor 

Division III exhibits any prevocalic bilabial glide.  

 

Table 4.15: Division I in Entering Tone among SM, SJ and SK with Hék�u (��) 
Shè (�) Y�nbù (��) Southern Min Sino-Japanese Sino-Korean 

Zh�nshè (��) mò (	) -ut -ots� -ol 

Z�ngshè (
�) dé (�) -ik -ok� -ok 

T�ngshè (��) � (�) / wò () -ok -ok� -ok 

 
Table 4.16: Division III in Entering Tone among SM, SJ and SK with Hék�u (��) 

Shè (�) Y�nbù (��) Southern Min Sino-Japanese Sino-Korean 
Zh�nshè (��) shù(�) /ù (�) -ut -jots� -ul 

Z�ngshè (
�) zhí (�) -ik -jok� -j	k 

T�ngshè (��) � (�) / zhú (�) -iok -jok� -ok 

 

4.3.1 Southern Min 

        In [a]-vowel group of Southern Min, only Sh�nshè (��) and the Division III of 

Xiánshè (��) preserve Hék�u (��). Others delete the prevocalic bilabial glide. The 

percentage of Southern Min is shown in Table 4.17 and 4.18. Sh�nshè (��) does not 

show variants in Division I, both of which occupy 100%. Dàngshè (�� ) is -ok, 

occupying 100%. In Division II of Hék�u (��), one-third (33.33%) of G�ngshè (��) 

is pronounced as -ok and two-third (66.67%) as -ik.  
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Table 4.17: Examples and the percentage of Division I in Southern Min with Hék�u (�
�) 

 
Table 4.18: Examples and the percentage of Division II in Southern Min with Hék�u (�
�) 

Sh�nshè (��)� G�ngshè (��)�
xiá (�) xiá (�) mò (�) mài (	) 

�(huat8)� ��(suat4)� ��(kok4) �(hik8)�
��(huat8)� ��(kuat4)� � ��(hik8)�
��(uat4)� � � �

�

-uat (5) 100%� -ik (2) 66.67% 
� -ok(1) 33.33% 

Total: 5 (100%)� Total: 3 (100%) 
 

        In Division III and IV of Southern Min with Hék�u (��), Xiánshè (��) as well 

as Sh�nshè (��) contains the prevocalic bilabial glide. Xiánshè (��) has undergone 

another change that does not happen in Sh�nshè (��). Xiánshè (��), characterized as 

the bilabial stop ending, -p, changes its bilabial stop ending to alveolar stop ending. This 

change prevents the conflict of two labials in one phonological domain (Cheng 2002). 

The percentage of Southern Min concerning Division III and IV shown in Table 4.19, 

4.20 and 4.21 suggests that Xiánshè (��) and G�ngshè (��) do not show variation, 

all of which occupy 100%. Sh�nshè (��) includes one variation, -ut (4.77%), which 

deletes vowel [a]. The majority of Dàngshè (��) is -ok. However one exception of 

Dàngshè (��) is -iok. From the previous three tables, Sh�nshè (��) has been taken as 

a subcategory that keeps bilabial glide. Two examples in Division IV do not follow the 

same path.  

Sh�nshè (��) Dàngshè (��) 
�mò (�) duó (�) 
� (puat4) � (kok4) 
� (tuat8) � (khok4) 
� (kuat4) � (hok4) 

 
-uat (17) 100% -ok (7) 100% 

Total: 17 (100%) Total: 7 (100%) 
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Table 4.19: Examples and the percentage of Division III in Southern Min with Hék�u (�
�) (I) 

 
Table 4.20: Examples and the percentage of Division III in Southern Min with Hék�u (�
�) (II) 

 
Table 4.21: Examples and the percentage of Division IV in Southern Min with Hék�u (�
�) 

 

        The following three tables put emphasis on Division I and III of non-[a]-vowel 

group. Although the bilabial glide is not seen in the output, the feature [+bilabial] is 

preserved in another way. Compare the Zh�nshè (��) with and without Hék�u (��), 

it is clear that the vowel absorbs feature [+bilabial], transferring [i] to [u]. Z�ngshè (��) 

shows the similarity to that without Hék�u (��), chiefly being -ik. As for T�ngshè (�

Xiánshè (��) Sh�nshè (��) 
fá (�) xü� (	) yuè (
) 
� (huat4) �(tsuat8) �(huat4) 
� (huat8) �(suat4) 
(guat8) 

 �(uat8) �(uat8) 


-uat (2) 100% -uat (20) 95.23%
 -ut (1) 4.77%

Total: 2 (100%) Total: 21 (100%)

Dàngshè (��) G�ngshè (��) 
yào (�) xí (�) 
� (hok8) �(ik8) 
� (kiok4) �(ik8) 
� (ok)  
  

-ok (2) 66.67% -ik (2) 100% 
-iok (1) 33.33%  
Total: 3 (100%) Total: 2 (100%) 

Sh�nshè (��) 
xiè (�) 

�(kuat4) �(khuat4) �(hiat8) 


-uat (3) 60 % 
-iat (2) 40 % 

Total: 5 (100%) 
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�), the main vowel of Divison I and III is identical with each other, with the difference 

in glide. Division III has glide and Division I does not. The percentage of Division I in 

non-[a]-vowel group is displayed in Table 4.22. Zh�nshè (��) and T�ngshè (��) 

change regularly, 100% for both. Z�ngshè (��) has variants. Two examples out of three 

are pronounced as [i] and one as [o]. In Division III, Zh�nshè (��) and Z�ngshè (��) 

are not diverse. T�ngshè (��), however, shows two tendencies. The main part is -iok 

(79.66%), while -ok occupies 20.34%37. 

   

Table 4.22: Examples and the percentage of Division I in Southern Min with Hék�u (�
�)  

 

Table 4.23: Examples and the percentage of Division III in Southern Min with Hék�u (�
�) (I) 

 
 
 
 
 

                                                 
37 The minority of T�ngshè (��), -ok, is related to the onset because in Middle Chinese the onset is 
gourped as bilabial feature, ����.    

Zh�nshè (��)� Z�ngshè (��)� T�ngshè (��) 
mò (�) dé (�) � (	) wò (
) 
��(but8)� ��(kok4)� ��(pok4) ��(tok8)�
��(tsut4)� ��(hik8)� ��(tok8) ��(khok4)�
��(kut4)� ��(hik8)� ��(kok4) 
�(ok4)�

�

-ut (11) 100% -ik (2) 66.67% -ok (26) 100% 
 -ok (1) 33.33%  

Total:  11 (100%) Total:  3 (100%) Total:  26 (100%) 

Zh�nshè (��) Z�ngshè (��) 
shù () ù (�) zhí (�) 
��(lut8)� ��(hut8)� 	�(ik8)�

�(sut4)� ��(but4)� �

��(tshut4)� ��(kut4)� �

 
-ut (20) 100% -ik (1) 100% 

Total: 20 (100%) Total: 1 (100%) 
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Table 4.24: Examples and the percentage of Division III in Southern Min with Hék�u (�
�) (II) 

 

4.3.2 Sino-Japanese 

        Although Sino-Japanese does not show many variations in Division I and II of [a]-

vowel group, all of the examples being as [a], there are some differences in history. 

Numoto (1989) and Huang (2004) indicated that when the onset is dorsal, such as [k], the 

prevocalic bilabial glide is maintained in Middle Japanese, but deleted later. This 

phenomenon can be found in Sh�nshè (��), Dàngshè (��) and G�ngshè (��). Take 

� (from Table 4.25) as an example, it has a previous stage as k�wats� (���) and 

after the prevocalic bilabial glide disappears, it becomes kats� (��)38. Sino-Japanese 

shows only one variation in Division I. As shown in Table 4.25, Sh�nshè (��) has -

ats� (94.12%) and -ets� (5.88%). Dàngshè (��), Division II of Sh�nshè (��) and 

G�ngshè (��) have no variations, occupying 100%.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                 
38 The prevocalic bilabial glide can be observed in some regions of Japanese (Huang 2004). However, in 
this study, this difference is not taken into consideration.  

T�ngshè (��) 
� (�) wò (�) 
�	(hok4) �	(tsiok4)	
�	(bok8) �	(siok4)	
�	(kiok4) �	(giok8)	

	

-iok (47) 79.66% 
-ok (12) 20.34% 
Total: 59 (100%) 
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Table 4.25: Examples and the percentage of Division I in Sino-Japanese with Hék�u (�
�) 

 
Table 4.26: Examples and the percentage of Division II in Sino-Japanese with Hék�u (�
�) 

Sh�nshè (��) G�ngshè (��)�
xiá (�) xiá (�) mò (�) mài (	) 


��(kats�)� ���(sats�)� ���(kak�) ��(kak�)�

���(kats�)� ���(kats�)�  ���(kak�)�

���(ats�)�  � �

�

-ats� (5) 100% -ak� (3) 100%�
Total: 5 (100%) Total: 3 (100%)�

 

        With respect to Division III and IV of [a]-vowel group in Sino-Japanese, there are 

three different vowels. For Xiánshè (��), the main vowel is [o], a change from *-ap > -

o:. The second main vowel, [a], lies in Dàngshè (��). The third is [e], found in Sh�nshè 

(��) as well as G�ngshè (��)39. On the basis of Kangorin, in Division III of Sh�nshè 

(��), the examples known as [ets�] in modern form, such as � �� (ets�), are 

originally recognized as �� (wets�) where the bilabial glide is deleted. The percentage 

of Sino-Japanese regarding Division III and IV demonstrated in Table 4.27, 4.28 and 4.29 

reveals that Xiánshè (��) and G�ngshè (��) change regularly, occupying 100%. 

Division III of Sh�nshè (�� ) is comprised of three parts, -ets� (66.67%), -ats� 

                                                 
39 Although Sh�nshè (��) and G�ngshè (��) have similar vowels, the second vowels vary. Sh�nshè (�
�) is the typical one, -�, whereas G�ngshè (��) is the unmarked one, -i.  

Sh�nshè (��) Dàngshè (��) 
�mò (�) duó (�) 

� ���(tats�) � ���(kak�) 

� �� (tats�) � ���(kak�)� 

� ���(kats�) � ���(kak�)� 
 

-ats� (16) 94.12% -ak� (7) 100% 
-ets� (1) 5.88%  

Total: 17 (100%) Total: 7 (100%) 
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(28.57%) and -�ts� (4.76%), and Division IV shows no variation. Twp parts, -ak� 

(66.67%) and -jak� (33.33%), form Dàngshè (��).  

 
Table 4.27: Examples and the percentage of Division III in Sino-Japanese with Hék�u (�
�) (I) 

 
Table 4.28: Examples and the percentage of Division III in Sino-Japanese with Hék�u (�
�) (II) 

 
Table 4.29: Examples and the percentage of Division IV in Sino-Japanese with Hék�u 
(��) 

 

Xiánshè (��) Sh�nshè (��) 
fá (�) xü� (�) yuè (�) 

	 ��
(ho:) �
��
(sets�) �
���(hats�)
 

� ��
(ho:) 
��
(sets�) �
���(gets�) 
 �
��
(ets�) �
��
(ets�) 




-o: (2) 100% -ets� (14) 66.67% 
 -ats� (6) 28.57% 
 -�ts� (1) 4.76% 

Total: 2 (100%) Total: 21 (100%) 

Dàngshè (��) G�ngshè (��) 
yào (�) xí (�)  

� �� (hak�) �
��
(eki) 

� �	� (kjak�) �
��
(eki) 

�

� (wak�)  

 
-ak� (2) 66.67% -eki (2) 100% 
-jak� (1) 33.33%  

Total: 3 (100%) Total: 2 (100%) 

Sh�nshè (��) 
xiè (�) 

�
��
(kets�) �
��
(kets�) �
��
(kets�) 




 -ets� (5) 100% 


Total: 5 (100%)
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        Although division I of non-[a]-vowel group with Hék�u (��) in Sino-Japanese 

exemplified in Table 4.30 is highly homogeneous, the main vowel of Zh�nsh (��), 

Z�ngshè (��) and T�ngshè (��) being [o], the percentage offered in Table 4.30 

suggests that there is one exception in Zh�nshè (��), -�ts� (9.10%).  

 

Table 4.30: Examples and the percentage of Division I in Sino-Japanese with Hék�u (�
�)  

 

        According to Table 4.31 and 4.32, Division III of non-[a]-vowel group with Hék�u 

(��) in Sino-Japanese is more diverse than Division I. Zh�nshè (��) has three 

representations, [i], [j�] and [�]. These three vowels are complimentarily distributed 

because [i] and [j�], approximately 60.00%, exist in shù rhyme (��) and [�] (40.00%) 

in ù rhyme (��). Z�ngshè (��) include only one instance, exhibiting vowel [o]. 

Although T�ngshè (��) displays five different forms, the distributions are somehow 

regular. The majority, -jok� (40.68%), is exclusively in wò rhyme (	�) and the other 

four are all in � rhyme (
�). In � rhyme (
�), onsets also contribute to the vowel 

distribution. When the onset is [h], the main vowel is [�] (15.25%); however the main 

vowel is [o] (5.08%) when the onset is [b]40. As for -j� (13.56%), it is related to the 

                                                 
40 The onset for vowel [�] is ��� in Middle Chinese, while the one for vowel [o] is � in Middle 
Chinese. 

Zh�nsh (��)� Z�ngshè(��)� T�ngshè (��) 
mò (�) dé () � (
) wò (	) 

���(bots�) ���(kok�)� ���(hok�) ���(tok�)�

���(sots�) ���(kok�)� ���(tok�) ���(kok�)�

���(kots�) ���(kok�)� ����kok�) 	�	�(ok�)�

�

-ots� (10) 90.90% -ok� (3) 100% -ok� (26) 100%�
-�ts� (1) 9.10%  �

Total: 11 (100%) Total: 3 (100%) Total: 26 (100%)�
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phonotactic constrain, namely, the onset of -j� being [s]. The onset of vowel [i] is less 

constrained in that it can be alveolar [t, r]41 and velar [k].  

 

Table 4.31: Examples and the percentage of Division III in Sino-Japanese with Hék�u (�
�) (I)  

 
Table 4.32: Examples and the percentage of Division III in Sino-Japanese with Hék�u (�
�) (II)  

 

4.3.3 Sino-Korean 

        In Sino-Korean, the prevocalic bilabial glide is preserved when the onset is dorsal, 

like [k] or [h]. Hence, example such as� (� thal) does not include prevocalic bilabial 

glide. In Division I of Sh�nshè (��) (Table 4.33), Sino-Korean has three parts, -al 

                                                 
41 The onset of � is neither [t] not [r]. It is �� [dzik�] in Kanon.  

Zh�nshè (��) Z�ngshè (��) 
shù (�) ù (�) zhí (	) 

�
���(rits�)
 �
���(h�ts�)
 �
���(jok�)


������(sj�ts�)� �����(b�ts�)� �

������(sj�ts�)� �����(k�ts�)� �

�

-j�ts� (9) 45.00% -jok� (1) 100% 
-�ts� (8) 40.00%   
-its� (3) 15.00%  

Total: 20 (100%) Total: 1 (100%) 

T�ngshè (��) 
� (�) wò (�) 

�����(h�k�) ������(sjok�)�

�����(bok�) ������(sjok�)�

��	��(kik�) ��
���(gjok�)�

�

-jok� (24) 40.68% 
-ik� (15) 25.42% 
-�k� (9) 15.25% 
-j�k� (8) 13.56% 

-ok� (3) 5.08% 
Total: 59 (100%) 
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(58.82%), -wal (35.29%) and -	l (5.82%). In Division II of Sh�nshè (��) (Table 4.34), 

the majority is -wal (80%) and one variant -al (20%). Dàngshè (��) and G�ngshè (�

�) are homogeneous, the former being -wak and the latter being -wek.   

 
 
Table 4.33: Examples and the percentage of Division I in Sino-Korean with Hék�u (��) 

 
Table 4.34: Examples and the percentage of Division II in Sino-Korean with Hék�u (�
�) 

Sh�nshè (��) G�ngshè (��)�
xiá (�) xiá (�) mò (	) mài (
) 

����(hwal)� ����(sw�)� ��(kwek) ����(hwek)�

����(hwal)� ����(kwal)�  ����(hwek)�
����(al)� � � �

�

-wal (4) 80% -wek (3) 100%�
-al (1) 20% �

Total: 5 (100%) Total: 3 (100%)�
 

        The representations in Division III and IV of Sino-Korean with Hék�u (��) can be 

seen in Table 4.35-4.37. Xiánshè (��) has two vowels, [	] and [i]. The main vowels of 

Sh�nshè (��), inclusive of Division IV, and G�ngshè (��) remain similar to (��), 

both of which are [	]. Dàngshè (��) also shows the similarity in terms of main vowel, 

[a], along with the prevocalic bilabial glide, however. Table 4.35, 4.36 and 4.37 show the 

percentage of Division III and IV Sino-Korean. Xiánshè (��), Dàngshè (��) and 

G�ngshè (��) demonstrate less variation than Sh�nshè (��). Xiánshè (��) is 

Sh�nshè (��) Dàngshè (��) 
�mò (�) duó (�) 

� ��(pal) � ��(kwak) 
� 	�(thal) � 
�(hwak) 
� ��(kwal) � ��(kwak) 

 
-al (10) 58.82% -wak (7) 100% 
-wal (6) 35.29%  

-	l (1) 5.82%  
Total: 17 (100%) Total: 7 (100%) 
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formed by [	] (50%) and [i] (50%), and two third of Dàngshè (��) is -wak and one 

third is -ak. G�ngshè (��), with only two examples, shows no variation, -j	k (100%). 

Sh�nshè (��) includes six representations42. Disregarding the prevocalic glides, -j- and 

-w-, the majority of Sh�nshè (��) is -	l, adding up to 76.19% (33.33% for -	l, 28.57% 

for -w	l, 14.29% for -j	l). The remaining part of Sh�nshè (��) goes to -al (14.29%) -ul 

(4.76%) and -ol (4.76%), respectively.   

 
Table 4.35: Examples and the percentage of Division III in Sino-Korean with Hék�u (�
�) (I) 

 
Table 4.36: Examples and the percentage of Division III in Sino-Korean with Hék�u (�
�) (II) 

 
 
 

                                                 
42 See footnote 23 in Chapater 3. 

Xiánshè (��) Sh�nshè (��) 
fá (�) xü� (�) yuè (	) 

 ��(p	p) ����(c	l) ���(pal)� 
� ��(phip) ����(s	l) 	�� (w	l) 

 ����(j	l) ��� (w	l) 
�

-	p (1) 50% -	l (7) 33.33%�
-ip (1) 50% -w	l (6) 28.57%�

 -j	l (3) 14.29%�
 -al (3) 14.29%�
 -ul (1) 4.76%�
 -ol (1) 4.76%�

Total: 2 (100%) Total: 21 (100%)�

Dàngshè (��) G�ngshè (��) 
yào (�) xí (�)  

����(pak) ����(j	k) 
��	�(kwak) ����(j	k) 
��
�(hwak)  

 
-wak (2) 66.67% -j	k (2) 100% 
-ak (1) 33.33%  
Total: 3 (100%) Total: 2 (100%) 
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Table 4.37: Examples and the percentage of Division IV in Sino-Korean with Hék�u (�
�) 

    

        Table 4.38 offers the examples as well as the details of Division I with Hék�u (��) 

in percentage. Zh�nshè (��), first of all, is primarily comprised of vowel, [o] (63.64%). 

In addition, vowels, such as [u] (27.27%) and [a] (9.09%), complete Zh�nshè (��). The 

majority of Z�ngshè (��) and T�ngshè (��) is -ok, occupying 66.67% in Z�ngshè (�

�) and 100% in T�ngshè (��). The exception of Z�ngshè (��) consists in -uk 

(33.33%).  

 

Table 4.38: Examples and the percentage of Division I in Sino-Korean with Hék�u (��) 

 

        The examples and the percentage of Division III with Hék�u (��) are provided in 

Table 4.39 and 4.40. The main vowel of Zh�nshè (��) is [u], with two subtypes -ul 

(70.00%) and -jul (20.00%). Apart from [u], Zh�nshè (��) also has vowel -ol (10.00%). 

With regard to Z�ngshè (��), there is no variant, merely -ok. With four types, T�ngshè 

(��) can be succinctly grouped as -ok and -uk. 57.63% of T�ngshè (��) lies in -ok, 

Sh�nshè (��) 
xiè (�) 

����(kj	l) ����(kj	l) ����(hj	l) 
�

-j	l (5) 100% 
Total: 5 (100%) 

Zh�nshè (��)� Z�ngshè (��)� T�ngshè (��) 
mò (	) dé (
) � (�) wò (�) 

	���(mol) ���(kuk)� ����(pok) ����(tok)�
����(col) ����(hok)� ����(tok) ����(hok)�
��	�(kol) 	���(hok)� 
�
�(kok) ����(ok)�

�

-ol (7) 63.64% -ok (2) 66.67% -ok (26) 100%�
-ul (3) 27.27% -uk (1) 33.33% �

-al (1) 9.09%  �

Total: 11 (100%) Total: 3 (100%) Total: 26 (100%)�
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50.85% in -ok and 6.78% in -jok. Furthermore, 42.37% of T�ngshè (��) falls on -uk, 

where -uk occupies 35.59% and -juk occupies. 6.78%.   

  

Table 4.39: Examples and the percentage of Division III in Sino-Korean with Hék�u (�
�) (I) 

 
Table 4.40: Examples and the percentage of Division III in Sino-Korean with Hék�u (�
�) (II) 

 

4.3.4 Reconstruction of Middle Chinese with Hék�u (��������) 

        The following tables depict the reconstructed Middle Chinese. Following Pan and 

Feng (2000), Zhu (2001) and Zhengchang (2003), the main vowels with Hék�u (��) 

are identical with those without Hék�u (��). Therefore each Y�nbù (��) is not 

detailed here. Tables 4.41-4.44 offer the reconstructions of [a]-vowel group and Table 

4.45-4.46 provide the reconstructions of non-[a]-vowel group.      

 

Zh�nshè (��) Z�ngshè (��) 
shù (�) ù (	) zhí (
) 
����(ljul)� ����(pul)� ����(j	k)�
����(sul)� 	���(mul)� �

����(chul)� ����(kul)� �

�

-ul (14) 70.00% -j	k (1) 100% 
-jul (4) 20.00%   
-ol (2) 10.00%   

Total: 20 (100%) Total: 1 (100%) 

T�ngshè (��) 
� () wò (�) 

����(pok) ���	�(cok)�
��
�(mok) ����(sok)�
	���(kuk) 
��(ok)�

�

-ok (30) 50.85% 
-uk (21) 35.59% 
-jok (4) 6.78% 
-juk (4) 6.78% 

Total: 59 (100%) 
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Table 4.41: Reconstruction of Division I in Entering Tone  
Shè (�) Y�nbù (��) Reconstruction 

Sh�nshè (��) mò (�) -w�t  

Dàngshè (��) duó (�) -w�k  
 
Table 4.42: Reconstruction of Division II in Entering Tone  

Shè (�) Y�nbù (��) Reconstruction 

Sh�nshè (��) xiá (�) / xiá (�) -wat / -w�t 

G�ngshè (	�) mò (
) / mài (�) -wak / -w�k 
 
Table 4.43: Reconstruction of Division III in Entering Tone  

Shè (�) Y�nbù (��) Reconstruction 

Xiánshè (��) fá () -jw�p 

Sh�nshè (��) xü� (�) / yuè (�) jw�t / -jw�t 

Dàngshè (��) yào (�) -jw�k 

G�ngshè (	�) xí (�) / mò (
) jw�k /-jw�k 
 
Table 4.44: Reconstruction of Division IV in Entering Tone  

Shè (�) Y�nbù (��) Reconstruction 

Sh�nshè (��) xiè (�) -iwet 
 
Table 4.45: Reconstruction of Division I in Entering Tone  

Shè (�) Y�nbù (��) Reconstruction 
Zh�nshè (��) mò (�) -w	t 
Z�ngshè (��) dé (�) -w	k 
T�ngshè (��) � (�) / wò (�) -uk / -wok 

 
Table 4.46: Reconstruction of Division III in Entering Tone  

Shè (�) Y�nbù (��) Reconstruction 
Zh�nshè (��) shù (�) / ù (�) jw�t (jwet) / -jw	t 
Z�ngshè (��) zhí (�) -jw	k 

T�ngshè (��) � (�) / zhú (�) -juk / jwok 
 

4.4 Main changes of Hék�u (��������) and exception 

This section demonstrates the three changes of Bilabial glide, -w-, T�ngshè (��) 

and Zh�nshè (��) in Hék�u (��). Besides, this section discusses the exception of 

Hék�u (��), Division II of G�ngshè (	�) in Sino-Korean. 
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4.4.1 Bilabial glide, -w-.   

        The change of prevocalic bilabial glide is either deleted or preserved. For the two 

options, two constraints are proposed for Hék�u (��) in FMD-OT account.   

(17) a. M -Bilabial Glide: No bilabial glide 

    b. F -Bilabial Glide: The output bilabial glide should be faithful to the input  
 
        In (17), V stands for vowel and C for stop endings [p, t (l), k]. If the bilabial glide is 

preserved, F -Bilabial Glide outranks M -Bilabial Glide. Based on the ranking, therefore 

(18a) is the optimal because of the harmony of (18a) with the highest constraint.  

(18)  
Input:      -uVC  F -Bilabial Glide M -Bilabial Glide 

���a. -uVC  * 
b. -VC      *!  

        For the case that the glide is deleted, M -Bilabial Glide dominates F -Bilabial Glide. 

This ranking gives rise to (19b), the optimal output in Tableau (19).   

 
(19) 
Input:      -uVC M -Bilabial Glide F -Bilabial Glide 

a. -uVC *  
���b. -VC    *! 
        In Sino-Japanese the prevocalic bilabial glide is not straight forward. Although the 

glide, -w-, is deleted in modern form, it is once preserved in history, especially when the 

onset is [k]. Hence the maintenance of glide in Sino-Japanese is not evaluated by the 

constraints in (17) due to the restriction of onset. A more language-specific constraint is 

shown in (20).    

(20) a. M -kw: No syllable structure [kw] 

 

        The constraint in (20) incorporates with (17b) to select the optimal for Sino-

Japanese (M -kw outranks F -Bilabial Glide). (21) demonstrates the result of Sino-

Japanese where (21a) surfaces as the optimal because it is more harmonic with the output.  
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(21) 
Input:       -kw  M -kw F -Bilabial Glide 

���a. -k  * 
b. -kw      *!  

 

4.4.2 T�ngshè (��������)  

        Aside from the glide, this part discusses the vowel change of T�ngshè (��), a 

Y�nbù (��) without K�ik�u (��). The correspondence of Middle Chinese and the 

modern Sino-Xenic languages indicates that *-u, *-o > -o, demonstrated in (22).   

 

(22) Change of T�ngshè (��) 
                              u 

      
                  o                                                                                                                                          
            

 

In FMD-OT account, four constraints come into being for this change in (23).       

(23) a. F  height: The output height should be faithful to the input  
    b. D  height: [�o], [ou] » [a�], [�u] » [ao] » [au]       

    c. M -u: No vowel [u]  

    d. M -o: No vowel [o]   
     
        (23a), the faithfulness constraint, aims to avoid deletion or insertion. (23b)43 is the 

dispersion constraint that functions to distinguish vowels. The other two constraints, (23c) 

and (23d), are markedness constraints.    

        Constraints from (23) are ranked as (24). The lowest constraint is the faithfulness 

constraint and the highest is dispersion constraint. Also, M -u outranks M -o.  

(24) D 1 height » M -u » M -o » F  height 

(25) 
Input:      -u     -o D 1 height M -u M -o  F  height 

a. -u     -o *! * *  
���b. -u       *!  * 
���c.         -o   * * 

                                                 
43 See (21) in chapter 3 for more details about this dispersion constraint.   
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        Firstly, vital violation causes (23a) not to be selected as the optimal although it is 

faithful to input. (25b) and (25c) are then evaluated by the two markedness constraints. 

Since M -a dominates M -	, (25b) is eliminated and (25c) surfaces as the optimal.  

 

4.4.3 Zh�nshè (��������) 

        The discussion then turns to Zh�nshè (��) with Hék�u (��). The modern 

representations of Zh�nshè (��) with Hék�u (��) show that from Middle Chinese the 

sound change is affected by the prevocalic bilabial glide although it is deleted in the 

output. Regardless of the divisions of Southern Min, the prevocalic bilabial glide affects 

the central vowel and moves it to back position, *-(j)w	 > -u. This influence can be also 

observed in Division III of Sino-Japanese and Sino-Korean. This context is paraphrased 

as four constraints in (26). 

(26) a. F  height: The output height should be faithful to the input  
        b. D  height: [	
] » [a	] » [	i], [	u] » [a
]       
        c. M -	: No vowel [	]  
        d. M -u: No vowel [u]44   
 
        (27) shows the ranking of (26). Dispersion constraint is the highest, followed by 

markedness constraints, M -	 outranking M -u. The faithfulness constraint is the lowest.   

(27) D C height » M -	 » M -u » F  height 

(28) 
Input:       -	     -u D C height M -	 M -u F  height 

a. -	     -u *! * *  
���b. -	       *!  * 
���c.         -u   * * 
        Ranking (27) leads to (28c), the optimal outcome. Faithful to the input as it is, (28a) 

is disfavored due to failure to harmonize with the undominated constraint. (28b) and (28c) 

are evaluated by the markedness constraints. M -	 forbids (28b) to surface as the optimal. 

Hence (28c) is the optimal in spite of violation of one markedness constraint.  

                                                 
44 The -u here also stands for the Japanese unrounded back high vowel [�]. 
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        Division I of Sino-Japanese and Sino-Korean develop separately. The constraints for 

sound change in Zh�nshè (��), *-w	 > -o, are shown in (29).  

(29) a. F  color: The output color should be faithful to the input  
    b. D  color: [	e], [	o] » [eo] 

    c. M -	: No vowel [	]  
    d. M -o: No vowel [o]  
  
        Ranking of (29) is offered in (30). Dispersion constraint ranks higher than 

markedness constraints where M -	 outranks M -o. Faithfulness constraint is dominated 

by markedness constraints.   

(30) D 0 color » M -	 » M -o » F  color 

(31) 
Input:      -	     -o D 0 color M -	 M -o F  color 

a. -	     -o *! * *  
���b. -	       *!  * 
���c.         -o   * * 
        The optimal is (31c), from the ranking (30). (31a) is firstly deleted owing to vital 

violation. Then (31b) and (31c) are evaluated, determined by the ranking, M -	 » M -o. 

(31c) is the most harmonic because it does not violate constraint, M -	.    

 

4.4.4 Exception: Division II of G�ngshè (��������) in Sino-Korean 

        The excpetion in Hék�u (�� ) consists in Division II of G�ngshè (�� ) 45 . 

Although Division II of G�ngshè (��) with Hék�u (��) contains bilabial glide, the 

main vowel undergoes the change, *-ak > -aik. After the insertion of [i] between [a] and 

[k], the glide -w- converges with vowel [a], resulting in vowel [o], *-waik > -oik46 (Woo 

2005). In FMD-OT account, six constraints are proposed in (32) for this change.       

(32) a. F  segment: The output segment should be faithful to the input  
       b. F  place: The output place should be faithful to the input 

       c. F  uniformity: The output uniformity should be faithful to the input 

       d. M -w: No glide [w] 

                                                 
45 This exception also relates to opacity. For the two criteria, see section 3.3.1. 
46 The modern pronunciation of -oik is -wek or -k 
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       e. M -a: No vowel [a] 

       f. M -o: No vowel [o]   
 
        The first three constraints (32a)-(32c) are faithfulness constraints for different 

purposes. (32a) prevents insertion or deletion of segment. (32b) avoids the chnaeg in 

place.  (32c) prohibits coalescence. (32d)-(32f) are the markedness constraints where 

(32d) aims to maintain the well-formedness of glide, -w-, and (32e) and (32f) maintain 

the well-formedness of vowels, [a] and [o].  

        *-waik > -oik suggests that M -w and M -a dominate M -o, and markedness 

constraint outrank faithfulness constraint. The ranking is shown in (33).  

(33) M -w, M -a » F  segment, F  place » M -o » F  uniformity 

(34) 
Input:        -wa M -w, M -a F  segment, F  place M -o  F  uniformity 

a.  -wa *!*  *  
���b.  -wo      *! * *  
���c.  -o   *! * 
           d.  -a *! *   
        Vital violation of the highest constraint prevents (34a) from being the optimal in 

spite of its faithfulness to input. (34b), the main vowel being raised from [a] to [o], is 

deleted due to violation of the undominated constraint. The output, (34d), which deletes 

the glide, violates not only the highest constraint but also F  segment, giving rise to 

elimination. (34c), undergoing coalescence, abides by the higher constraints but violates 

F  uniformity. (34c), as a result, surfaces as the optimal.  

 

4.5 The Influences of Internal Syllable Structure 

        This section investigates how internal syllable structure triggers vowel changes and 

discusses the factors: phonotactic constraints and licensing constraints.  

        The first factor lies in phonotactic constraints, specifically referring to a result of 

prohibiting diphthong. Diphthong is generally divided into heavy and light diphthong 

(Lee 1998). The former refers to main vowel and postvocalic glide, while the latter 

involves in prevocalic glide and main vowel. 
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        Previously in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4, heavy diphthong is disfavored in Sino-

Japanese and Sino-Korean. Heavy diphthong is allowed only in Southern Min 47 . 

Therefore, the prohibition of heavy diphthong results from the interconstitute syllable 

structure. (35) demonstrates the internal syllable structures of Southern Min (35a), Sino-

Japanese (35b) and Sino-Korean (35c).  

(35)      a.                                    b.                            c. 
               �                                           �                                 �                    Syllable tier 
                                      
                        R                                                               B          T          
 
                 1             µ2                       µ1                   2                µ1          µ2             Mora tier  
                                            
     O   N          G2      F         O    N       O    N      O        N           F              Skeletal tier 
     
        G1 V                          C   G                                  G   V                         Root tier   
 

        It is proposed that if a syllable node branches and the moras belong to one branch of 

a syllable node, the segments below this node do not interact with each other. This refers 

to (35a). Since the moras locate within rhyme node, the nuclear will not interact with G2. 

On the contrary, if the mora is dominated by different branch of syllable node, the 

interaction occurs. This situation indicates (35b) and (35c). The vowels below the mora 

tier might interact with other segment(s). Furthermore, the languages that interaction 

occurs can be categorized into mora-prominent and non-mora-prominent. As 

aforementioned in Chapter 3, Xiánshè (��) of Sino-Japanese, after the lenition of [p] 

and the interaction of vowels, in order to maintain the number of moras, the vowel is 

prolonged. However, Sino-Korean is not mora-prominent. Sino-Korean does not tend to 

preserve numbers of mora. Exemplified by G�ngshè (��), the new mora generated 

from vowel [i] is deleted, which results in vowel coalescence.  

        Besides, the interaction of internal constitutes occurs in light diphthong. In Southern 

Min, owing to the phonotactic constraints where the moras are not directly dominated by 

syllable branch, light diphthong (glide + vowel), such as well as heavy diphthong (vowel 

                                                 
47 Although heavy diphthongs, [ai] and [au], are legitimate in Southern Min, in this study, entering tone 
does not include heavy diphthong. The examples of heavy diphthong are kau (dog) and hai (�, sea).  
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+ glide) is permitted. As shown in Table 4.47, the prevocalic glide in Southern Min has 

no relation to sound change, as (b), (c) and (d) in Table 4.47.   

 

Table 4.47: Examples of light diphthongs in Sino-Xenic languages 
Chinese Character Southern Min Sino-Japanese Sino-Korean 

a. � (�� 3) ik8 eki j	k 
b. � (�� 3)  iok4 jak� jak 

c. � (�� 4) kiat4 kets� kj	l 
d. � (�� 1) kuat kats� kwal 

     

        Different from Southern Min, the two moras of Sino-Japanese and Sino-Korean 

belong to different branches of a syllable node. The segments dominated by a mora node 

might interact with each other. Despite the fact that interconstitutes interact, light 

diphthong is restricted, depending on language-specific licensing constraints. Comparison 

of the instances in Table 4.47 indicates that Sino-Korean does not restrict light diphthong 

since prevocalic glides are preserved in modern representations. However, Sino-Japanese 

restricts light diphthong. Table 4.47-a and Table 4.47-b are characterized as velar stop 

ending and they are in Division III, which includes glide [j] in Middle Chinese. It can be 

observed that G�ngshè (��) fuses glide [j] and vowel [a] to a new vowel [e] (Table 

4.47-a) (Takamatsu 1986); Dàngshè (��), however, maintains the distinction between 

the prevocalic glide and main vowel (Table 4.47-b).  

        Some repair strategies should operate to prevent heavy diphthong. This prohibition 

is related to the second factor, licensing constraints. As manifested in Chapter 3 and 4, 

Sino-Japanese has three types of internal interaction and Sino-Korean has two types. The 

following section discusses the licensing constraints of Sino-Japanese and Sino-Korean, 

respectively.  

First of all, the three types of interaction in Sino-Japanese are reproduced in (36). 

(36) a.   a - � � o - � � o:  
       b.   (i - a � e) � e - � � jo: 
       c.   i - � � j�: 
 
       (36a) specifically refers to Division I and II of Xiánshè (	�), which includes 

bilabial stop, -p-. Japanese spirantization (����� ) leads to dissappearance of 
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intervocalic stop and triggers interaction of the two vowels. However this process is 

truncated since only the first vowel is affected, displayed in (37)48.   

 

(37) Division I and II of�Xiánshè (��) for Sino-Japanese 

a.               b.                    c. 
                                                 mora  
|       |          |        |               \ /        
X    X        X      X              X                skeleton  
|       |          |        |                |       
|      U         <<<U               U        
|       |          |        |                |         
A     |         A       |               A        
|       |          |        |                |         
a     �  �  o     �      �     o:           
 

        It is suggested that the licensing constraints of Japanese are not limited after the stop 

disappears, but later ‘U’ element loses its function as a license operator. In (37a) the 

diphthong [a�] separately bears elements, ‘A’ and ‘U’. Then the spreading of ‘U’ 

element yields rasing of vowel [a] to [o] (37b). After ‘U’ element spreads to the 

preceding vowel, ‘U’ element no longer functions as a license operator and is deleted. 

However the number of mora is maintained, leading to compensatory lengthening.  

        (36b) is chiefly observed in Division III and IV of Xiánshè (��). This change 

involves in two interactions, the coalescence of [j,i] and [a] and rearrangement of [e] and 

[�]. (38) firstly exhibits the coalescence of [e], from [j, i] and [a]49. Since Division III is 

characterized of glide [j] and Division IV is marked by vowel [i], the feature [+high, 

+front]50 interacts with low vowel, producing mid vowel [e]. 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
48 The segmental representations in (37) and the followings are based on element (Lee 1998). There are 
three basic elements, ‘I’, ‘U’ and ‘A’, being phonetically interpreted as vowels [i], [u] and [a].     
49 The interaction of [j,i] and [a] can be found in Xiánshè (��), Sh�nshè (��) and G�ngshè (��).   
50 The ‘I’ element in (37) does not carry one mora because it merely represents features.   
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(38) Coalescence of [j, i] and [a] for Sino-Japanese 
a.              b.  

                                                  mora  
        |            |    

X      X          X                            skeleton  
|         |            |        
I>>>>           I        
|         |            |         
<<<<A          A        
|         |            |          
i(j)    a       �    e            
 

        There are two elements in (38a), ‘I’ and ‘A’. ‘I’ element stands not only for glide [j] 

for Division III but also for high front vowel [i] for Division IV. ‘A’ element represents 

the low vowel. The mutual spreadings in (38a) yields vowel [e] (38b). 

        Further interaction turns to mid vowel [e] and high back vowel [�]. The sequence of 

[e] and [�] results in [jo:], exhibited in (39).   

 

(39) Rearrangement of [e] and [�] 
a.               b.                  c. 
                                                 mora  
|      |           |      |            |      |   
X    X        X     X         X    X              skeleton  
|      |           |      |            |      | 
I      |          I      |            I     |       
|      |           |      |            |      | 
|     U          |    U            |     U        
|      |           |      |            |      |         
A    |           |     A           |     A         
|      |           |      |            |      |         
e    �  �   e     �   �     jo:           
 

        The interaction of [e] and [�] involves in vowel coalescence, glide formation and 

compensatory lengthening. In (39a), vowel [e] is composed of ‘I’ and ‘A’, and [�] is ‘U’ 

element. The rearrangement of ‘A’ element from vowel [e] to vowel [�] leads to vowel 

[o], a fusion of ‘U’ and ‘A’. The rearrangement of ‘A’ element (39b), however, causes ‘I’ 

to be glide, preventing heavy diphthong. In addition, vowel [e] bears one mora and the 

arrangement of internal elements leaves ‘I’ element as glide, which should not carry any 
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mora. To maintain this mora, compensatory lengthening occurs (39c) so that the main 

vowel [o] is prolonged.  

        The third type of interaction in Sino-Japanese (36c) is the combination of [i] and [�], 

mainly found in Sh�ngshè (��). Resulting from Japanese spirantization (�����), 

the two vowels, [i] and [�], interact. However, it is glide formation rather than vowel 

coalescence that takes place in the phonological process, shown in (40).  

 

(40) Sh�ngshè (��) for Sino-Japanese 
a.               b.                  
                                                 mora  
|       |           |      |                     
X    X        X     X                             skeleton  
|      |           |       |                     
|     U          |      U                     
|      |           |       |                       
I      |          I       |                      
|      |           |       |                       
i     �  �     j�:                      
 

        Although Japanese spirantization (�����) triggers interaction, [i] and [�] do 

not follow vowel coalescence. This is because no vowel exists between [i] and [�] in 

Japanese vowel system. To avoid deletion of segment, vowel [i] is preserved in a 

different form, being reduced as glide. The glide, as mentioned in (39), does not carry 

any mora so that the remaining mora is saved by prolonging vowel [�].            

Shedding light on Sino-Korean, two types of interaction are exhibited in (41).  

(41) a.  a - i � e 
        b.  (w - a �o) � o - i � we 
 

        The most typical example for (41a) consists in Division II of G�ngshè (��) where 

vowel [i] is generated to fill the gap between vowel [a] and consonant [k]. The process is 

displayed in (42).   
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(42) Division II of G�ngshè (��) for Sino-Korean  
a.                   b.                  c. 
                                               mora 
|      |               |  /      |          |          | 
X    X            X  X  X        X       X       skeleton 
|      |               |     |   |           |         | 
|      |              <<  I   |          I         | 
|      |               |     |   |           |         | 
A    |              A>>   |          A        | 
|      |               |     |   |           |         | 
a     k    �     a     i   k  �    �       k                      
 

        The insertion of vowel [i] (Kono 1979), change from (42a) to (42b), brings about 

one problem to Sino-Korean that vowel [i] also carries one mora. Three moras within one 

syllable are overloaded since the capacity of Sino-Korean is two moras at most, 

according to the syllable structure (35c). Therefore, one of the three moras is out of 

question deleted. Restriction to the number of mora causes vowel coalescence, aiming to 

delete extra mora and preserve the element of vowel [i]. The spreadings of elements ‘I’ 

and ‘A51’ form a new vowel [�] and the unwanted mora generated by vowel [i] is deleted 

(41c). Two phonological changes are observed in (41b), also in Division II of G�ngshè 

(��) but with Hék�u (��). The existence of prevocalic bilabial glide invokes the first 

change, w-a�o, as shown in (43).  

 

(43) Coalescence of [w] and [a] 
a.               b.  

                                  mora  
     |                             |    

X    X                     X                      skeleton  
|      |            |        
U>>                      U        
|      |            |         
<< A                            A        
|      |            |          
w     a        �  o            
 

                                                 
51 Following Lee (1998), to distinguish [�] and [e], the representations of vowel [�] are ‘I’ and ‘A’, whereas 
the representations of vowel [e] are ‘I’ and ‘A’.  
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        In (43) the coalescence results from ‘U’ element52 in consonant [w] and ‘A’ element 

in vowel [a]. Then the spreadings of ‘U’ and ‘A’ elements yield [o]53 (43b). Then vowel 

[o] and the newly interested vowel [i] undergo another phonological change. The 

combination of [o] and [i] results in [we], exhibited in (44).   

 

(44) Division II of G�ngshè (��) Hék�u (��) 
a.               b.                 c. 
                                                      mora  
|       |          |       |                   |   
X    X        X     X          X    X                skeleton  
|       |          |       |             |     | 
U     |         U      |            U    |       
|       |          |       |             |     | 
|       I          |      I             |    I        
|       |          |       |             |     |         
A     |          |     A             |    A         
|       |          |      |              |     |         
o     i  �    o     i      �     we           
 

        The interaction of [o] and [i] is concerned with vowel coalescence and glide 

formation. In (44a), vowel [o] is anatomized as ‘U’ and ‘A’ elements, and [I] as ‘I’ 

element. (44b) demonstrates the interaction of two vowels by moving ‘A’ element from 

vowel [o] to vowel [i]. This movement accounts for a new vowel [e] and leaves ‘U’ 

element as glide. However Sino-Korean forsakes the mora that is originally carried by 

vowel [o] since ‘U’ element degenerates as glide. Abandoning the first mora indicates 

that there is no compensatory lengthening in Sino-Korean.   

        The interaction of vowels in Sino-Japanese and Sino-Korea are outlined as the 

following. First, the numbers of mora are maintained in Sino-Japanese by compensatory 

lengthening when vowel coalescence or glide formation takes place. By contrast this 

preservation of numbers of mora is not so salient in Sino-Korean. In other words, even 

for the situation that a new vowel is generated, the new mora will be disregarded and 

repaired by vowel coalescence. Second, as proposed by Lee (1998), ‘U’ element of 

Korean is forbidden to be the license operators so that in the interaction of [o] and [i], ‘U’ 

                                                 
52 In (43) glide [w] does not carry mora.  
53 Although Lee (1998) suggests that ‘U’and ‘A’ represent vowel [o], here for the sake of simiplicity, the 
elements for vowel [o] are ‘U’and ‘A’.  
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element should not license any other element (cf. 44a and 44c). On the contrary, Sino-

Japanese is not confined by this constraint. Based on (39), the interactions of [e] and [�] 

results in [jo:] where ‘U’ element licenses ‘A’ element in [o].       

 

4.6 Summary of Chapter 4 

        This chapter has provided the data as well as the analyses of non-[a]-vowel group 

and Hék�u (��). First, three major vowel changes in non-[a]-vowel group are observed, 

i.e. fronting, backing and raising. Apart from the main changes, exception of non-[a]-

vowel group is discussed. Second, the analysis turns to Hék�u (��), focusing on the 

prevocalic glide, -w-, T�ngshè (��) and Zh�nshè (��). Similarly, the exception of 

Hék�u (��) is discussed. The final part of this chapter discusses the influence of 

internal syllable structure of phonological change. The first factor is phonotactic 

constraints are proposed to account for the heavy and light diphthong. Southern Min has 

the syllable structure where the moras are located in the same branch of a syllable node 

so that it allows heavy and light diphthong. While the syllable structure of Sino-Japanese 

and Sino-Korean are comprised of two moras that belong to different branches, indicating 

that they disfavor diphthong. Second, licensing constraints account for the language-

specific changes of vowel. Specifically, the numbers of mora and ‘U’ element influence 

the interaction of two sequential vowels.  
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Chapter 5  Conclusion 

 

5.1 Summary 

This present thesis originates from the eagerness to answer three questions. The first 

question concerns the interaction of historical phonology and Optimality theory. The 

exploration of the relationship of sound changes and modern phonological theories has 

particularly led to the application of Optimality Theory to sound changes of entering tone 

in Sino-Xenic languages. It has been clearly displayed thoroughly that Optimality Theory 

can account for patterns of sound change in Sino-Xenic languages. Specifically, the 

layers of Sino-Xenic languages that are relevant to one another can be evaluated in one 

tableau simultaneously. In addition, Faithfulness, Markedness, Dispersion-Optimality 

Theory (FMD-OT) is more economical because dispersion constraints pair vowels and 

select the best vowel in one mapping. It no longer takes two steps to describe a 

phenomenon, such as Xiánshè (��), where two Y�nbù (��) firstly merge as one in 

the same division and then two divisions converge as one in the same Shè (�). Also, by 

FMD-OT it is possible to compare different Shè (�). In other words, it is main vowel 

rather than coda that functions as the criterion for categorization because different Shè 

(�) in fact develop similarly in vowel change.  

    

Regarding opacity in historical phonology, this study has attempted to modifiy and 

extend Candidate Chains (McCarthy 2007) to historical phonology, shown below.  

 

 (1) Extension of Candidate Chains to Historical Phonology 

 Stage 1                                    Stage 2                                                       Stage n   

                                   

                   

                                        

                         �                                                                    � · · ·�                 

 

                                                                           - 

I1� OC1 In  � OCn 

                Evaluation 
 
I2                                              OC2  
 
                     
 
 

 

New      
Constraints 
Activated 

Reranking  
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This proposal has three merits, continuity in sound change, parallelism in evaluation 

and inauguration of constraints. Inspection of the exceptions of entering tone, such as 

G�ngshè (��) in Southern Min, Xiánshè (��) in Sino-Japanese and G�ngshè (��) 

in Sino-Korean, further supports our proposal that continuity is indispensable in historical 

phonology, direct mapping of input and output is achievable within one stage and 

activating new constraints is necessary. It is demonstrated that, in view of opacity, our 

proposal is more promising than derivational rules because not only the correlation of 

candidate-output and input for next stage but also the gradualness of sound change is 

taken into account.  

The third question addresses the influence of syllable structure and phonological 

changes in Sino-Xenic languages. Specifically, phonotactic constraints and licensing 

constraints are proposed to be relevant. First, phonotactic constraints concern internal 

syllable branching and the location of moras. It has been argued that when moras appear 

in the same branch of a syllable node, interaction seldom occurs, i.e. Southern Min. In 

contrast, when moras belong to different branches under one syllable domain, e.g. Sino-

Japanese and Sino-Korean, interaction takes place. Furthermore, whether mora is 

prominent or not distinguishes Sino-Japanese from Sino-Korean. On one hand, if the 

mora is prominent, the mora is maintained, namely, Sino-Japanese. On the other hand, if 

the mora is not prominent, the mora is likely to be deleted, i.e. Sino-Korean.  

Second, licensing constraints involve in the internal elements and the restriction to 

element domination.  The investigation suggests that ‘U’ element functions more 

significantly than ‘I’ and ‘A’ elements. Sino-Korean is a language that forbids ‘U’ 

element to license other elements and rejects the existence of vowel [o]. On the contrary, 

Sino-Japanese is a language that imposes no limitation on ‘U’ element so that vowel [o] 

generated from interaction is legitimate.  

In conclusion, the investigation of entering tone in Sino-Xenic languages in 

Optimality-Theoretic account has successfully offered a new approach towards historical 

Chinese phonology since the goal of this study is to seriously apply modern phonological 

theory to a long-history subject. Through the investigation, the opacity in historical 

phonology as well as the influence of syllable structure is unveiled.  
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5.2 Further Research 

This current thesis is merely a study on part of historical Chinese phonology. A 

variety of questions remain unsolved and await further research. First of all, given that 

this study primarily sheds light on entering tone in Sino-Xenic languages, it is not 

sufficient enough to mirror the whole picture of historical Chinese phonology. Other 

categorizations of historical Chinese phonology are not yet elaborated profoundly. 

Therefore, it is worthwhile to pay more attention to Nasal Endings (Yáng Sh�ng Y�n ��

�) and Glide Endings (Y	n Sh�ng Y�n ���) in Sino-Xenic languages.  

Although this thesis omits onset and chiefly focuses on rhyme, some interactions 

are indeed pertinent to onsets, such as the generation of glide [j] in Division II of Xiánshè 

(��) in Southern Min and Sino-Korean and the correlation of onset and main vowel in 

� rhyme (��) of Sino-Japanese. Only when how onset and main vowel interact is 

disclosed can it be concluded the influence of syllable structure on the sound changes of 

Sino-Xenic languages.  

Another issue for further research is to explore more Sino-Xenic languages. It is 

Southern Min, Sino-Japanese and Sino-Korean that are the target languages of this thesis. 

However, it is obscure whether other languages, such as Sino-Vietnamese, or other 

Chinese dialects, such as Hakka and Wu, are compatible with the proposal that internal 

syllable structure influences sound change. As a result, it deserves the comparison of 

more than three Sino-Xenic languages in one study. 

Finally, an issue that discusses the universality and functions of constraints might 

be intriguing. Although this study integrates three Sino-Xenic languages and investigates 

language specific phenomena, it is not clear what motivates vowel changes. For example, 

markedness constraints are sometimes ranked according to whether the vowel is marked 

or unmarked. However ranking of markedness constraints is also limited to context, 

which means universal grammar fails. Therefore, it is necessary to find out why and how 

constraints are reranked.   
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Appendix 
 
The appendix demonstrates the examples of Literal Reading (�� Wéndú) in Southern 
Min, Kan-On (�� ����) in Sino-Japanese and Sino-Korean. According to���
���  (Fangyan Diaocha Zibiao, A wordlist for dialectal research), each table is 
comprised of �� (word), �� (y�nbù), 	
 (onset) and 	� (tone). The transcription 
of the three Sino-Xenic languages is presented on the basis of Yang (1991) for Southern 
Min, Kubozono (1999) for Sino-Japanese and Kang (2003) for Sino-Korean. When using 
the appendix, it is necessary to be cautious about the following aspects.      
 
(1) To avoid ambiguity, the transcription is exhibited phonemically rather than 
phonetically, for the reason that the representations after phonological change, such as 
palatalization, are sometimes controversial. Take Sino-Japanese as an example, the 
phonetic transcription of ��� can be [�ok�] (Kase 2001; Saito 2006) or [�ok�] 
(Kubozono 1999).  
 
(2) Although one character should have only one pronunciation, some characters in fact 
have more than one pronunciation. First, in Southern Min, the multiple readings might 
result from the difference in onset. Since this study does not take onset into account, the 
different readings are sometimes maintained in the following tables. Second, in Sino-
Korean, some words are marked by >, e.g. �� (lap)��� (nap). This does not refer to 
phonological changes but different phonological environment, especially in [l]. The onset 
is [l] in word initial position. While it is not word initial, the onset is [n].       
 
(3) In calculating tokens, there are five criteria.  

(I) Only when the Chinese character has three languages can it be counted. 
Although it has been explicitly documented in Sino-Japanese and Sino-
Korean, the pronunciation of �� is unknown in Southern Min. In this case, 
this character is not included in calculation.  

(II) The second criterion deals with the situation that one character has two 
pronunciations and they are merely different in onset. Although the onset 
varies, it will not be counted as two tokens but one (tone is irrelevant here). 

(III) Another case is that when one character has two irrelevant pronunciations, the 
selection depends on onset. �, for instance, in Sino-Korean can be ��s	p) 
and ��nj	p), and the onset is � according to rhyme book,  indicating that it 
relates to  [s] instead of [n] and therefore � should be counted as -	p.  

(IV) Then the fourth criterion copes with a thorny circumstance, when the rhyme 
differs but the onsets are identical. The decision is made by comparing its 
meanings. For example, the character, �, has two pronunciations, � (s
p) 

and �(sip). When it is� (s
p), it means “to pick up”. When it means “ten”, it 

is�(sip). Now that� is grouped with� �� sip), the pronunciation of� 
should be � (sip) rather than� (s
p). 

(V) The final criterion deals with the situation when there is no stop ending or the 
etymology is wrong. Although most of the data include stop ending, some 
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words do not, probably resulting from the mismatch or later eras. In this case, 
the character will be shadowed and excluded from calculation. For instance, 
the Sino-Korean of � from�������� is cha and it is not taken into 
account. Also, when the etymology is inaccurate, i.e. �, the character is not 
taken into consideration.    

 
(4) The appendix is a compilation based on dictionaries not on fieldwork. Therefore it 
does not cope with any dialectal differences.  
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��������� �

	
 
(word) 

��

(y�nbù) 
� 

(onset) 
�� 
(tone) 

��� 
(Southern 

Min) 

���
� 
(Sino-

Japanese) 

���
� 
(Sino-

Korean) 
� � � � ��� ��� �

�� �� �� �� tap4 ���(to:)� ��(tap)�
�� �� �� �� tap4 ���(to:)� ��(thap)�
�� �� �� �� thap4 ���(to:)� ��(thap)�
�� �� �� �� tap8 ���(to:)� ��(tap)�
�� �� �� �� tap8 ���(to:)� ��(tap)�
�� �� �� �� lap8 ���(do:)� ��(nap)�
 � �� �� �� lap8 ���(ro:)� ����(nap)�
�� �� �� �� tsap8 ���(so:)� ��(cap)�
��� 1� �� �� �� kap4  ���(ko:)� ��(kap)�
�� �� �� �� kap4  ���(ko:)� ��(hap)�
	� �� �� �� kap4 ���(ko:)� ��(hap)�
��� 2� �� !� �� hap8 ���(ko:)� ��(hap)�
"� �� !� �� hap8 ���(ko:)� ��(hap)�
� � � �  � �

� � � � -ap (13) -o: (13) -ap (13) 
1 The pronunciation of � here is g� in Mandarin Chinese. 
2 The pronunciation of � here is hé in Mandarin Chinese.�
�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�
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��������� �

	
 
(word) 

��

(y�nbù) 
� 

(onset) 
�� 
(tone) 

��� 
(Southern 

Min) 

���
� 
(Sino- 

Japanese) 

���
� 
(Sino- 

Korean) 
� � � � ��� ��� �

�� �� �� �� thap4 ���(to:)� ��(thap)�
�� �� �� �� thap4 ���(to:)�

��

� ��(thap)�
�� �� �� �� thap4 ���(to:)� ��(thap)�
�� �� �� �� thap4 ���(to:)� ��(thap)�
�� �� �� �� lap8 ���(ro:)� ����(nap)�
�� �� �� �� lap8 ���(ro:)� ����(nap)�
�� �� �� �� lap8 ���(ro:)� ����(nap)�
�� �� �� �� khap4 ���(ko:)� ��(kap)�
� � � �  � �

� � � � -ap (8) -o: (8) -ap (8) 
�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�
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��������� �

	
 
(word) 

��

(y�nbù) 
� 

(onset) 
�� 
(tone) 

��� 
(Southern 

Min) 

���
� 
(Sino-

Japanese) 

���
� 
(Sino-

Korean) 
� � � � ��� ��� �

����
1
� �� �� �� tap4 ���(to:)� ��(cha)�

�� �� �� �� tsap4 ���(so:)� ��(cap)�
�� �� �� �� tshap4 ���(so:)� ��(sap)�
�� �� �� �� sap8  ���(so:)� ��(kap)�
���� �� �� �� sap8  ���(so:)� ��(cap)�
�� �� 	� �� kap4 ���(ko:)� ��(hj	p)�
�� �� 	� �� kap4 ���(ko:)� ���(kj	p)�

� �� �� �� khap4 ���(ko:)� ��(h
p)�

�� �� �� �� khap4 ���(ko:)� ��(kj	p)�
�� �� �� �� hap8 ���(ko:)� ��(hj	p)�
�� �� �� �� hap8 ���(ko:)� ��(hj	p)�
�� �� �� �� hap8 ���(ko:)� ��(h
p)�

� � � �  � �

� � � � -ap (11) -o: (11) -j	p (5) 

� � � �  � -ap (4) 
� � � �  � -
p (2)�

1 � is not included in calculation for the reason that the Sino-Korean does not have stop 
ending.   
   
�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�
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��������� �

	
 
(word) 

��

(y�nbù) 
� 

(onset) 
�� 
(tone) 

��� 
(Southern 

Min) 

���
� 
(Sino-

Japanese) 

���
� 
(Sino- 

Korean) 
� � � � ��� ��� �

�� �� �� �� kap4 ���(ko:)� ��(kap)�
�� �� �� �� kap4 ���(ko:)� ��(kap) �
�� �� �� �� hap8 ���(ko:)� ��(kap)�
�� �� �� �� ap4 ���(o:)� ��(ap)�
�� �� �� �� ap4 ���(o:)� ��(ap)�
�� �� �� �� ap4 ���(o:)� ��(ap)�
� � � �  � �

� � � � -ap (6) -o: (6) -ap (6) 

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�
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�

�

�

�

�

�

�
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���������	
��� � � �

� 
(word) 

��

(y�nbù) 
�� 

(onset) 
�� 
(tone) 

��� 
(Southern  

Min) 

����� 
(Sino- 

Japanese) 

����� 
(Sino- 

Korean) 
� � � � ��� ��� �

�� �� �� �� liap4 ����(zjo:)� ����(s	p/c	p)�
�� �� �� �� liap4 ����(zjo:)� ��(s	p)�
�� �� �� �� liap8 ����(zjo:)� ��(s	p)�
�� �� �� �� liap8 ����(rjo:)� ����(j	p)�
 � �� �� �� tsiap4 ����(sjo:)� ��(c	p)�
�� �� �� �� tshiap4 ����(sjo:)� ��(ch	p)�
�� �� �� �� tsiap8 ����(sjo:)� ��(ch	p)�
	� �� 
� �� tsiap4 ����(sjo:)� ��(c	p)�
�� �� 
� �� tsiap4 ����(sjo:)� ��(ch	p)�
���� 1� �� �� �� siap4 ����(sjo:)� ���(s	p/nj	p)�
� �� �� �� siap8 ����(sjo:)� ��(s	p)�
!� �� �� �� iap4 ���(jo:)� ��(j	p)�
��� 2� �� �� �� iap8 ���(jo:)� ����(j	p/s	p)�
� � � �  � �

� � � � -iap (13) jo: (13) -	p (10) 
� � � �   -j	p (3) 

1 According to the onset, it is� (s	p) that is included in calculation.  
2 According to the onset, it is��(j	p) that is included in calculation. 
�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�
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���������  
	
 

(word) 
��

(y�nbù) 
� 

(onset) 
�� 
(tone) 

��� 
(Southern 

Min) 

���
� 
(Sino-

Japanese) 

���
� 
(Sino- 

Korean) 
� � � � ��� ��� �

�� �� �� �� kiap4 ����(kjo:)� ��(k	p)�
�� �� �� �� khiap4 ����(kjo:)� ��(k	p)�
�� �� �� �� giap8 ����(kjo:)� ��(	p)�
�� �� �� �� hiap4 ����(kjo:)� ��(hj	p)�
� � � �  � �

� � � � -iap (4) -jo: (4) -	p (3) 
� � � �   -j	p (1) 

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�
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�

�

�

�

�
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���������  
	
 

(word) 
��

(y�nbù) 
� 

(onset) 
�� 
(tone) 

��� 
(Southern 

Min) 

���
� 
(Sino-

Japanese) 

���
� 
(Sino-Korean) 

� � � � ��� ��� �

�� �� �� � ��� thiap4 ����(tjo:)� ��(ch	p)�
�� �� �� �� thiap4 ����(tjo:)� ��(ch	p)�
�� �� �� �� tiap8 ����(tjo:)� ��(ch	p)�
�� �� �� �� tiap8 ����(tjo:)� ��(ch	p)�
�� �� �� �� tiap8 ����(tjo:)� ��(ch	p)�
�� �� �� �� tiap8 ����(tjo:)� ��(c	p)�
��� 1� �� �� �� tiap8 ����(tjo:)� ���(ch	p/s	p)�
�� �� �� �� hiap8 ����(kjo:)� ��(hj	p)�
�� �� �� �� hiap8 ����(kjo:)� ��(hj	p)�

��

�

� � � �  � �

� � � � -iap (9) -jo: (9) -	p (7) 
� � � �  � -j	p (2) 

1 According to the onset, it is��(ch	p) that is included in calculation. 
�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�
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��������� �

	
 
(word) 

��

(y�nbù) 
� 

(onset) 
�� 
(tone) 

��� 
(Southern 

Min) 

���
� 
(Sino-

Japanese) 

���
� 
(Sino- 

Korean) 
� � � � ��� ��� �

�� �� �� �� huat4 ���(ho:)� ��(p	p)�
�� �� �� �� huat8 ���(ho:)� ��(phip)�
� � � �  � �

� � � � -uat (2) -o: (2) -	p (1) 

� � � �   -ip (1) 
�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�
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��������� �	
�� � �

� 
(word) 

��

(y�nbù) 
�� 

(onset) 
��  
(tone) 

��� 
(Southern  

Min) 

���� 
(Sino- 

Japanese) 

���� 
(Sino- 

Korean) 
� � � � ��� ��� �

�� �� �� �� lip8 ����(rj�:)� ����(ip)�

�� �� �� �� lip8 ����(rj�:)� ����(ip)�

�� �� �� �� lip8 ����(rj�:)� ����(ip)�

�� �� �� �� tship4 ����(sj�:)� ��(cip)�

�� �� �� �� tsip8 ����(sj�:)� ��(cip)�

�� �� �� �� tsip4 / tship4 ����(sj�:)� ��(cip)�

 � �� �� �� sip8 ����(sj�:)� ��(s
p)�

�� �� �� �� sip8 ����(sj�:)� ��(s
p)�

�� �� �� �� tip8 ����(tj�:)� ��(chip)�

�� �� 	� �� sip4 ����(sj�:)� ��(sap)�


� �� �� �� tsip4 ����(sj�:)� ��(cip)�

���� 1� �� �� �� tsip4 ����(sj�:)� �	
�(c
p/hj	p)�

� �� �� �� sip4 ����(sj�:)� �(s
p)�

!� �� �� �� sip8 ����(sj�:)� �(sip)�

�� �� �� �� sip8 ����(sj�:)� �	�(sip/cip)�

��� 2� �� �� �� sip8 ����(sj�:)� �	�(sip /s
p)�

�� �� �� �� jip8 ����(zj�:)� �(ip)�

"� �� �� �� kip4 ����(kj�:)� ��(k
p)�

�� �� �� �� kip4 ����(kj�:)� ��(k
p)�

�� �� �� �� kip4 ����(kj�:)� ��(k
p)�

�� �� �� �� khip4 ����(kj�:)� �(
p)�

��� �� �� �� � �� ��

�� �� #� �� kip8 ����(kj�:)� ��(k
p)�

�� �� �� �� hip4 ����(kj�:)� ��(h
p)�

�� �� �� �� ip4 ���(j�:)� 	��(
p/cip)�

� � � �  � �

� � � � -ip (24) -j�: (24) -ip (12) 

� � � �   -
p (11) 

� � � �   -ap (1) 

1 According to the onset, it is��(c
p) that is included in calculation.  

2 The character, �, has two pronunciations, � (s
p) and � (sip). When it is� (s
p), it 

means “to pick up”. When it means “ten”, it is� (sip). Here the pronunciation is� (sip) 
here due to its onset and meaning that are related to !��� sip). 
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��������� �

	
 
(word) 

��

(y�nbù) 
� 

(onset) 
�� 
(tone) 

��� 
(Southern 

Min) 

���
� 
(Sino-

Japanese) 

���
� 
(Sino- 

Korean) 
� � � � ��� ��� �

�� �� �� �� that4 ���(tats�)� ��(tal)�

�� �� �� �� tat8  ���(tats�)� ��(tal)�

�� �� �� �� lat8 ���(dats�)� ��(nal)�

�� �� �� �� lat8 ���(rats�)� ����(nal)�

�� �� �� �� lat8 ���(rats�)� ����(nal)�

�� �� �� �� tshat4 ���(sats�)� ��(chal)�

�� �� �� �� sat4 ���(sats�)� ��(sal)�

�� �� �� �� sat4 ���(sats�)� ��(sal)�

	� �� 
� �� kat4 ���(kats�)� ��(hal)�

�� �� 
� �� kat4 ���(kats�)� ��(kal)�

�� �� �� �� khat4 ���(kats�)� ��(kal)�

�� �� � �� hat4 ���(kats�)� ��(kal)�

� � � �  � �

� � � � -at (12) -ats� (12) -al (12) 

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�
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��������� �

	
 
(word) 

��

(y�nbù) 
� 

(onset) 
�� 
(tone) 

��� 
(Southern 

Min) 

���
� 
(Sino-

Japanese) 

���
� 
(Sino- 

Korean) 
� � � � ��� ��� �

�� �� �� �� pat4 ���(hats�)� ��(phal)�

�� �� �� �� puat8   ���(hats�)� ��(pal)�

�� �� �� �� buat4  ���(bats�)� ��(mal)�

�� �� �� �� tsat4 ���(sats�)� ��(chal)�

�� �� �� �� tsat4 ���(sats�)� ��(chal)�

�� �� �� �� tshat4 ���(sats�)� ��(chal)�

�� �� �� �� sat4 ���(sats�)� ��(sal)�

�	�
1��

�� �� �� khat4 
� 
�

�� �� �� �� at4 ���(ats�)� ��(al)�

� � � �  � �

� � � � -at (6) -ats� (8) -al (8) 

� � � � -uat (2) � �

1 	�  is not calculated here since there are no Sino-Japanese and Sino-Korean 
pronunciations.  
�

�

�

�

�
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���������  
	
 

(word) 
��

(y�nbù) 
� 

(onset) 
�� 
(tone) 

��� 
(Southern 

Min) 

���
� 
(Sino-

Japanese) 

���
� 
(Sino- 

Korean) 
� � � � ��� ��� �

�� �� �� �� tsat8 ���(sats�)� ��(chal)�

�� �� �� �� hat4 ���(kats�)� ��(hal)�

�� �� �� �� hat8 ���(kats�)� ��(hal)�

� � � �  � �

� � � � -at (3) -ats� (3) -al (3) 

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�
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�
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��������� 	
����� �

� 
(word) 

��

(y�nbù) 
�� 

(onset) 
�� 
(tone) 

��� 
(Southern 

Min) 

����� 
(Sino-

Japanese) 

����� 
(Sino- 

Korean) 
� � � � ��� ��� �

�� �� �� �� piat4 ���(hets�)� ��(pj	l)�
�� �� �� �� piat8 ���(hets�)� ��(pj	l)�
�� �� �� �� biat8 ���(bets�)� ��(mj	l)�
 � �� �� �� liat8 ���(rets�)� ����(j	l)�
�� �� �� �� liat8 ���(rets�)� ����(j	l)�
�� �� �� �� liat8 ���(rets�)� ����(j	l)�
�� �� �� �� siat4 ���(tets�)� ��(s	l)�
�� �� �� �� siat4 ���(tets�)� ��(s	l)�
�� �� �� �� tiat4 ���(tets�)� ��(ch	l)�
�� �� �� �� tiat4 ���(tets�)� ��(ch	l)�
�� �� �� �� thiat4 ���(tets�)� ��(ch	l)�
�� �� �� �� thiat4 ���(tets�)� ��(ch	l)�
�� �� 	� �� thiat8 ���(tets�)� ��(ch	l)�

� �� �� �� tsiat4 ���(sets�)� ��(c	l)�
�� �� �� �� tsiat4 ���(sets�)� ��(c	l)�
� �� �� �� siat8 ���(sets�)� ��(s	l)�
�� �� �� �� siat4 ���(sets�)� ��(s	l)�
�� �� �� �� jiat8  ���(zets�)� ��(j	l)�
�� �� �� �� kiat8 ���(kets�)� ��(k	l)�
�� �� �� �� giat8 ���(gets�)� ��(	l)�
�� �� �� �� iat8 ���(ets�)� ��(j	l)�
� � � �  � �

� � � � -iat (21) -ets� (21)� -	l (13)�

� � � �   -j	l (8)�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�
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��������� �

	
 
(word) 

��

(y�nbù) 
� 

(onset) 
�� 
(tone) 

��� 
(Southern 

Min) 

���
� 
(Sino-

Japanese) 

���
� 
(Sino- 

Korean) 
� � � � ��� ��� �

����
1
� �� �� �� kiat4   ���(kets�)� ��(ke)�

�� �� �� �� hiat4 ���(kets�)� ��(h	l)�
�� �� �� �� hiat4 ���(kets�)� ��(kal)�

� � � �  � �

� � � � -iat (2) -ets� (2)� -	l (1)�
      -al (1) 

1 The character� is excluded from the calculation because the Sino-Korean does not 
have stop ending.  
�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�
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��������� �

	
 
(word) 

��

(y�nbù) 
� 

(onset) 
�� 
(tone) 

��� 
(Southern 

Min) 

���
� 
(Sino-

Japanese) 

���
� 
(Sino- 

Korean) 
� � � � ��� ��� �

�� �� �� �� piat4 ���(hets�)� ��(pj	l)�
�� �� �� �� phiat4 ���(bets�)� ��(pj	l)�
�� �� �� �� biat8 ���(bets�)� ��(mj	l)�
�� �� �� �� tiat8 ���(tets�)� ��(c	l)�
�� �� �� �� thiat4 ���(tets�)� ��(ch	l)�
�� �� �� �� liap4 / liap8 ���(dets�)� ��(nal)�

�� �� �� �� liat8 ���(dets�)� ��(nal)�

	� �� 
� �� tsiat4 ���(sets�)� ��(c	l)�
�� �� �� �� tshiat4 ���(sets�)� ��(c	l)�
�� �� �� �� tsiat8 ���(sets�)� ��(c	l)�
�� �� �� �� siat4 ���(sets�)� ��(s	l)�
� �� �� �� siat4 ���(sets�)� ��(s	l)�
�� �� �� �� kiat4 ���(kets�)� ��(kj	l)�
�� �� �� �� kiat4 / kiat8 ���(kets�)� ��(kj	l)�
 �� �� �� �� � �� ��

� 1� �� �� �� e3 ��(ets�)� �	
��j	l/il)�
� � � �  � �

� � � � -iat (13) -ets� (14)� -	l (7)�

� � � � -iap (1)  -j	l (5) 

� � � �   -al (2) 
1 This character is not included in calculation since the Southern Min does not have stop 
ending.  
�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�
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��������� �

	
 
(word) 

��

(y�nbù) 
� 

(onset) 
�� 
(tone) 

��� 
(Southern 

 Min) 

���
� 
(Sino- 

Japanese) 

���
� 
(Sino- 

Korean) 
� � � � ��� ��� �

�� �� �� �� puat4 ���(hats�)� ��(pal)�

�� �� �� �� puat4 ���(hats�)� ��(pal)�

�� �� �� �� phuat4 ���(hats�)� ��(pal)�

�� �� �� �� puat8 ���(hats�)� ��(pal)�

�� �� �� �� buat8 ���(bats�)� ��(mal)�

�� �� �� �� buat8 ���(bats�)� ��(mal)�

�� �� �� �� buat8 ���(bats�)� ��(mal)�

�� �� �� �� tuat8 ���(tets�)� ��(ch	l)�
�� �� 	� �� thuat4 ���(tats�)� ��(thal)�

�� �� �� �� tuat8 ���(tats�)� ��(thal)�


� �� �� �� luat8 ���(rats�)� ��(ral)�

�� �� � �� tsuat4 / 
tshuat4 

���(sats�)� ��(chwal)�

 � �� �� �� kuat4 ���(kats�)� ��(kwal)�

�� �� �� �� kuat4 ���(kats�)� ��(kwal)�

�� �� �� �� khuat4 ���(kats�)� ��(hwal)�

�� �� �� �� huat4 ���(kats�)� ��(hwal)�

!� �� "� �� huat8 ���(kats�)� �	��

�(hwal/kwal)�
� � � �  � �

� � � � -uat (17) -ats� (16) -al (10) 

� � � �  -ets� (1) -wal (6) 

� � � �   -	l (1) 

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�
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���������

	
 
(word) 

��

(y�nbù) 
� 

(onset) 
�� 
(tone) 

��� 
(Southern 

Min) 

���
� 
(Sino-

Japanese) 

���
� 
(Sino- 

Korean) 
� � � � ��� ��� �

�� �� �� �� huat8 ���(kats�)� ��(hwal)�

�� �� �� �� huat8 ��(kats�)� ��(hwal)�

�� �� �� �� uat4 ���(ats�)� ��(al)�

� � � �  � �

� � � � -uat (3) -ats� (3)� -wal (2) 

� � � �   -al (1) 

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�
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(word) 

��

(y�nbù) 
� 

(onset) 
�� 
(tone) 

��� 
(Southern 

Min) 

���
� 
(Sino-

Japanese) 

���
� 
(Sino- 

Korean) 
� � � � ��� ��� �

�� �� �� �� suat4 ���(sats�)� ��(swal)�

�� �� �� �� kuat4 ���(kats�)� ��(kwal)�

� � � �  � �

� � � � -uat (2) -ats� (2)� -wal (2) 

�

� �

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�
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��������� 	
��� � �

� 
(word) 

��

(y�nbù) 
�� 

(onset) 
�� 
(tone) 

��� 
(Southern 

Min) 

����� 
(Sino-

Japanese) 

����� 
(Sino- 

Korean) 
� � � � ��� ��� �

�� �� �� �� luat4 ���(rets�)� ����(j	l)�
�� �� �� �� tsuat8 ���(sets�)� ��(c	l)�
 � �� �� �� suat4 ���(sets�)� ��(s	l)�
�� �� �� �� tsuat4 ���(sets�)� ��(col)�

�� �� �� �� suat4 ���(sets�)� ��(s	l)�
���� 1� �� �� �� uat8  ���(ets�)� ��(j	l)�
��! 2� �� �� �� uat8  ���(ets�)� ��(j	l)�
� � � �  � �

� � � � -uat (7) -ets� (7) -j	l (3)�

� � � �   -	l (3)�
� � � �   -ol (1) 

1, 2� and! can be also be [iat] in Southern Min.   
�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�
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���������

	
 
(word) 

��

(y�nbù) 
� 

(onset) 
�� 
(tone) 

��� 
(Southern 

Min) 

���
� 
(Sino-

Japanese) 

���
� 
(Sino- 

Korean) 
� � � � ��� ��� �

�� �� �� �� huat4 ���(hats�)� ��(pal)�

�� �� �� �� huat4 ���(hats�)� ��(pal)�

�� �� �� �� huat8 ���(hats�)� ��(p	l)�
�� �� �� �� huat8 ���(hats�)� ��(p	l)�
�� �� �� �� huat8 ���(hats�)� ��(p	l)�
�� �� �� �� buat8  ���(bats�)� ��(mal)�

�� �� 	� �� kuat4 ���(kets�)� ��(kw	l)�

� �� 	� �� � �� ��

�� �� �� �� kut8 ���(k�ts�)� ��(kul)�

�� �� �� �� kuat8 ���(kets�)� ��(kw	l)�
�� �� � �� guat8 ���(gets�)� ��(w	l)�
�� �� �� �� uat8 ���(ets�)� ��(	l)�
�� �� �� �� uat8 ���(ets�)� ��(w	l)�
�� �� �� �� uat8 ���(ets�)� ��(wal)�

�� �� �� �� uat8 ���(ets�)� ��(w	l)�
� � � �  � �

� � � � -uat (13) -ets� (7) -w	l (6)�

� � � � -ut (1) -ats� (6) -al (3) 

� � � �  -�ts� (1) -	l (4) 

� � � �   -ul (1) 
�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�
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(word) 

��

(y�nbù) 
� 

(onset) 
�� 
(tone) 

��� 
(Southern 

Min) 

���
� 
(Sino-

Japanese) 

���
� 
(Sino- 

Korean) 
� � � � ��� ��� �

�� �� �� �� kuat4 ���(kets�)� ��(kj	l)�
�� �� �� �� kuat4 ���(kets�)� ��(kj	l)�
�� �� �� �� khuat4 ���(kets�)� ��(kj	l)�
�� �� �� �� hiat4 ���(kets�)� ��(hj	l)�
�� �� �� �� hiat8 ���(kets�)� ��(hj	l)�
� � � �  � �

� � � � -uat (3) -ets� (5)� -j	l (5)�

� � � � -iat (2) � �

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�
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��������� 	
�����

� 
(word) 

��

(y�nbù) 
�� 

(onset) 
�� 
(tone) 

��� 
(Southern 

Min) 

����� 
(Sino-

Japanese) 

����� 
(Sino- 

Korean) 
� � � � ��� ��� �

�� �� �� �� pit4 ���(hits�)�� ��(phil)�

�� �� �� �� pit4 ���(hits�)� ��(phil)�

�� �� �� �� pit4 ���(hits�)� ��(phil)�

�� �� �� �� phit4 ���(hits�)� ��(phil)�

�� �� �� �� pit8 ���(hits�)� ��(phil)�

�� �� �� �� bit8 ���(bits�)� ��(mil)�

�� �� �� �� bit8 ���(bits�)� ��(mil)�

	� �� 
� �� lit8 ���(rits�)� ����(jul)�

 � �� �� �� tshit4 ���(sits�)� ��(chil)�

�� �� �� �� tshit4  ���(sits�)� ��(chil)�

� �� �� �� tsit8 ���(sits�)� ��(cil)�

�� �� �� �� sit4 ���(sits�)� ��(sil)�

�� �� �� �� sit4 ���(sits�)� 	�(s
l)�
�� �� �� �� tit8 / tsit8 ���(tits�)� ��(cil)�

�� �� �� �� tit8 ���(tits�)� ��(cil)�

�� �� �� �� sit4 ���(sits�)� 	�(s
l)�
�� �� �� �� sit4 ���(sits�)� 	�(s
l)�
�� �� �� �� tsit4 ���(sits�)� ��(cil)�

�� �� �� �� sit8 ���(sits�)� ��(sil)�

�� �� �� �� sit4 ���(sits�)� ��(sil)�

�� �� �� �� sit4 ���(sits�)� ��(sil)�

�� �� �� �� jit8  ���(zits�)� 
�(il)�

!� �� �� �� kit4 ���(kits�)� ��(kil)�

�� �� �� �� it4 	��(its�)� ��(
l)�
"� �� �� �� it4 	��(its�)� 
�(il)�

�� ��  � �� it8 	��(its�)� 
�(il)�

� � � �  � �

� � � � -it (26) -its� (26)� -il (21) 

� � � �  � -
l (4) 

� � � �  � -ul (1) 
�

�

�
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(word) 

��

(y�nbù) 
� 

(onset) 
�� 
(tone) 

��� 
(Southern 

Min) 

���
� 
(Sino-

Japanese) 

���
� 
(Sino- 

Korean) 
� � � � ��� ��� �

�� �� �� �� kit4 ���(kits�)� ��(h
l)�
�� �� �� �� khit4 ���(kits�)� ��(k	l)�
� � � �  � �

� � � � -it (2) -its� (2)� -
l (1) 

� � � �   -	l (1) 

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�
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(word) 

��

(y�nbù) 
� 

(onset) 
�� 
(tone) 

��� 
(Southern 

 Min) 

���
� 
(Sino- 

Japanese) 

���
� 
(Sino- 

Korean) 
� � � � ��� ��� �

�� �� �� �� put4 ���(h�ts�)� ��(pul)�

�� �� �� �� put8 ���(hots�)� ��(mal)�

��� �� �� �� � �� ��

�� �� �� �� put8 ���(hots�)� ��(mul)�

�� �� �� �� but8 ���(bots�)� ��(mol)�

�� �� �� �� tut8 / thut8 ���(tots�)� ��(tol)�

�� �� �� �� tsut4 ���(sots�)� ��(col)�

�� �� 	� �� tshut4 / tsut4 ���(sots�)� ��(col)�

�� �� 
� �� kut4 ���(kots�)� ��(kol)�

�� �� �� �� khut4 ���(kots�)� ��(kul)�

�� �� � �� gut8 ���(dots�)� ��(ol)�

�� �� �� �� hut4 ���(kots�)� 	�(hol)�

��� 1� �� �� �� hut8 / hik8 �	�(kak�)� 
�(h�k)�

� � � �  � �

� � � � -ut (11) -ots� (10)� -ol (7) 

� � � �  -�ts� (1)� -ul (3) 

� � � �   -al (1) 

1 � in Southern Min is hut8 and hik8 and this character is excluded from calculation 
because this character has velar stop ending in the three languages, suggesting that the 
origin might be wrong.   
�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�
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(word) 

��

(y�nbù) 
� 

(onset) 
�� 
(tone) 

��� 
(Southern 

Min) 

���
� 
(Sino-

Japanese) 

���
� 
(Sino- 

Korean) 
� � � � ��� ��� �

�� �� �� �� lut8 ���(rits�)� ����(jul)�

��� 1� �� �� �� lut8  ���(rits�)� ����(jul)�

�� �� �� �� � � � 
��� �� �� �� � � � 
�� �� �� �� sut4 ����

(sj�ts�)�
��(sul)�

�� �� �� �� sut4 ����

(sj�ts�)�
��(hjul)�

����

(sj�ts�)�
���� 2� �� �� �� sut8 

����

(tj�ts�)�

��(chul)�

���� 3� �� 	� �� sut4 ����

(sj�ts�)�
��(sol)�


� �� 	� �� sut4 ����

(sj�ts�)�
��(sol)�

�� �� �� �� tshut4 ����

(sj�ts�)�
��(chul)�

�� �� �� �� sut8 ����

(sj�ts�)�
��(sul)�

�� �� �� �� sut8 ����

(sj�ts�)�
��(sul)�

� �� �� �� sut8 ����

(sj�ts�)�
��(chul)�

�� �� �� �� kut4 ���(kits�)� ��(kjul)�

� � � �  � �

� � � � -ut (12) -j�ts� (9)� -ul (6) 

� � � �  -its� (3)� -jul (4) 

� � � �   -ol (2) 

1 The pronunciation of� here is l� in Mandarin Chinese. 
2 Although the onset of � in Sino-Japanese is ambiguous, being [s] or [t], only one token 
is calculated.  
3 The pronunciation of� here is shuài in Mandarin Chinese.�
�

�
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(word) 

��

(y�nbù) 
� 

(onset) 
�� 
(tone) 

��� 
(Southern 

Min) 

���
� 
(Sino-

Japanese) 

���
� 
(Sino- 

Korean) 
� � � � ��� ��� �

�� �� �� �� hut4 ���(h�ts�)� ��(pul)�

�� �� �� �� hut4 ���(h�ts�)� ��(pul)�

�� �� �� �� but4 ���(b�ts�)� ��(mul)�

�� �� �� �� but4  ���(b�ts�)� ��(mul)�

�� �� �� �� khut4 ���(k�ts�)� ��(kul)�

�� �� �� �� kut8 ���(k�ts�)� ��(kul)�

�� �� �� �� kut8  ���(k�ts�)� ��(kul)�

�� �� �� �� hut4 ���(h�ts�)� ��(pul)�

� � � �  � �

� � � � -ut (8) -�ts� (8)� -ul (8) 

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�
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(word) 

��

(y�nbù) 
� 

(onset) 
�� 
(tone) 

��� 
(Southern 

Min) 

���
� 
(Sino-

Japanese) 

���
� 
(Sino- 

Korean) 
� � � � ��� ��� �

�� �� �� �� pok4 ���(hak�)� ��(pak)�

�� �� �� �� pok8 ���(hak�)� ��(pak)�

�� �� �� �� pok8 ���(hak�)� ��(pak)�

�� �� �� �� pok8 ���(hak�)� ��(pak)�

�� �� �� �� bok8 ���(bak�)� ��(mak)�

�� �� �� �� bok8 ���(bak�)� ��(mak)�

�� �� �� �� bok8 ���(bak�)� ��(mak)�

�� �� �� �� bok8 ���(bak�)� ��(mak)�

��	 1� �� �� �� mou3 ���(bak�)� � (mo)�


� �� �� �� thok4 ���(tak�)� ��(thak)�

�� �� �� �� thok4 ���(tak�)� ��(thak)�

�� �� �� �� tok4 ���(tak�)� ��(thak)�

�� �� �� �� tok8 ���(tak�)� ��(thak)�

� �� �� �� lok8 ���(dak�)� ��(nak)�

�� �� �� �� lok8 ���(rak�)� ����(nak)�

�� �� �� �� lok8 ���(rak�)� ����(nak)�

�� �� �� �� lok8 ���(rak�)� ����(nak)�

�� �� �� �� lok8 ���(rak�)� ����(nak)�

�� �� �� �� lok8 ���(rak�)� ����(nak)�

�� �� �� �� lok8 ���(rak�)� ����(nak)�

���� 2� �� �� �� lok8 ���(rak�)� ����(nak)�

�� �� �� �� tsok4   ���(sak�)� ��(cak)�

�� �� �� �� tshok4  ���(sak�)� 	�(chak)�

�� �� �� �� tshok8 / tsok8 ���(sak�)� 	�(chak)�

�� �� �� �� tsok8 ���(sak�)� ��(cak)�

�� �� �� �� tsok8 ���(sak�)� ��(cak)�

�� �� �� �� sok4  ���(sak�)� 
�(sak)�

�� �� �� �� kok4 ���(kak�)� ��(kak)�

�� �� �� �� kok4 ���(kak�)� ��(kak)�

 � �� �� �� kok4 ���(kak�)� ��(kak)�

!� �� �� �� kok4 ���(kak�)� ��(kak)�

"� �� #� �� gok8 	��(gak�)� ��(ak)�
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�� �� �� �� hok4 ���(kak�)� ��(hak)�

�� �� �� �� � � � 
�� �� �� �� hok8 ���(kak�)� ��(hak)�

�� �� �� �� ok4 ���(ak�)� ��(ak)�

� � � �  � �

� � � � -ok (34) -ak� (34)� -ak (34) 

1 This character � in Southern Min and Sino-Korean is obviously affected by Modern 
Mandarin, which is pronounced as mo. Therefore this character is not included.  
2 The pronunciation of� here is lè in Mandarin Chinese.�
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��������� �

�	 
(word) 

�


(y�nbù) 
�� 

(onset) 
� 
(tone) 

��� 
(Southern 

Min) 

���	� 
(Sino- 

Japanese) 

���	� 
(Sino- 

Korean) 
� � � � ��� ��� �

�� �� �� �� liok8 ����(rjak�)� ����(jak)�

�� �� �� �� liok8 ����(rjak�)� ����(jak)�

�� �� �� �� tsiok4 ����(sjak�)� ��(cak)�

�� �� �� �� tsiok4 ����(sjak�)� ��(cak)�

�� �� �� �� tshiok4 ����(sjak�)� ��(cak)�

�� �� �� �� tsiok8 ����(sjak�)� ��(cak)�

�� �� �� �� siok4 ����(sjak�)� ��(sak)�

�� �� �� �� Tiok4 ���(tjak�)� �(chak)�

�� �� �� �� tiok8 ���(tjak�)� �(chak)�

�� �� �� �� tsiok4 ����(sjak�)� ��(cak)�

�� �� �� �� tshiok4 ����(sjak�)� � (cak)�

�	� �� �� �� � � � 
�
� �� �� �� tsiok4  ����(sjak�)� ��(cak)�

�� �� �� �� siok8 ����(sjak�)� ��(cak)�

�� �� �� �� siok8 ����(sjak�)� ��(cak)�

�� �� �� �� jiok8 ����(zjak�)� ��(jak)�

� �� �� �� jiok8 ����(zjak�)� ��(jak)�

�� �� 	� �� kiok4 / 
khiok4 

����(kjak�)� ��(kak)�

�� �� �� �� khiok4 ����(kjak�)� ��(kak)�

�� �� 
� �� giok8 ����(gjak�)� ��(hak)�

�� �� 
� �� giok8 ����(gjak�)� ��(hak)�

�� �� �� �� iok4 	��(jak�)� ��(jak)�

�� �� �� �� iok8 	��(jak�)� ��(jak)�

�� �� �� �� iok8 	��(jak�)� ��(jak)�

�� �� �� �� iok8 	��(jak�)� ��(jak)�

� � � �  � �

� � � � -iok (24) -jak� (24)� -ak (16)�

� � � �  � -jak (8) 
�

�

�

�
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��������� �

	
 
(word) 

��

(y�nbù) 
� 

(onset) 
�� 
(tone) 

��� 
(Southern 

Min) 

���
� 
(Sino-

Japanese) 

���
� 
(Sino- 

Korean) 
� � � � ��� ��� �

�� �� �� �� kok4 ���(kak�)� ��(kwak)�

�� �� �� �� khok4 ���(kak�)� ��(hwak)�

�� �� �� �� khok4 ���(kak�)� ��(hwak)�

�� �� �� �� hok4 ���(kak�)� ��(kwak)�

�� �� �� �� hok4 ���(kak�)� ��(kwak)�

�� �� �� �� hok4 ���(kak�)� ��(hwak)�

�� �� �� �� hok8 ���(kak�)� ��(hwak)�

� � � �  � �

� � � � -ok (7) -ak� (7)� -wak (7) 
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���������

�	 
(word) 

�


(y�nbù) 
�� 

(onset) 
� 
(tone) 

��� 
(Southern 

Min) 

���	� 
(Sino- 

Japanese) 

���	� 
(Sino- 

Korean) 
� � � � ��� ��� �

�� �� �� �� hok8 ���(hak�)� ��(pak)�

�� �� �� �� kiok4 ����(kjak�)� ��(kwak)�

��� 1� �� �� �� ok ���(wak�)� ��(hwak)�

� � � �  � �

� � � � -ok (2) -ak� (2)� -wak (2) 

� � � � -iok (1) -jak� (1)� -ak (1) 

1 � is only found is Wu’s dictionary and there is no tone.  
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��������� �

	
 
(word) 

��

(y�nbù) 
� 

(onset) 
�� 
(tone) 

��� 
(Southern 

Min) 

���
� 
(Sino-

Japanese) 

���
� 
(Sino- 

Korean) 
� � � � ��� ��� �

�� �� �� �� pak4 ���(hak�)� ��(pak)�

�� �� �� �� pak4 ���(hak�)� ��(pak)�

�� �� �� �� phok4 ���(hak�)� ��(pak)�

�� �� �� �� phok4 ���(hak�)� ��(pak)�

�� �� �� �� pok8 ���(hak�)� ��(pak)�

�� �� �� �� tak4 ���(tak�)� ��(thak)�

�� �� �� �� tak4 ���(tak�)� ��(thak)�

�� �� �� �� tak4 ���(tak�)� ��(thak)�

���� 1� �� �� �� tak4 / tok4 ���(tak�)� ��(thak)�

�� �� �� �� tak4 ���(tak�)� ��(thak)�

�� �� �� �� tshak4 ���(tak�)� ��(chak)�

�� �� �� �� tak8 / tsak8 ���(tak�)� ��(thak)�

	� �� �� �� tsak4 ���(sak�)� ��(chak)�


� �� �� �� siok8 ���(tak�)� ��(thak)�

�� �� �� �� tsak4 ���(sak�)� ��(chak)�

�� �� �� �� sak4 ���(sak�)� ��(sak)�

�� �� �� �� kak4  ���(kak�)� ��(kak)�

�� �� �� �� kak4 ���(kak�)� ��(kak)�

��	 2� �� �� �� kiau ��� (ko:) � (kjo) 
� �� �� �� khak4 ���(kak�)� ��(hwak)�

�� �� �� �� khak4 ���(kak�)� ��(kak)�

�� �� �� �� khok4 ���(kak�)� ��(kak)�

�� �� 
� �� gak8 ���(gak�)� ��(ak)�

�� �� 
� �� gak8 ���(gak�)� ��(ak)�

���� 3� �� 
� �� gak8 ���(gak�)� ��(ak)�

�� ��  � �� hak8 ���(kak�)� 	�(hak)�

�� �� �� �� ak4 	��(ak�)� ��(ak)�

� � � �  � �

� � � � -ak (21) -ak� (26)� -ak (25) 

� � � � -ok (4)  -wak (1) 
� � � � -iok (1) �  

1 For�, it is  tak4 rather than tok4 that is included because the other characters sharing 
the same onset are tak4.  
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2 Although the character � is seen in the wordlist, it is not found in Gu�ny�n (��) and 
the three pronunciations suggest that this character should be introduced later. Therefore 
this character is excluded from calculation.   
3 The pronunciation of� here is üè in Mandarin Chinese.�
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��������� �

	
 
(word) 

��

(y�nbù) 
� 

(onset) 
�� 
(tone) 

��� 
(Southern 

Min) 

���
� 
(Sino- 

Japanese) 

���
� 
(Sino- 

Korean) 
� � � � ��� ��� �

�� �� �� �� pok4 ���(hok�)� ��(puk)�

�� �� �� �� bik8 ���(bok�)� ���(muk)�

�� �� �� �� bik8 ���(bok�)� ��(muk)�

�� �� �� �� tik4 ���(tok�)� ��(t
k)�

�� �� �� �� tik4 ���(tok�)� ��(t	k)�

�� �� �� �� thik4 ���(tok�)� ���(th
k)�

�� �� �� �� tik8  ���(tok�)� ��(th
k)�

�� �� �� �� lik8 ���(rok�)� ����(n
k)�

�� �� �� �� lik8 / lik4 ���(rok�)� ����(n
k)�

�� �� �� �� tsik4 ���(sok�)� 	(c
k)�

�� �� �� �� tsik8 ���(sok�)� 
�(c	k)�

�� �� �� �� sik4   ���(sok�)� ��(s�k)�

�� �� �� �� khik4 ���(kok�)� ��(kak)�

 � �� �� �� khik4 ���(kok�)� �(k
k)�

�� �� �� �� hik4 ���(kok�)� ��(h
k)�

� � � �  � �

� � � � -ik (14) -ok� (15) -
k (8) 

� � � � -ok (1) � -uk (3) 

� � � �  � -	k (2) 
� � � �  � -�k (1) 

� � � �  � -ak (1) 
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���������

	
 
(word) 

��

(y�nbù) 
� 

(onset) 
�� 
(tone) 

��� 
(Southern 

Min) 

���
� 
(Sino- 

Japanese) 

���
� 
(Sino- 

Korean) 
� � � � ��� ��� �

�� �� �� �� pik4 ����(hjok�)� ��(pj	k)�

�� �� �� �� lik8 ����(zjok�)� ��(nik)�

�� �� �� �� lik8 ����(rjok�)� ����(j	k)�

�� �� �� �� tsik4 ����(sjok�)� ��(c
k)�

�� �� �� �� tsik4 ����(sjok�)� ��(c
k)�

�� �� �� �� sik4 ����(sjok�)� ��(sik)�

�� �� �� �� sik4 ����(sjok�)� ��(sik)�

��� 1� �� �� �� sik4 ���(seki)� ��(sik)�
��� 2� �� �� �� sik 	���(tjok�)� ��(cik)�

�� �� �� �� thik4 	���(tjok�)� 	�(chik)�

	� �� �� �� tik8 	���(tjok�)� ��(cik)�

��
 3� �� �� �� tik8 	���(tjok�)� 
�(chi)�

�� �� �� �� tshik4 ����(sjok�)� ��(ch
k)�

�� �� �� �� tshik4 ����(sjok�)� ��(ch
k)�

� �� �� �� sik4 ����(sjok�)� ��(s�k)�

�� �� �� �� sik4 ����(sjok�)� ��(s�k)�

�� �� 	� �� tsik4 ����(sjok�)� ��(cik)�

�� �� 	� �� tsik4 ����(sjok�)� ��(cik)�

�� �� 
� �� sik8 ����(sjok�)� ��(sik)�

�� �� 
� �� sik8 ����(sjok�)� ��(sik)�

   �� �� �� �� sik4  ����(sjok�)� ��(sik)�

�� �� �� �� sik4 ����(sjok�)� ��(sik)�

�� �� �� �� sik4 ����(sjok�)� ��(sik)�

�� �� �� �� sik8 ����(sjok�)� ��(sik)�

�� �� �� �� sik8 ����(sjok�)� ��(sik)�

� �� �� �� kik8 ����(kjok�)� �(k
k)�

�� �� �� �� ik4 
��(ok�)� ��(	k)�

�� �� �� �� ik4 
��(ok�)� ��(	k)�

�� �� �� �� ik4 ���(jok�)� ��(	k)�

�� �� �� �� ik8 ���(jok�)� ��(ik)�

� � � �  � �

� � � � -ik (28) -jok� (26) -ik (16) 
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� � � �

 -ok� (2) -
k (5) 

� � � �

  -	k (3)�
� � � �

  -�k (2) 

� � � �

  -j	k (2) 

1 � in Sino-Japanese should be  ����(sjok�) in theory. However the references 

suggest that it is�� (seki). Therefore this character is not included in the calculation.  
2 The character, �, is only found in Wu’s dictionary and there is no tone. 
3. Since the Sino-Korean of� does not have stop ending, this character is not taken into 
consideration when it comes to token calculation.  
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���������

	
 
(word) 

��

(y�nbù) 
� 

(onset) 
�� 
(tone) 

��� 
(Southern 

Min) 

���
� 
(Sino-

Japanese) 

���
� 
(Sino- 

Korean) 
� � � � ��� ��� �

�� �� �� �� kok4 ���(kok�)� ��(kuk)�

�� �� �� �� hik8 ���(kok�)� ��(hok)�

�� �� �� �� hik8 ���(kok�)� ��(hok)�

� � � �  � �

� � � � -ik (2) -ok� (3)� -ok (2) 

� � � � -ok (1) � -uk (1) 

�
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���������

	
 
(word) 

��

(y�nbù) 
� 

(onset) 
�� 
(tone) 

��� 
(Southern 

Min) 

���
� 
(Sino-

Japanese) 

���
� 
(Sino- 

Korean) 
� � � � ��� ��� �

�� �� �� �� ik8 ���(jok�)� ��(j	k)�

� � � �  � �

� � � � -ik (1) -jok� (1) -j	k (1) 
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��������� �

	
 
(word) 

��

(y�nbù) 
� 

(onset) 
�� 
(tone) 

��� 
(Southern 

Min) 

���
� 
(Sino-

Japanese) 

���
� 
(Sino- 

Korean) 
� � � � ��� ��� �

�� �� �� �� pik4 ���(hak�)� ��(p�k)�

�� �� �� �� pik4 ���(hak�)� ��(p�k)�

�� �� �� �� pik4 ���(hak�)� ��(p�k)�

�� �� �� �� pik4 ���(hak�)� ��(pak)�

�� �� �� �� phik4 ���(hak�)� ��(pak)�

�� �� �� �� phik4  ���(hak�)� ��(p�k)�

�� �� �� �� pik8 ���(hak�)� ��(p�k)�

�� �� �� �� pik8 ���(hak�)� ��(p�k)�

�� 1� �� �� �� � ���(hak�)� ��(pak)�

�� �� �� �� bik8 ���(bak�)� ����

(m�k/p�k)�

�� �� �� �� thik4 ���(tak�)� ��(thak)�

��� �� �� �� � �� ��

�� �� �� �� tik8 ���(tak�)� ��(th�k)�

�� �� �� �� tik8 ���(tak�)� ��(th�k)�

�� �� �� �� tik8 ���(tak�)� ��(th�k)�

�� �� �� �� tsik4 ���(sak�)� ��(chak)�

�� 2� �� �� �� tshik4 �� ��

�� �� �� �� kik4 ���(kak�)� ��(kj	k)�

�� �� �� �� khik4 ���(kak�)� 	�(k�k)�

�� �� �� �� gik8 ���(gak�)� 
�(�k)�

�� �� �� �� hik4 ���(kak�)� ��(hj	k)�

	� �� �� �� hik4  ���(kak�)� ��(hj	k)�

� � � �  � �

� � � � -ik (19) -ak� (19)� -�k (12)�

� � � �   -ak (4) 
� � � �  � -j	k (3)�

1  �	 is not calculated here since there is no Southern Min. 
2 Lack of modern pronunciations of Sino-Japanese and Sino-Korean, ��  is not 
included in calculation.  
��

�

�
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�������� 
�	 

(word) 
�


(y�nbù) 
�� 

(onset) 
� 
(tone) 

��� 
(Southern 

Min) 

���	� 
(Sino-

Japanese) 

���	� 
(Sino- 

Korean) 
� � � � ��� ��� �

�� �� �� �� pik4 ���(hak�)� ��(pj	k)�

�� �� �� �� pik4 ���(hak�)� ��(pj	k)�

�� �� �� �� bik8 ���(bak�)� ��(m�k)�

�� �� �� �� bik8 ���(bak�)� ��(m�k)�

�� �� �� �� tik4 ���(tak�)� ��(c	k)�

�� �� �� �� tsik4 ���(sak�)� ��(ch�k)�

�� �� �� �� tshik4 ���(sak�)� ��(ch�k)�

�� �� �� �� tshik4 ���(sak�)� ��(ch�k)�

�� �� �� �� tshik4 ���(kak�)� ��(ch�k)�

�� �� �� �� kik4 ���(kak�)� ��(hj	k)�

�� �� �� �� kik4 ���(kak�)� ��(kj	k)�

�� �� �� �� hik8  ���(kak�)� ��(h�k)�

�� �� �� �� ik4 ���(ak�)� ��(�k)�

	� �� �� �� ik4 ���(ak�)� ��(�k)�

� � � �  � �

� � � � -ik (14) -ak� (14)� -�k (9)�

� � � �  � -j	k (4)�

� � � �  � -	k (1) 
 
 
�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�
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��������� �

	
 
(word) 

��

(y�nbù) 
� 

(onset) 
�� 
(tone) 

��� 
(Southern 

Min) 

���
� 
(Sino-

Japanese) 

���
� 
(Sino- 

Korean) 
� � � � ��� ��� �

�� �� �� �� phik4 ���(heki)� ��(pj	k)�
�� �� �� �� kik4 ���(keki)� ��(k
k)�

��� 1� �� �� �� kik8 / kiok8 ���(keki)� ��(k
k)�

�� �� �� �� kik8 ���(keki)� ��(k
k)�

�� �� �� �� gik8 ���(geki)� ��(j	k)�
� � � �  � �

� � � � -ik (5) -eki (5) -
k (3) 

� � � �   -j	k (2) 
1 For the character, �, the representative pronunciation is kik8 since the other four 
examples are -ik. 
�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�
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�
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�
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�
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��������� �

	
 
(word) 

��

(y�nbù) 
� 

(onset) 
�� 
(tone) 

��� 
(Southern 

 Min) 

���
� 
(Sino- 

Japanese) 

���
� 
(Sino- 

Korean) 
� � � � ��� ��� �

�� �� �� �� pik4 ���(heki)� ��(pj	k)�
�� �� �� �� phik4 ���(heki)� ��(pj	k)�
�� �� �� �� phik4 ���(heki)� ��(pj	k)�
�� �� �� �� tsik4 ���(seki)� ��(c	k)�
�� �� �� �� tsik4 ���(seki)� ��(c	k)�
�� �� �� �� tsik4 ���(seki)� ��(ch	k)�
�� �� �� �� tsik8 ���(seki)� ��(c	k)�
�� �� �� �� tsik8  ���(seki)� ��(c	k)�
�� �� �� �� sik4 ���(seki)� ��(s	k)�
�� �� �� �� sik4 ���(seki)� ��(s	k)�
�� �� �� �� sik8 ���(seki)� ��(s	k)�
�� �� �� �� sik8 ���(seki)� ��(s	k)�
�� �� �� �� tik8 ���(teki)� ��(ch	k)�
	� �� �� �� tsik4 ���(seki)� ��(ch	k)�

� �� �� �� tsik4  ���(seki)� ��(c	k)�
�� �� �� �� tshik4 ���(seki)� ��(c	k)�
�� �� �� �� thik4 ���(seki)� ��(ch	k)�
�� �� �� �� tshik4 ���(seki)� ��(ch	k)�
� �� �� �� sik8  ���(seki)� ��(s	k)�
�� �� 	� �� sik4 ���(seki)� ��(c	k)�
�� �� 	� �� sik4 ���(seki)� ��(s	k)�
�� �� 
� �� sik8 ���(seki)� ��(s	k)�
�� �� �� �� ik4 ���(eki)� ��(ik)�
�� �� �� �� ik8 ���(eki)� ��(j	k)�
�� �� �� �� ik8 ���(eki)� ��(j	k)�
�� �� �� �� ik8  ���(eki)� ��(j	k)�
�� �� �� �� ik8 ���(eki)� ��(�k)�

�� �� �� �� ik8 ���(eki)� ��(�k)�

� � � �  � �

� � � �  -ik (28) -eki (28) -	k (19)�
� � � �  � -j	k (6)�

� � � �  � -�k (2)�

� � � �  � -ik (1) 

�

�
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���������

	
 
(word) 

��

(y�nbù) 
� 

(onset) 
�� 
(tone) 

��� 
(Southern 

Min) 

���
� 
(Sino-

Japanese) 

���
� 
(Sino- 

Korean) 
� � � � ��� ��� �

�� �� �� �� pik4 ���(heki)� ��(pj	k)�
�� �� �� �� phik4 ���(heki)� ��(pj	k)�
�� �� �� �� bik8 ���(beki)� ��(mj	k)�
�� �� �� �� tik4 / tik8 ���(teki)� ��(c	k)�
�� �� �� �� tik4 ���(teki)� ��(c	k)�
�� �� �� �� tik4 ���(teki)� ��(c	k)�
�� �� �� �� thik4 ���(teki)� ��(ch	k)�
�� �� �� �� thik4 ���(teki)� ��(ch	k)�
�� �� �� �� tik8 ���(teki)� ��(c	k)�
�� �� �� �� tik8 ���(teki)� ��(c	k)�
�� �� �� �� tik8 ���(teki)� ��(c	k)�
�� �� �� �� tik8 ���(teki)� ��(c	k)�
�� �� �� �� lik8 ���(deki)� ����(ik)�
�� �� �� �� lik8 ���(reki)� ����(j	k)�
�� �� �� �� lik8 ���(reki)� ����(j	k)�
	� �� �� �� tsik4 ���(seki)� ��(c	k)�

� �� �� �� tshik4 ���(seki)� ��(ch	k)�
�� �� �� �� tsik8 ���(seki)� ��(c	k)�
�� �� �� �� sik4 ���(seki)� 	�(s	k)�
�� �� �� �� sik4 ���(seki)� 	�(s	k)�
�� �� �� �� kik4 ���(keki)� 
�(kj	k)�
�� �� �� �� kik4 ���(keki)� 
�(kj	k)�
�� 1� �� �� �� khit4 ���(kits�)� ��(h
l)�
� � � �  � �

� � � � -ik (22) -eki (22) -	k (14)�
� � � �   -j	k (7) 

� � � �   -ik (1) 
1 This character   is not included in calculation because its meaning here is “ to 
stammer” rather than “to eat”. 
�

�

�

�

�

�
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���������

	
 
(word) 

��

(y�nbù) 
� 

(onset) 
�� 
(tone) 

��� 
(Southern 

Min) 

���
� 
(Sino-

Japanese) 

���
� 
(Sino- 

Korean) 
� � � � ��� ��� �

�� �� �� �� kok4 ���(kak�)� ��(kwek)�

� � � �  � �

� � � � -ok  (1) -ak� (1) -wek (1) 

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�
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��������� �

	
 
(word) 

��

(y�nbù) 
� 

(onset) 
�� 
(tone) 

��� 
(Southern 

Min) 

���
� 
(Sino-

Japanese) 

���
� 
(Sino- 

Korean) 
� � � � ��� ��� �

�� �� �� �� hik8 ���(kak�)� ����(hwek)�

�� �� �� �� hik8 ���(kak�)� ��(hwek)�

� � � �  � �

� � � � -ik (2) -ak� (2)� -wek (2) 

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�
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(word) 

��

(y�nbù) 
� 

(onset) 
�� 
(tone) 

��� 
(Southern 

 Min) 

���
� 
(Sino- 

Japanese) 

���
� 
(Sino- 

Korean) 
� � � � ��� ��� �

�� �� �� �� ik8 ���(eki)� ��(kj	k)�
�� �� �� �� ik8 ���(eki)� ��(kj	k)�
� � � �  � �

� � � � -ik (2) -eki (2) -j	k (2) 

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�
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(word) 

��

(y�nbù) 
� 

(onset) 
�� 
(tone) 

��� 
(Southern 

Min) 

���
� 
(Sino-

Japanese) 

���
� 
(Sino- 

Korean) 
� � � � ��� ��� �

�� �� �� �� pok4 ���(hok�)� ��(pok)�

�� �� �� �� phok4 ���(hak�)� ��(pok)�

�� �� �� �� phok4 ���(hok�)� ��(pok)�

���� 1� �� �� �� phok4 ���(hok�)� ��(pu)�

�� �� �� �� pok8 ���(hok�)� ��(pok)�

�� �� �� �� pok8  ���(hok�)� ��(phok)�

�� �� �� �� pok8  ���(hok�)� ��(phok)�

�� �� �� �� bok8 ���(bok�)� ��(mok)�

�� �� �� �� thok4 ���(tok�)� ��(tok)�

�� �� �� �� tok8 ���(tok�)� ��(tok)�

�� �� �� �� tok8  ���(tok�)� ��(tok)�

�� �� �� �� tok8 ���(tok�)� ��(tok)�

�� �� �� �� tok8 ���(tok�)� ��(tok)�

�� �� �� �� lok8 ���(rok�)� ����(nok)�

	� �� �� �� lok8 ���(rok�)� ����(nok)�


� �� �� �� tsok8 ���(sok�)� 	�(cok)�

�� �� �� �� sok4 ���(sok�)� 
�(sok)�

�� �� �� �� kok4 ���(kok�)� ��(kok)�

�� �� �� �� kok4 ���(kok�)� ��(kok)�

� �� �� �� khok4 ���(kok�)� ��(kok)�

�� �� �� �� hok8 ���(kok�)� ��(kok)�

�� �� �� �� ok4 	��(ok�)� ��(ok)�

� � � �  � �

� � � � -ok (21) -ok� (21)� -ok (21) 

1 Since Sino-Korean of� does not contain stop ending, it is not included in calculation.  
�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�
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(word) 

��

(y�nbù) 
� 

(onset) 
�� 
(tone) 

��� 
(Southern 

Min) 

���
� 
(Sino-

Japanese) 

���
� 
(Sino- 

Korean) 
� � � � ��� ��� �

�� �� �� �� tok4 ���(tok�)� ��(tok)�

�� �� �� �� tok4 ���(tok�)� ��(tok)�

�� �� �� �� tok8 ���(tok�)� ��(tok)�

�� �� �� �� khok4 ���(kok�)� ��(hok)�

�� �� �� �� ok4 ���(ok�)� ��(ok)�

� � � �  � �

� � � � -ok (5) -ok� (5)� -ok (5) 

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�
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��������� �

	
 
(word) 

��

(y�nbù) 
� 

(onset) 
�� 
(tone) 

��� 
(Southern 

 Min) 

���
� 
(Sino- 

Japanese) 

���
� 
(Sino- 

Korean) 
� � � � ��� ��� �

�� �� �� �� hok4 ���(h�k�)� ��(pok)�

�� �� �� �� hok4 ���(h�k�)� ��(phok)�

�� �� �� �� hok4 ���(h�k�)� ��(pok)�

�� �� �� �� hok4 / hok8 ���(h�k�)� ��(pok)�

�� �� �� �� hok4 ���(h�k�)� ��(pok)�

�� �� �� �� hok4 ���(h�k�)� ��(pok)�

�� �� �� �� hok8 ���(h�k�)� ��(pok)�

�� �� �� �� hok8 ���(h�k�)� ��(pok)�

�� �� �� �� � �� ��

�� �� �� �� hok4/ hok8  ���(h�k�)� ��(pok)�

�� �� �� �� bok8 ���(bok�)� ��(mok)�

�� �� �� �� bok8 ���(bok�)� ��(mok)�

�� �� �� �� bok8 ���(bok�)� ��(mok)�

�� �� �� �� liok8 ���(rik�)� ����(juk)�

�� �� �� �� liok8 ���(rik�)� ����(juk)�

�� �� �� �� siok4 ����(sj�k�)� ��(suk)�

�� �� �� �� siok4  ����(sj�k�)� ��(suk)�

�� �� �� �� tiok4 ���(tik�)� ��(cuk)�

�� �� �� �� tiok4 / tiok8 ���(tik�)� ��(chuk)�

��� 1� �� �� �� thiok4 ���(tik�)� ��(chuk)�

�� �� �� �� tiok8 ���(tik�)� ��(chuk)�

�� �� �� �� tiok8 ���(tik�)� ��(chuk)�

���
2
� �� �� �� siok4 / sok4 ����(sj�k�)� ��(chuk)�

	� �� �� �� tsiok4 ����(sj�k�)� ��(chuk)�


� �� �� �� tsiok4 ����(sj�k�)� �����

(cuk/juk)�
�� �� �� �� siok4 ����(sj�k�)� ��(suk)�

�� �� �� �� siok8 ����(sj�k�)� ��(suk)�

�� �� �� �� siok4 / siok8 ����(sj�k�)� ��(suk)�

� �� �� �� jiok8  ���(zik�)� ��(juk)�

�� �� �� �� kiok4 ���(kik�)� 	�(kuk)�

�� �� �� �� kiok4 ���(kik�)� 	�(kuk)�
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�� �� �� �� khiok4 ���(kik�)� ��(kuk)�

���
3
� �� �� �� hiok4  ��(kik�)� ��(chuk)�

��� �� �� �� hiok4  ���(tik�)� ��(chuk)�

�� �� �� �� iok4 ���(ik�)� ��(uk)�

�� �� �� �� iok8 ���(ik�)� ��(juk)�

� � � �  � �

� � � � -iok (23)  -ik� (15) -uk (19) 

� � � � -ok (12) -�k� (9) -ok (12) 

� � � �  -j�k� (8) -juk (4) 

� � � �  -ok� (3)  

1 The pronunciation of� here is chù in Mandarin Chinese. 
2 Although the character, � , has two pronunciations, siok4 and sok4, according to 
Division III, it is siok4 that is taken into consideration.   
3 The pronunciation of� here is x� in Mandarin Chinese. 
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(word) 

��

(y�nbù) 
� 

(onset) 
�� 
(tone) 

��� 
(Southern 

Min) 

���
� 
(Sino- 

Japanese) 

���
� 
(Sino- 

Korean) 
� � � � ��� ��� �

�� �� �� �� liok8 ����(rjok�)� ����(nok)�

��� 1� �� �� �� liok8 / 
lok8 

����(rjok�)� ����(nok)�

�� �� �� �� tsiok4 ����(sjok�)� ��(cok)�

�� �� �� �� tshiok4 ����(sjok�)� ��(chok)�

�� �� �� �� siok4 ����(sjok�)� ��(sok)�

�� �� �� �� siok8 ����(sjok�)� ��(sok)�

�� �� �� �� siok8 ����(sjok�)� ��(sok)�

�� �� �� �� tsiok4 ����(sjok�)� ��(chok)�

�� �� �� �� tsiok4 ����(sjok�)� ��(chok)�

�� �� �� �� tshiok4 ����(sjok�)� ��(chok)�

�� �� �� �� siok8 ����(sjok�)� ��(sok)�

�� �� �� �� siok4 ����(sjok�)� ��(sok)�

	� �� �� �� siok8 ����(sjok�)� ��(chok)�


� �� �� �� tsiok4 / 
siok8 

����(sjok�)� ���(chok/sok)�

�� �� �� �� jiok8  ����(zjok�)� ��(jok)�

�� �� �� �� jiok8  ����(zjok�)� ��(jok)�

� �� 	� �� kiok4 ����(kjok�)� 	�(kuk)�

�� �� �� �� khiok4 ����(kjok�)� 
�(kok)�

�� �� �� �� kiok8 ����(kjok�)� 	�(kuk)�

�� �� 
� �� giok8 ����(gjok�)� ��(ok)�

�� �� 
� �� giok8 ����(gjok�)� ��(ok)�

�� �� �� �� iok8 ���(jok�)� ��(ok)�

�� �� �� �� iok8 ���(jok�)� ��(jok)�

�� �� �� �� iok8 ���(jok�)� ��(jok)�

� � � �  � �

� � � � -iok (24) -jok� (24) -ok (18) 

� � � �   -jok (4) 

� � � �   -uk (2) 
1 Although � can also be pronounced as lok, it is not viewed as exception and not 
calculated as one token. 


